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Call for Papers
Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association 2016
“The Past, Present, and Future of Medieval and Renaissance Texts”
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, June 16–18, 2016

The Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association invites
paper and panel proposals for its 2016 conference, to take place on the
campus of the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque, June 16–18,
2016. The conference theme, “The Past, Present, and Future of Medieval
and Renaissance Texts,” invites proposals that address any aspect of textual culture, including how medieval and Renaissance authors composed
their texts; how texts were affected by their manuscript or early printed
context; how works of art could function as visual texts; how texts were
received by their intended and unintended audiences; how texts have been
transmitted across the centuries; how editorial practice and literary theory
have helped form modern approaches to medieval and Renaissance texts;
and how advances in digital technology are shaping future directions in
the presentation and analysis of texts. While paper and panel proposals
that address the conference theme will receive special consideration, proposals in any area of Medieval and Renaissance Studies will be welcome.
There will be two keynote presentations by noted scholars: Sian Echard
(University of British Columbia), “‘Examin’d with Original’: Facsimiles
of Medieval Manuscripts in the Post-Medieval World”; and Adam Zucker
(University of Massachusetts, Amherst), “‘Duller Parts’: Comic Stupidity
and Difficult Texts.”
Paper and panel proposals should be directed to the RMMRA Program
Committee via email to Timothy Graham (tgraham@unm.edu).
Proposals are due by February 15, 2016. A proposal should include:
• Name of presenter

• Participant category (faculty/graduate student/independent scholar)
• Institutional affiliation
• Preferred mailing address
• Email address
• An abstract of the proposed paper/panel in about 250 words
• Audiovisual requirements and any other specific requests

The Program Committee will notify participants if their proposals have
been accepted by March 5, 2016. Note that all presenters at the conference must be active members of RMMRA who have paid their annual
subscription of $25 by the time of the conference.
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Notice to Contributors

Quidditas (http://humanities.byu.edu/rmmra), the annual, on-line journal of the
Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association, invites submissions
falling within the domain of Medieval /Renaissance disciplines, literature, history,
art, music, philosophy, religion, languages, rhetoric, interdisciplinary studies.
Since there is NO subscription fee, the journal is easily available from any
computer without charges,
Quidditas also features a “Notes” section for short articles (2 to 19 pages) pertaining to factual research, bibliographical and/or archival matters, corrections and
suggestions, pedagogy, and other matters pertaining to the research and teaching
of Medieval and Renaissance studies. Our “Texts and Teaching” section seeks
longer Review of Literature essays and short (2 to 12 pages) reviews of individual
textbooks and other books instructors have found expecially valuable in teaching
their courses in Medieval and Renaissance disciplines.
Membership in the Association is NOT required for submission or publication.
Please submit articles, notes, or reviews electronically in MS Word (.doc or
.docx) to the appropriate editor listed below. The author’s name must not appear
within the text. All articles or notes must includea a short abstract (200 words)
before the main text, and a full bibliography at the end of works cited. Use The
Chicago Manual of Stlyle (15tlh ed.). Also please accompany any submissions
with a cover letter including the author’s name, address, phone number, e-mail
address, and title of the submission.
Documentation: Quidditas uses footnotes. No endnotes or parenthetical citations
Since submissions must include a bibliography, footnotes, including the first reference, should use abbreviated author, title and page(s). For exalmple: Bibliographical entry: Nirenboerg, David, Communities of Violence. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1996. First and subsequent footnotes--Nirenberg, Communites
of Viiolence, 22-24. Do not use ibid. Subsequent references to the same work
should contunue the use of abbreviated author, title, and page number.
Send Articles and Notes to:
Professor James H. Forse, Editor
quidditas_editor@yahoo.com
Send submissions to Texts and Teaching to:
Professor Jennifer McNabb, Associate Editor
jl.mcnabb@wiu.edu
Articles appearing in Quidditas are indexed in the MLA Bibliography, Historical
Abstracks, America Hisktory and Life, and EBSCO host.
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ALLEN D. BRECK
AWARD WINNER

(2015)
Alaina L. Bupp
The Allen D. Breck Award is given in honor of Professor Allen D. Breck (1914-2000), a founder of the Rocky
Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association. As
Professor of History at the University of Denver, he
also served for 20 years as department chair. As Professor Emeritus he became the historian of the University of
Denver, writing From the Rockies to the World—The History of the University of Denver. His specialties included
medieval and church history, particularly John Wyclif. He
also taught Anglican studies at the Hiff School of Theology, and wrote, edited, or contributed to histories of Jews,
Methodists, and Episcopalians in Colorado and books on
medieval philosophy, the lives of western leaders, and the
relationships between science, history, and philosophy. In
addition to his involvement with RMMRA, he also was a
fellow of the Royal Historical Society, and belonged to the
Medieval Academy of America, the Western History Association, and the Western Social Science Association.
The Breck Award recognizes the most distinguished paper
given by a junior scholar at the annual conference.
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“I am I”: The Allegorical Bastard in Shakespeare’s King John
Alaina Bupp
University of Colorado at Boulder
Shakespeare’s King John provides readers with a particularly interesting, though relatively unexamined character: Philip Falconbridge, the bastard. This character exists somewhere between the
allegorical forbears of medieval morality plays and the intensely
interior specificity of the likes of Hamlet. Philip begins the play with
a specific, though fictional, identity, but consciously decides to become allegorical. We can see this transformation at the intersection
of text and context, of the words spoken by Philip as he becomes
Bastard (the allegorical figure) and the First Folio’s construction of
that transformation. Bastard employs particular rhetoric to firstly
shed his old, specific identity and then to empower himself through
the authority he finds in his bastardy. At the same time, the First
Folio authorizes this transformation by calling the character “Bastard” rather than “Philip.” Shakespeare not only creates a powerful
figure who manages to find power in his own bastardizing, but in
bastardizing the trope of allegory, refreshes it for another period in
literary history.
By the time Shakespeare begins writing, England’s thirst for (or tolerance of) wholly allegorical plays seems to have waned considerably. Audiences don’t want the work involved in watching Everyman
or Mankind1 stumble through moral dilemmas and then applying
the lessons learned to their own situations; they want to see Hamlet struggle with his inability to act, or Lear veer crazily towards a
doom of his own creation.2 In short, audiences have begun to crave
the drama and intensity of the specific. And for the most part, that’s
what Shakespeare delivers.
1 Everyman and Mankind are the main allegorical figures in medieval morality dramas
of the same names.
2 Gerald Bruns says “allegory did not survive the onset of modernity, with its definition
of the self as a subject external to everything but itself.” Bruns, Hermeneutics Ancient and
Modern, 102.
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But an examination of one of his lesser known plays reveals that
Shakespeare did do allegory.3 As a history play, King John would
appear incredibly specific, but its (arguably) main character pushes
the bounds of specificity to their breaking point and manipulates his
own identity to become a powerful and powerfully allegorical figure. The power he accrues comes from his ability to manipulate the
space between represented, representation, and audience. At times
the space collapses in on itself and at others it opens up allowing
room for maneuvering. In either instance, the audience is drawn in
by the ebbs and flows of the representational spaces.
The character of Philip the Bastard (as modern editions call him
in the dramatis personae), Philip (as he starts the First Folio), or
Bastard (as he ends that edition) is undoubtedly an interesting one.
Although he is not the titular character, he is certainly one of the
more dynamic and attractive characters in the play. His first appearance occurs when he and his brother come before the court to settle
a dispute over inheritance of their father’s lands. Philip’s brother
attempts to dispossess Philip by asserting his illegitimacy. At first,
Philip tries to deny this claim, but Queen Eleanor (mother of the current King John and his older brother, the late King Richard I) takes
one look at Philip and sees a marked resemblance to her dead son.
Bolstered by the possibility of his royal parentage, Philip revokes
his claim and embraces his bastard status. This change puts him in
a strangely influential position within the court and as a result his
words and actions carry considerable weight throughout the play,
directing the action and dictating audience response.
But more intriguing to me is the way in which this character
moves from specificity to allegory and what that implies about the
evolution of this dramatic mode. The First Folio, as the earliest
source of the play, is an excellent place to begin this examination.
The life and death of King John has no dramatis personae in the
3 For a convincing argument for allegory not only in Shakespeare, but in drama more generally and into the eighteenth century, see Jane K. Brown’s The Persistence of Allegory.
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First Folio, nor does it have a list of actorsnames as does The Winters Tale, which comes before it in the First Folio.4 The layout of
the First Folio seems to rely on making due with the space at hand,
so where there was room on a page at the end of a play, dramatis
personae or lists of actors were included; if the type filled the page,
then it was omitted.
The first textual appearance of the characters, then, directly precedes their entrance on stage; based on this, Shakespeare names the
character in question “Philip” (1.1.57) when his entrance occurs with
his brother. For the next eighty-five or so lines, Shakespeare refers
to him as “Philip” or “Phil.” Then something subtle and remarkable
happens: Philip becomes “Bastard.” From act one, scene one, line
one hundred forty-six onwards, Shakespeare indicates this character’s line with “bast.” and his stage directions with “Bastard.”5
This change occurs at the very moment when the character revokes his membership to the Falconbridge family and accepts his
status as the illegitimate son of his mother and Richard I. The idea
of being the bastard son of a king greatly outshines whatever was
left for him as the legitimate (or even adoptive) son of a nobleman,
so Philip shakes off his former identity and allows his bastard designation take over. At this point King John asks Philip his name and
Philip here begins to shuffle off his specificity and embrace a more
allegorical nature. Philip answers King John by stating his given,
specific name, “Philip my Leige, so is my name begun, | Philip,
good old Sir Roberts wives eldest sonne” (1.1.166-7). He indicates
the name given him, and references his previously presumed father,
Sir Robert Falconbridge, but doesn’t draw the father/son connection. He’s beginning to shed that association and identity.
4 Shakespeare, “King John,” The Norton Facsimile: The First Folio of Shakespeare,
321-3. All further references to the play will come from this edition unless otherwise indicated. The facsimile edition includes line numbers that count from the beginning of the
play, rather than starting over in each scene; the line numbers included in my references
correspond to those found in the facsimile editions and thus are cumulative over the course
of the play. Act and scene numbers remain unchanged.
5 Some modern editors, such as those responsible for the Riverside Shakespeare, call the
character in question “Bastard” from the beginning of the play.
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Moreover, Philip indicates the death of his specificity in saying
that Philip is the beginning of his name: “so my name is begun.” It
is merely the first name by which he will be known, and a different
moniker will follow this one, and end his naming. This is not the
usual course of naming; the name a person is given, the one with
which they begin life, is commonly the one with which they end.6
But Philip was the name that Sir Robert gave him, and in eradicating that relationship, Philip also denies any authority Sir Robert had
to name him. A new father means a new name. Richard I, however,
is not alive to rename Philip; a space opens up surrounding Philip’s
identity and though King John attempts to fill it, he also does not
have the authority to fully articulate this new identity.
At this point, King John tries to re-name Philip, calling him “Sir
Richard, and Plantagenet” (1.1.171). But this character takes on the
significance of the name rather than the specificity of it. In naming
him Sir Richard, King John is calling him after the character’s father
Richard I; it certainly makes sense, especially if Eleanor is right
and he does resemble Richard. But at no point does the play bow
to King John’s sensible renaming of the character. Instead the play
adamantly refers to this character by his status, his chief feature,
his bastardry. The play takes the reason for the renaming and the
inspiration behind the new name and uses it to push the character
into the realm of allegory. Like characters in medieval morality
plays before him, Philip – now called Bastard7 – begins to embody
his most distinctive trait: his parentage. With this shedding of his
ties to the Falconbridge family, his ties to an existence in which he
must always be questioned and found suspicious, Bastard starts to
become a representation of an idea larger than himself.
We see this progression a few lines after King John’s attempted
renaming, when Bastard says, “Neere or farre off, well wonne is
6 By this, of course, I mean first names, not surnames or family names.
7 From this point forward I will refer to the character as the first folio version of the play
does: Bastard
.
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still well shot, | and I am I how euer I was begot” (1.1.182-3). This
phrase shows that Bastard realizes a certain amount of specificity
and individuality within himself; he does, after all, reference himself with a personal pronoun. But the circularity of the comment
and the nature of the pronoun erase a portion of that specificity. In
saying “I am I,” Bastard invents a ceaseless loop of referentiality in
which the subject and its representation become inseparable. If he is
becoming an allegorical portrayal of bastardry, at this point he does
not stand in for anything outside of himself or outside of the play.
He collapses, at once the allegory and the subject of it.
Furthermore, he uses the personal pronoun “I” which is simultaneously the most precise and most universal word he could call
himself. “I” means only the person speaking, yet everyone who
has a voice, whether it be vocal, textual, or even within one’s own
head, can use it to refer specifically to themselves with equal authority.8 The nature of the play, where actors stand in for characters and
represent themselves as not themselves, reinforces the apparently
paradoxical multiplicity of single referents; the actor can say “I”
and refer to his adopted character, not himself, while the audience
hears and accepts this seeming misapplication of the word. Thus,
when the play is performed, the ceaseless loop of referentiality adds
layers upon layers, containing the multitudes (allegory, character,
actor, audience) into a single word. This exclusionary, yet universal
word and the circularity of the phrase show how the allegory adapts,
drawing the audience further into involvement in the creation of
identities within the play.
In this case, the allegorical figure disrupts the usual notion of
how allegory works. Rita Copeland and Peter T. Struck state that
personification allegory, the kind we see in morality dramas as well
8 Consider Paul de Man’s statement that allegory “names the rhetorical process by which
the literary text moves from a phenomenal, world-oriented to a grammatical, languageoriented direction” in Resistance to Theory, 68. Though Bastard’s motivations could be
said to be “world-oriented” in that he sees a distinctly material, worldly benefit in revoking
his Falconbridge identity, the move he makes away from that identity, as characterized by
his use of the phrase “I am I,” certainly constitutes what de Man would call grammatical
direction.
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as Shakespeare, relies upon the audience “translating [the allegorical personification] out of its universal terms and back into a human, temporal perspective.”9 In the case of Shakespeare’s Bastard’s
statement, “I am I,” we see that the allegorical personification has
already collapsed the distance between the universal and the “human, temporal perspective.” The type of translating the audience
needs to do here is different. This character is already fairly specific, so the audience would need to find the applicable factor in
something that is more distant from them than the overly-general
characters of, for example, Everyman and Mankind. They must find
a way of relating to this precise character and his individual situation in a way that will yield the same basic results as an interaction
with a more traditionally allegorical figure.
Yet Bastard maintains his allegorical sense through both the
play’s continual referencing of him by his main feature and through
his continual appeal to be read as a representation. He invites the
audience to let him be their representation by making bastardry as
alluring as possible.10 Again we see the disruption of the normal
mode of allegory; bastardry and illegitimacy are usually viewed as
negative characteristics, inducing shame, anger, and an inability to
be legally (and sometimes socially) recognized. Indeed, at the beginning of this play, Robert Falconbridge tries to use his half-brother’s illegitimacy as a way to disinherit him.
But at the very instant in which Bastard becomes allegorical,
he changes the characteristics of bastardry. To be a bastard no longer means lack of recognition, shame or anger, it means recognition
from the most elite in society, and a sense of personal pride and joy.11
9 Copeland and Struck, The Cambridge Companion to Allegory, 7.
10 Brown sees this play as allegorical, but focuses more on the ways in which various
characters embody the allegorical vice/virtue qualities; thus she reads Bastard and King
John as potentially, but never fully allegorical. She views the play as a blend of medieval
morality drama and “a more mimetic treatment of the material” which creates “a new kind
of allegorical drama.” 70-2.
11 Bastard’s “I am I” declaration also closely mimics the words of God to Moses in Exodus 3:14: “I am that I am.” If Bastard does indeed draw power from a phrase that distances
himself from the worldly and specific, the reference to God’s words of self-identification
seems appropriate.
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Bastard’s embrace of his status enables him to benefit fully from
being unmoored from family; it gives him mobility and freedom.
He takes the very things which make illegitimacy detestable and
uses them to propel himself into a higher station than he ever could
have hoped to achieve as the legitimate son of Robert Falconbridge.
True, this seems more the work of an individually specific character with investments in the future and personal motives, but it is
this inversion of bastardry that makes Bastard so appealing, so easy
for audiences to want to translate to themselves. Bastard speaks to
the illegitimatized, under-appreciated, and under-estimated in us all.
He provides the hope that we can take those insults others hurl at us
and use them to improve our lots in life. And the play’s continued
persistence in calling him Bastard only makes him more useable,
more applicable, more allegorical.
Bastard does not passively accept the role of allegory any more
than he passively accepted the role of a bastard. Instead he relishes
his new mode of identification. In scene two of act one, Austria
asks of Bastard “What the deuill art thou?” (1.2.434). Importantly
Austria says “what” rather than “who,” indicating that other characters have begun to notice and acknowledge that Bastard has become
more than an individual. Austria sees Bastard as an unknown entity,
somehow more and less than a man; he could be monstrous or supernatural, larger and more fearsome than man, but less civilized as
a result. This is precisely what Bastard has become; as an allegorical figure he has the capacity to encompass and draw power from
the multitudes in a bastard-like situation, but in doing so he loses
the specificity of individuality. His answer to Austria’s question
draws upon this power and indicates his ease with his new mode
of existence: “One that will play the deuill sir with you, | And a
may catch your hide and you alone: | You are the Hare of whom the
Prouerb goes, | Whose valour plucks dead Lyons by the beard; | Ile
smoake your skin-coat and I catch you right” (1.2.435-9). Instead of
a straightforward response, the allegorical figure uses the opportunity to play with and stretch his own identification and in doing so,
Bastard reinforces the power of his allegorical status. The grammar
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of the first line of the response indicates that there is a sense of play
in this answer. Bastard does not start with “I am …” but rather he
leaves that as an understood.
The line begins with what would be the object of the sentence,
or the thing that Bastard is. By leaving out “I am…” he is focusing
attention on what he is at the moment. The line does not indicate the
usual duality of allegory (he is not a person who is something), but
rather that he is fully that “one” in that moment. His allegorical ability to stand in for something else or to be a substitute is taken a step
further in this phrase. The character is not substituting, but rather
simply is that thing. He indicates no previous state of being.12
Additionally, this thing he has become seems to have manifested
itself out of Austria’s question. Austria asks “what” Bastard is. In
omitting the human-specific pronoun “I,” Bastard is embracing the
power of being something other, something able to “play the deuill.”
Bastard does go on to use the personal pronoun in the later lines
of this passage, but only after he has assigned Austria a symbolic
position in relationship to himself. The reference to the fable of the
hare who pulls the dead lion’s beard gives Bastard an alternate plane
on which to envision himself and Austria. In the system at work
in the play, Austria (a Duke Shakespeare created out the conflation
or confusion of two historical figures involved in the imprisonment
and death of Richard I) has more political and social power than
Bastard. He is a legitimate authority with experience in the global political arena in which Bastard now finds himself and he has a
specific history of subjugating the very person from whom Bastard
gains strength (i.e. Richard I). By inserting Austria into the form
of a predesignated cowardly figure in a fable, Bastard is redefining
the terms of reality in order to empower himself, the lion’s heir and
avenger. It is directly after Bastard makes Austria into a cowardly
12 Paul de Man says in Blindness and Insight that “allegory indicates a distance in relation to its own origin” 207. Here we can see that Bastard has fulfilled that distance from his
origin; he has moved so far from his specific identity that he can now completely embody
the characteristic of bastardy; ironically the very thing that troubled his specific identity is
the thing which he has come to be.
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hare that Bastard can say “I.” -- “I’ll smoke your skin-coat” -- Bastard becomes emboldened by his ability to un-identify a man, and
gains confidence in his own allegorical ability to transmute himself
into a more powerful position. With that, he can firmly say “I” and
follow it with bold and daring actions.
Notice, too, that Bastard turns Austria’s reference to the devil
back on itself in the same way he finds power and strength in being called a bastard. In being able to play a devil, he becomes able
to find authority over Austria. He’ll play the devil with Austria. It
would seem as though Bastard would turn any slanderous term into
a source of pride or power; this is the appeal of the Bastard, and thus
how the allegory works. This occurrence of the allegorical figure is
not weak like his forebears; he does not fall and suffer like Everyman and Mankind only to be saved by the grace of a merciful God.
Instead he takes his shortcomings and the disrespect of others and
uses them to succeed.
At every turn, Bastard finds a way to make his situation work to
benefit himself most. He becomes a bastard, but manages to leave
behind any negative associations that might carry. He hears his identity questioned, but finds maneuverability in the questions that allows him to gain authority. And he manages to end the play with a
powerful statement about the strength of England, in which he uses
the personal plural pronoun. He finally does the work of allegory for
the audience and collapses them into himself, forming a powerful,
nationalistic identity for us all.
This play relies upon allegory, but alters allegory. Unlike its
morality play ancestors, it does not completely enshroud itself in allegorical figures and settings. It mixes allegory with historically and
imaginarily specific elements to create a new genre of play which
appeals to its own specific environment. And, more importantly,
allegory itself has been altered within this new structure. It has become more fluid, able to be multiply specific and capable of reinventing the meaning of its main identifier.
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In short, Shakespeare makes allegory even more useful here by
denying a straightforward inheritance of the form; he bastardizes
it. By the end of the play, it is clear that the allegory at work has
been made to adapt to a new environment, one to which it was not
initially suited. By integrating allegory into specificity, Shakespeare
has certainly changed the form, but he has also ensured its survival.
Bastard does much the same thing. He finds himself in a new environment and alters his identity to better suit his surroundings. Both
Shakespeare and Bastard find strength in their bastardly alterations.
Alaina Bupp is a doctoral candidate in the Department of English at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Her dissertation examines readership in late medieval and early modern England, with a particular focus on monk and poet John
Lydgate. Her research interests extend to materiality and the history of the book.
She has taught courses on Shakespeare and King Arthur
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De Syon exierit lex et verbum Domini de Iherusalem’:
An Exegetical Discourse (c. 400-c. 1200) that
Informed Crusaders’ Views of Jews
Todd P. Upton
Denver, Colorado
This paper assesses how medieval Christian writers transformed encounters with

Middle Eastern peoples such as the Jews into a complex theological discourse via
the medium used by Pope Urban II in 1095 to launch the First Crusade, the Latin
sermon. It argues that a hitherto unnoted homiletic tradition about Jews originated in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages based (1) on exegetical polemics that stretched back centuries in Christian theology, and (2) on a discernible
chronicle and sermon tradition that depicted Jews in varying degrees of apologia
based on a prophesied role as “witnesses” to the eschatological expectations of
Christian revelation. Further, it will present new sermon evidence that reveals
the rise of a virulent type of rhetoric that both characterized Jews as responsible
for a host of ills that ranged from irreligiosity to blood libel, and recast the Hebrews into what Richard of St. Victor called a “discredited” people that should
be numbered among other Church enemies (pagans, Muslims, and heretics). The
paper concludes that sermon writers’ depictions of peoples in Levantine Crusader
territories were governed by the same kind of biblical typologies and exclusionary rhetoric that informed contemporaneous sermon presentations of Muslims,
Jerusalem, loca sancta, and northern European and Scandinavian lands1.
Let us suppose that Christ neither died nor was buried, nor lived at any
point in Jerusalem, surely even if all this had never occurred, one fact
alone ought to have aroused you to go to the aid of that land and city –
the fact that “The law shall go forth from Zion and the word of the Lord
from Jerusalem!”
Pope Urban II’s Sermon at Clermont, 27 November 1095
(as reported by Guibert of Nogent, Gesta dei per Francos)2
1 A preliminary version of this article was presented at the 46th Annual Conference of the
Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association (Denver, CO: 12-14 June 2014);
I appreciate the comments and questions both from audience members and subsequent
anonymous readers.
2 Guibert of Nogent, Gesta dei per Francos, RHC. Occ. IV: 138, F-G. [“Ponamus modo in
Iherusalem Christum neque mortuum, nec sepultum, nec ibidem aliquando vixisse. Certe,
si haec deessent omnia, solum illud ad subveniendum terrae et civitate vos excitare debuerat quia de Syon exierit lex et verbum Domini de Iherusalem.”]
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Introduction

All chronicle accounts of Pope Urban II’s sermon at Clermont de-

fined the “enemies of Christ” in relation to the usurpation of Jerusalem and the Holy Sites from Christian ownership. While those
opponents were initially understood to be Muslims, Jews on the
Continent were considered by many western Christians to be as
much (if not more) of a collective enemy of the Crusading “soldiers of Christ” (milites Christi) as the Saracens, with the result that
pogroms occurred in the Rhineland during the first wave of crusaders to the east.3 This article examines the question of whether
sermon writers’ depictions of local peoples in Crusader territories
of the Levant—in this case, the Jews—were governed by the same
kind of exclusionary rhetoric that have been shown elsewhere to
inform presentations of physical spaces (Jerusalem, the Holy Sites,
and northern European and Scandinavian lands).4
This research uses Latin sermons to assess the a hitherto unnoted
(or discounted) monastic discourse about an indigenous people of
the Holy Land, the Jews, that deeply influenced medieval European
perceptions about the world beyond Western Christendom.5 Fur3 Jonathan Riley-Smith, “Christian Violence and the Crusades,” in Aublafia, ed., Religious
Violence, 3-20; Robert Chazan, European Jewry & First Crusade, 50-136, and “From
the First Crusade to the Second: Evolving Perceptions of the Christian-Jewish Conflict,”
in Singer and Van Engen, eds., Jews and Christians in Twelfth-Century Europe, 46-62;
Jeremy Cohen,“The Hebrew Crusade Chronicles in Their Christian Cultural Context,” in
Haverkamp, Juden und Christen zur Zeit der Kreuzzüge, 17-34; Eidelberg, Jews and Crusaders: The Hebrew Chronicles, 21-115; H. Liebeschütz, “The Crusading Movement in its
Bearing on the Christian Attitude towards Jewry,” in Journal of Jewish Studies 10 (1980),
97-111.
4 For Jerusalem and Holy Sites, see Upton, Sacred Topography. For northern European
and Scandinavian lands, see Upton, “Holy Places & Imagined Hellscapes,” in Quidditas 34
(2013), 29-74. For sermon depictions of Arabs and Muslims—the other indigenous peoples
besides the Jews that the Crusaders found in the Levant—see Upton, “Hostis Antiquus,” in
Quidditas 32 (2011), 30-71.
5 For an introduction to medieval sermon studies, and methodology followed here for
identifying topoi within array of sermon evidence and contextualizing historically, see
Beverly M. Kienzle and David D’Avray, “Sermons,” in Mantello and Rigg, Medieval Latin, 659-69; and David D’Avray, “Method in the Study of Medieval Sermons,” in Beriou
and D’Avray, Modern Questions about Medieval Sermons, 1-27. For monastic use of
Biblical topoi in sermons, see Isabelle Cochelin, “When Monks Were the Book: The Bible
and Monasticism (6th to 11th Centuries) and Eyal Poleg, “ ‘A Ladder Set Up on Earth’: The
Bible in Medieval Sermons,” in Boynton and Reilly, Practice of Bible, 61-83 and 205-227.
For definition of how “discourse” should be understood here, see Akbari, Idols in the East,
6-19: esp. p. 7: “...by a discourse we mean a system of classification that establishes hierarchies, delimits one category from another, and exercises power through that system of
classification....”
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ther, it shows that the western Christian homiletic tradition cleaved
to Biblical typologies and prefiguring when describing the Jewish
people so that by the time of Pope Urban II’s call for the First Crusade in 1095, views about Jews originated in a late antique and early
medieval discourse based (1) on exegetical polemics about the Hebrews that stretched back centuries in Christian theology, and (2)
on a discernible chronicle and sermon tradition lasted well into the
twelfth century and depicted Jews in varying degrees of apologia
based on a prophesied role as “witnesses” to the eschatological expectations of Christian revelation.
Next, using new evidence from twelfth century sermons, it will
be argued that despite some incidental respect accorded to the Jews
by Bernard of Clairvaux (d. 1153) and Peter of Celle (d. 1183)—
in sermons that highlighted Hebrew “ancient purity rites” and obligations to the Jews because of the Christian inheritance of certain
Jewish traditions—substantial transformations occurred in homilies
about the Jews that negatively affected western Christian perceptions. Indeed, Guibert of Nogent (d. 1124) wrote sermons that vilified the Jews on the basis of both their “blindness” regarding the
Scriptures and a disbelief in the Virgin Mary, and Honorius Augustodunensis (d. 1154), Arnold of Bonavalle (d. 1156), and Eckbert of
Schönau (d. 1184) collectively went from espousing the Church’s
general tolerance of Jews to making demands that Jews ought to
be condemned like heretics and pagans, a tendency that finds its
ultimate expression in Richard of St. Victor’s “Balak and Balaam”
cycle of sermons which reveals the rise of a more virulent type of
rhetoric that characterized Jews as enemies of humanity and the
Church, responsible for a host of ills that ranged from irreligiosity
to blood libel.
The sermon evidence for biblical typologies that I’ve examined
elsewhere (depictions of Jerusalem, the Loca Sancta, and Muslims)
finds a counterpart, therefore, in this article’s assessment of Jews.6
6 My thanks again to the late Michael T. Walton for his editorial suggestion that I revise
my dissertation in anticipation of publishing two separate monographs, with topics split between physical places (Jerusalem and loca sancta), and peoples of the Crusader-era Levant
(Muslims and Jews). For references to outliers of Jerusalem and the Holy Sites not found
in this article, please see Upton, Sacred Topography.]
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By the time Pope Urban II called for his armed pilgrimage to the Holy
Land in 1095, there still remained in Christian descriptions of Jews
a reliance on stereotypical presentations (Jews as “witnesses”) that
reflected a monastic dependency on the Bible, rather than any sense
of contemporary experiences that could have readily been garnered
from European encounters with Jewish communities throughout the
Continent, Iberia, or Sicily. In this fact, then, western perceptions
of Levantine peoples such as the Jews were just as dependent on the
Bible as had been their beliefs about other aspects of the Holy Land
such as Jerusalem, the Holy Sites, and Muslims.
The Ignored Tribes – A Prefatory Context Perceptions of Jews
in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages

For all the virulent remarks that Guibert of Nogent made against

Jews in his other works, this paper’s opening citation from his First
Crusade chronicle—The Deeds of God through the Franks—reveals
a common belief at the beginning of the twelfth century that Jews
served as “necessary witnesses” for Christian revelation at the end
of time.7 Textually, Jews appeared neither in the Gesta Francorum’s
nor Robert of Rheims’s version of Urban II’s sermon, but were the
crux of the message rendered in the chronicles of Baldric of Dol and
Guibert of Nogent. For Baldric, the conquest of the earthly Jerusalem posed a threat to the celestial one because the Jews needed to
be present as witnesses to Christian revelation at the end of time.8
For Guibert, the scripturally salvific importance of Jerusalem was
so connected to the Jews and Old Testament history that the Holy
Land’s succor by the Franks would be necessary even if Christ had
not spent any time or died there.9 Both of these views were repeated with various modifications throughout the period, and the
chroniclers were drawing on very traditional views of the Jews that
stretched back to the early days of the Church.
Christian theology in late antiquity and the early medieval peri7 For general introductions to Jews in the medieval period, see the following: Chazan,
European Jewry & First Crusade, 1987; Cluse, Jews of Europe in the Middle Ages; Cohen,
Living Letters of the Law, 1999; and Stow, Alienated Minority, 1992.
8 Baldric of Dol, De peregrinatione Jerosolimitana, RHC Occ. IV: 12-16.
9 Guibert of Nogent, Gesta dei per Francos, RHC. Occ. IV: 138.
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od engaged Jews by consistently using the Bible as a template from
which to interpret their collective presence in the world.10 From the
time of the apostle Paul (d. 65) through Augustine in the fifth century, Christians had considered the place of Jews within the Christian
religion mostly in eschatological terms. In expectation of the Second
Coming (parousia), Christians deemed Jews necessary “witnesses”
for the divine revelation of the Christian religion made manifest in
Christ’s return to earth. From the Christian point of view, the Jews
were a people who had recognized God’s presence in human experience, and, therefore, from the time of Abraham had been “chosen”
by Him with a covenant (berit) and series of laws (the Torah and
mitzvot) that had to be observed as a community with great historical purpose. A series of prophets (Moses, Ezekiel) repeatedly reminded this community of its obligations. Besides the written word
of God recorded in the Torah, an oral tradition (Talmud) had grown
alongside the religion that helped the Jews respect and understand
their biblical past.
Christianity arose within and departed from this Judaic tradition
in that Jesus of Nazareth focused on the injunctions and history of
the Torah, and his apostles (and the gospel authors) placed particular emphasis on a complex Trinitarian understanding of the Word,
or Logos, with Christ himself representative both of a fulfillment of
messianic expectation held by some within the Jewish tradition and
also as a New Covenant between God and humanity that (as articulated by Paul) incorporated and transcended Mosaic laws.11
Late antiquity was a period of increasing crystallization in the
10 Bachrach, Early Medieval Jewish Policy, 35-39; Jeremy Cohen,“ ‘Slay them Not’:
Augustine and the Jews and Modern Scholarship,” Medieval Encounters 4 (1998), 78-92,
and Living Letters, 19-94; Irven M. Resnick, “The Falsification of Scripture and Medieval
and Christian and Jewish Polemics,” in Medieval Encounters 2 (1996), 344-380; Moore,
Persecuting Society, 26-41; Simonsohn, Apostolic See, 39-94.
11 For overview of rabbinical thought on the Messiah, see Lawrence H. Schiffman, “Messianism and Apocalypticism in Rabbinic Texts,” in Katz, Cambridge History of Judaism,
IV: 1053-1072; for essentials of theological split between Christians and Jews, see relevant chapters in Daniélou, Theology of Jewish Christianity; Dunn, Paul and Mosaic Law;
Inglebert, Interpretatio Christiana. For aspects of Christian perceptions of Jewish messianism during Crusading period, see Maya Soifer, “ ‘You say that the Messiah has come
…’: the Ceuta disputation (1179) and its place in the Christian anti-Jewish polemics of
the High Middle Ages,” in Journal of Medieval History 31:3 (2005), 287-307; for Jewish
perceptions of Christianity and the Messiah, see Daniel J. Lasker, “Rashi and Maimonides
on Christianity,” in Kanarfogel and Sokolow, Between Rashi and Maimonides, 3-20, and
Agoston Schmelowszky, “Messianic Dreams and Political Reality: The Case of Don Isaac
Abravanel,” in Al-Azmeh and Bak, Monotheistic Kingship, 137-154.
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Church’s views of Judaism, with early Christian authors generally
expressing a belief that their religion surpassed both paganism and
Judaism.12 Sometimes, as in the case of Pseudo-Augustine (“Quodvultdeus,” d. c. 450), sermons enjoined Christians to heed only part
of the Mosaic laws and ignore other laws described in Exodus or
Leviticus.13 The interpretations in these late antique sermons had a
tremendous impact on medieval monastic thought, as much was incorporated in the Libri Carolini that set liturgical forms for the early
medieval period, with the Pseudo-Augustine’s depictions of Jews
adopted wholesale into biblical exegesis.14 Late antique heresies
such as Donatism and Monophysitism attracted the attention of patristic theologians, and the authors found that in decrying heresy they
opened opportunities for polemical writings against the Jews.15
Ambrose of Milan (339-397), for instance, used the example of
Jesus’s treatment of the Jewish moneylenders in the Temple as an allegory for demanding that the Church rid itself of the Arian heresy.16
12 Averil Cameron, “Byzantines and Jews: some recent work on early Byzantium,” Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies 20 (1996), 249-274.

13 Pseudo-Augustine (Quodvultdeus), Sermo IV: Contra Iudaeos paganos et arianos,
CCSL 60: 227-258.
14 Abigail Firey, “The Letter of the Law: Carolingian Exegetes and the Old Testament,” in
McAuliffe, et al, Reverence for the Word, 209-212; Ann Freeman, “Further Studies in the
Libri Carolini: I. Paleographical Problems in Vaticanus Latinus 7207, II. ‘Patristic Exegesis, Mozarabic Antiphons, and the Vetus Latina,’ ” Speculum 40: 2 (April, 1965), 235-236;
McKitterick, History and Memory, 218-264; Thomas F.X. Noble, “From the Libri Carolini
to the Opus Caroli Regis [Reviews article of Opus Caroli Regis contra synodum, ed. Ann
Freeman],” Journal of Medieval Latin 9 (2000), 131-147; William Otten, “The Texture of
Tradition. The Role of the Church Fathers in Carolingian Theology,” in Backus, Reception
of Church Fathers, II: 3-50.
15 For late antique heresies and responses, Ivor J. Davidson, “Later Theologians of the
West,” in Esler, Early Christian World, I: 602-635; and Stoyanov, The Other God: Dualist
Religions, 124-154. For Christian associations of Jews with heretics, see Cohen, Living
Letters of the Law, 156-158; Sara Lipton, “Jews, Heretics, and the Sign of the Cat in the
Bible moralisée,” in Word and Image 8 (1992), 362-377; and, finally, Guy G. Stroumsa,
“From Anti-Judaism to Antisemitism in Early Christianity?” in Limor and Stroumsa, Contra Iudaeos, 1-26, at 13-16.
16 Ambrose of Milan, Sermo contra Auxentium de basilicis tradendis, PL 16: 10151016.
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Gaudentius of Brescia (d. c. 410), who had made a pilgrimage to the
Holy Land in the late 380s, described how the birth of Christ was
the only historically mitigating influence against the “avarice” of the
Jews, compared the “perfidy” of the Jews to the Arian heresy, and
argued that both groups must be removed by faithful Christians.17
Augustine in his On the City of God against the Pagans (18: 46),
was more measured in his response to the Jewish forerunners of
Christianity, providing a template for Jewish-Christian relations that
protected the Jews for more than seven hundred years from persecution. That is, in an exegesis of Psalms 59:12 (“Slay them not, lest
at any time they forget your law; scatter them in your might”), Augustine established that Jews had to be protected for Christianity to
thrive and achieve redemption at the end of time.18 Moreover, in his
Tract against the Jews, Augustine made it clear that—although they
seemed to be as “blinded” and unable to perceive essential Christian truths in his own time as they had been when Christ had been
crucified—the Jews must nevertheless be taught the proper reading
and understanding of Scriptures by devout Christians.19
Such theological perceptions had a concrete effect upon the Jews’
legal status in the Roman Empire, as Christian emperors repeatedly
made it clear in legal statutes (Codex Theodosianus) that Jews and
their synagogues were to enjoy the protection of law.20 The fact that
the statutes had to be repeated implies, however, that the protection of law often was not enough. Popular violence against Jews
throughout the Mediterranean in late antiquity and the early medi17 Gaudentius of Brescia, Sermo XIII: De diversis capitulis tertius, PL 20: 950B-952C;
and Sermo XIX: De diversis capitulis nonus, PL 20: 967B-D.
18 Jeremy Cohen, “`Slay them Not’: Augustine and the Jews and Modern Scholarship,” in
Medieval Encounters 4 (1998), 78-92, at 79.
19 Augustine, Tractatus adversus Iudaeos, PL 42: 51B-52A.
20 Bernard S. Bachrach, “The Jewish Community in the Later Roman Empire as Seen in
the Codex Theodosianus,” in Neusner and Frerichs, To See Ourselves as Others See Us,
391-421; B.S. Albert, “Isidore of Seville; His attitude towards Judaism and his impact on
early medieval canon law,” in Jewish Quarterly Review 80 (1990), 207-220.
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eval period is well attested.21 Although Jews enjoyed something of a
protected status (compared to heretical groups), the same law codes
and church canons made it clear that imperial legislation prohibited
the Christians themselves from participating with Jews at almost
every level of society—from intermarriage, to dancing and dining
with Jews, or even being educated by them in schools or judged by
them in courts.22
By the beginning of the First Crusade, depictions of Jews in sermons were influenced by a long-standing Christian polemical tradition that perceived the Jews as necessary witnesses to Christian
revelation. First, for the Jews of the early medieval period, Christian writers and theologians on the Continent contended with the
reality of Jewish communities that had grown either in northwestern and northern Europe (Ashkenazic) and the Iberian Peninsula
(Sephardic).23 Their depictions, however, departed little from the
stereotypes and polemics that had marked ancient and late antique
perceptions of Jews. In one sermon, for example, Pope Gregory I
the Great (590-604) explained that the Jews who persecuted Jesus
and His followers eventually were burned in a “great fire” when the
Temple was destroyed by Titus because of the Jews’ intrinsic malice
toward Christianity, and also because they were incapable of understanding the Bible and significance of Jesus’s miracles.24 Isidore of
Seville (c. 560-636), in his tract, On the Catholic Faith against the
Jews, made multiple indictments of the Jews that attacked them for
crucifying Christ, accused them of being allied with the Antichrist,
and suggested that the Jews belonged in exile or subjugation until
21 Gaddis, Religious Violence, 151-207; Tziona Grossmark, “The Inn as a Place of Violence and Danger in Rabbinic Literature,” in Drake, Violence in Late Antiquity, 55-66;
Margaret R. Miles, “Santa Maria Maggiore’s Fifth-Century Mosaics: Triumphal Christianity and the Jews,” in Ferguson, Christianity in Relation to Jews, Greeks, and Romans,
63-84.
22 Linder, Jews in Roman Imperial Legislation, 402-405.
23 Bachrach, Early Medieval Jewish Policy; M. Cohen, Under Crescent and Cross, 107161; Dahan, Christian Polemic against the Jews; Gager, Origins of Anti-Semitism; Stow,
Alienated Minority, 6-64.
24 Gregory the Great, Homiliae in Hiezechihelem, CCSL (Turnout: Brepols, 1971),
142:10-13.
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the time of their conversion to Christianity in the Last Days.25
Hagiographic accounts from the Merovingian period generally
used Jews as cautionary examples for Christians. The anonymous
tale, for example, of the mass conversion of Jews by Avitus at Clermont in the late sixth century praised the efficacy of the bishop’s
preaching and emphasized the purity of the five hundred white-robed
Jewish converts.26 Other saints’ lives used the image of the Jew in
comparison with the faithlessness of some Christians, as shown in
the late-seventh century “Vision of Barontus” wherein the monk
(Barontus) watched the archangel Raphael battle two demons for
his soul before receiving a blessing from the Jewish patriarch Abraham that lets him back into the Christian world.27 Gregory of Tours’
History of the Franks, too, warned against trusting Jews in his story
of the failure of a Jewish physician to cure the blind archdeacon of
Bourges, Leunast, because in trying to cure his cataracts the Christian trusted in the lore of the Jews rather than in the divine mercy of
Christ.28 It was not until the eighth century that evidence appears
for western Christians engaging perceptions of Jews as had been the
case in Augustine’s time. Amnon Linder has noted a kind of “escalating hysteria” in ecclesiastical canons during the Carolingian period that can be documented especially after the Muslim advances of
711 into the Iberian Peninsula, when lawmakers presumably feared
that if the Saracens could make inroads against Christian society, so
too, might other enemies of Christ (such as the Jews) if they were
left unaddressed in the legal codes.29
For Carolingian sermon authors, the Jews were repeatedly in25 Isidore of Seville, De fide catholica contra Iudaeos, PL 83: 449, 467, 495.
26 Stow, Alienated Minority, 55-56. Thanks to Noel Lenski for drawing my attention to
the fact that this anonymous tale seems to incorporate almost entirely the supposed mass
conversion of Jews by Severus of Minorca; for more on this other tale, see Severus of
Minorca: Letter on the Conversion of the Jews, ed. and trans. Scott Bradbury (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1996), 43-52.
27 Walter Goffart, “The Conversions of Bishop Avitus and similar passages in Gregory
of Tours,” in Neusner and Frerichs, To See Ourselves as Others See Us, 473-497; Moreira,
Dreams, 100-102.
28 Gregory of Tours, Decem Libri Historiarum, in MGH Scriptores Rerum Germanicarum
in Usum Scholarum Separatim Editi, ed. B. Krusch and W. Levison, 63 vols. (Hanover,
1871-1987), 10: 203.
29 Linder, Jews in the Legal Sources, 484-538.
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voked as “witnesses” to Christian revelation, or else blamed for the
ills of the Church. Hrabanus Maurus’ asserted the “spiritual” attributes of the Christian Word (Christ) should serve as a purgative for
the “carnality” of the Jewish Levitican laws in much the same way
that the Church should cleanse itself of the “leprosy” represented by
heretics and Jews.30 Agobard of Lyons (769-840) repeatedly clashed
with the Jewish community in Lyons and, in his appeals to Louis the
Pious for aid against them, the bishop excoriated the Jews as blasphemers against Christ, “misinterpreters” of the Bible, and generally worse than either Christian heretics or pagans.31 The example of
Bodo—a Christian who in 839 converted to Judaism as “Eleazar” in
the Iberian city of Saragossa—embodied for Christians of the time
the perceived threat of heresy and Judaism that Agobard feared, and
the bishop wrote to Louis the Pious complaining of certain parishioners’ preferences for Jewish sermons to Christian ones.32
Lastly, in looking at chronicle evidence, the kind of blanket
characterization that Notker the Stammerer made about Jews engaging “only in the practices of medicine and commerce” also fell
in line with traditional polemics about appropriate roles for the Jew
in Christian society. 33 Recent research that explicitly measures such
polemics against late antique and early medieval economic realities
has convincingly challenged such generalizations, revealing Jews to
have been in occupations more diverse than medicine (physicians)
and money-lending; indeed, landowning, silk-making, metalworking, mill and salt production, trade in crimson dyestuff (kermes),
30 Hrabanus Maurus, Expositio in Leviticum, PL 108: 386B-386D.
31 Agobard of Lyons, De insolentia Judaeorum, CCCM 52: 194. On Agobard, see BatSheva Albert, “Adversus Iudaeos in the Carolingian Empire,” in Limor and Stroumsa, Contra Iudaeos, 119-142; J. Cohen, Living Letters, 123-145.
32 Bernard Blumenkranz, Juifs et Chrétiens dans le monde occidental 430-1096 (Paris:
Imprimatur Nationale, 1960), 162; Robert Bonfil, “Cultural and Religious Traditions in
Ninth-Century French Jewry,” in Jewish Intellectual History in the Middle Ages, ed. Joseph Dan (Westport, Conn.: Praeger Publishing, 1994), 1-17.
33 Notker the Stammerer, Gesta Karoli, MGH Scriptores Rerum Germanicarum in Usum
Scholarum Separatim Editi, 63 vols. (Hanover, 1871-1987), 12: 19-21. For review of polemics in the early medieval period, see Chazan, European Jewry & First Crusade, 11-37,
and Medieval Stereotypes, 19-40.
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and spice-trading were just some of the activities that brought Jews
into repeated and sustained contact with western Christians in the
medieval world.34
New Babylonians, “Jewish Heretics,” and the Rule of Christ
and the Devil— Perceptions of Jews in Sermons, 1095-1193

Christian perceptions of Jews, therefore, were both fixed in the

minds of Pope Urban II’s audience when he gave his sermon at Clermont in 1095, albeit those images were also often associated negatively with apocalyptic biblical typologies. Popes from Gregory the
Great (d. 604 A.D.) through Calixtus II (d. 1124) had made some attempts to ameliorate public perception of the Jews, though, adopting
Augustine’s theological tolerance via bulls that explicitly protected
the Jews from harm, persecution, or death; for example, Calixtus’s
bull Sicut Judeis (c. 1120) had reemphasized the Augustinian mandate that sought to prevent Christians from a variety of aggressions
against Jews.35
The Church’s efforts found some support from secular rulers in
Germany and France; for example, Henry IV’s castigation of communities at Speyer and Mainz in 1096 during the pogroms of the
First Crusade and, half a century later, the attempted interventions
by Louis VII before the Second Crusade.36 Undeniably, though, a
shift in attitudes about Jews began to occur in the middle decades
of the twelfth century. Jews were no longer considered respected
ancestors of the “good news” of the Christian gospels but, rather, as
34 See J.-P. Devroey, “La participation des Juifs au commerce dans le monde franc (VieXe siècles),” in Dierkens and Sansterre, Voyages et voyageurs à Byzance, 339-374; Lopez
and Raymond, Medieval Trade in Mediterranean World, 29-33; McCormick, Origins of
European Economy, 649-653; Toch, Economic History of the Jews. For nuanced article on
Jews throughout Mediterranean in antiquity and early medieval period, see Fred Astren,
“Gotein, Medieval Jews, and the ‘New Mediterranean Studies,’ ” in The Jewish Quarterly
Review 102.4 (Fall 2012) 513-531.
35 Anna Sapir Abulafia, “The Ideology of Reform and Changing Ideas concerning Jews in
the Works of Rupert of Deutz and Hermannus Quondam Iudeus,” in Abulafia, Christians
and Jews, XV: 43-63 [Orig. printed in Jewish History 7 (1993), 43-63.]; R.I. Moore, Formation of Persecuting Society, 2nd Ed. (2007), 26-41.
36 Morris, The Papal Monarchy, 355; see also, Dahan, Christian Polemic against the
Jews, 14-15; and Irven M. Resneck, “The Falsification of Scripture and Medieval and
Christian and Jewish Polemics,” Medieval Encounters 2 (1996), 344-46.
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outsiders who were paradoxically living within a Christendom that
no longer desired the Jews’ presence. Indeed, Jews were increasingly perceived as a threat to the Christian communities in France,
England, and Germany in spite of papal initiatives by Pope Calixtus
II or the actions of highly regarded members of the Church such as
Bernard of Clairvaux (in his well-known castigation of Radulf over
pogroms that preceded the Second Crusade).37
When contrasted with the early twelfth century trend toward
some tolerance of Jews, however, we see that negative perceptions
of the Jews became intensely antagonistic as the century progressed.
These perceptions appeared in a variety of ways. First, the barring
of Jews within Christian communities from trades except those of
moneylenders or migratory merchants had the effect of excluding
Jews from participation in an economically developing (and increasingly urban) Europe. Moreover, given that the Church prohibited usury and associated it with filth and sordidness, Jews found
themselves increasingly vilified and shunned in major cities that
were dominated by trade- and craft-guilds that needed and hated the
Jews’ presence.38 Secondly, despite the attempts by popes and rulers
to mandate tolerant behavior toward the Jews during this period, the
killing of Jews in pogroms that began in earnest with the First Crusade’s massacres in the Rhineland—and which flared up throughout
the twelfth century (in the years of the Second Crusade 1146-1149,
and also the massacre at Blois in 1171)—revealed a European culture whose perception of the Jews had a virulence of its own that
went beyond papal or royal legislation.39 Finally, an increased attention among Christian theologians such as Peter the Venerable to
37 For recent evaluation, see James Kroemer, “Vanquish the Haughty and Spare the Subjected: A Study of Bernard of Clairvaux’s Position on Muslims and Jews,” in Medieval
Encounters 18 (2012), 55-92.
38 Daniel Bornstein, “Law, Religion, and Economics: Jewish Moneylenders in Christian Cortona,”In Marino and Kuehn, Renaissance of Conflicts, 241-256; Rowan W. Dorin,
“Canon Law and the Problem of Expulsion: The Origins and Interpretation of Usurarum
voraginem (VI 5.5.1),” Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung für Rechtsgeschichte. Kanonistische Abteilung 130 (2013), 129-161; Little, Religious Poverty and Profit Economy, 4257.
39 R.I. Moore, “Anti-Semitism and the Birth of Europe,” in Wood, Christianity and Judaism, 33-57.
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biblical exegesis of both the Old and New Testaments resulted in
Jews being redefined into a category of “heretics” to Christianity because of their stubborn adherence to the Torah and collective refusal
to acknowledge the fulfillment of a messianic promise in their own
religion that was Christ. 40
Whether or not these trends in perceiving Jews were introduced
(or ignored) in the sermon literature of the period now needs to be
engaged. During the Second Crusade (1145-1149), for example,
sermon authors constantly tried to reconcile the gospel and Augustinian interpretations of Jews as necessary witnesses to Christian
revelation with assertions of the superiority of the Church (ecclesia)
over the Synagogue (synagoga) without attacking the Jews themselves. Bernard of Clairvaux’s vast corpus includes at least five
sermons that concerned Jews that, respectively, (1) cast the Church
as representing the true faith of Christianity with the Synagogue
conversely signifying the “perfidy” of the Jews, (2) attributed blame
for Christ’s death to the Jews because they refused to believe that he
fulfilled the messianic promise of their own Scriptures, and, (3) used
an allegory of “husband and wife” to demonstrate the eschatological
expectation that Jews shall “return” to Christianity at the end of time
for the sake of Salvation.41
In one sermon, Bernard described the Jews as worthy models
for imitation for the Cistercians. When discussing the purification
rites that Jews observed at the synagogue (Acts 22:26, at which Paul
and his followers make public their observation of accomplishing
the days of purification), Bernard enjoined his brethren to achieve a
similar self-purification by adapting the rites of the Jews to their own
environment, with observances that included constrained chastity,
40 J. Cohen, The Friars and the Jews, 25-32; Iogna-Prat, Order and Exclusion, 291-295;
and Gavin I. Langmuir, “Prolegomena to Any Present Analysis of Hostility against Jews,”
Social Science Information 15 (1976), 689-727.
41 Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermo XIV: De Ecclesia fidelium Christianorum et de Synagoga
Judaeorum perfidorum, PL 183:2, 839A-843C; Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermo LX : De incredulitate Judaeorum qua compleverunt mensuram patrum suorum occidendo Christum,
PL 183:2, 1066B-1070D; Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermo LXXVIII: De amore tenaci et indissolubi, quo anima tenet sponsum; item de reditu sponsi in fine saeculi ad Synagogam
Judaeorum, PL 183:2, 1163A-1166B.
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fasting and abstinence, manual labor, vigilant watchfulness (against
the shadows and darkness, temptations of the night), silent religious
customs, and discipline.42 Here Bernard remained focused on Paul’s
observance of ancient Hebraic rituals whose applications could be
transformed into Christian use without running afoul of some “Judaizing” fears held by his contemporaries.43
Peter of Celle also tried to present Jews in a positive light, with
emphasis on the parts of the Hebraic past that should be retained
in the Christian present. In one sermon Peter asserted that, while
Christianity should respect aspects of Judaic traditions from “Jacob’s tabernacle,” the only components really worth retaining were
the writings of the Prophets, the rabbinical letters of the Apostles,
and the authority of the Church granted via the Judeo-Christian
Scriptures.44 In another sermon filled with martial language that described the “armies” God commanded, Peter used Genesis as the
basis for a story about how God’s army of angels was replaced on
Earth by the genus humanum. Peter’s exegesis stipulated that the
catastrophic failure of Adam and Eve was akin to the collective failures of the Jews, which made necessary the advent of Christ and the
Redemption afforded by death and resurrection.45
Yet, like Bernard, for all his efforts to portray Christianity as superior to Judaism, Peter of Celle sought also to characterize the Jews
in a way that made their presence as witnesses during the Last Judgment explicable to his brethren. In perhaps the most explicit of his
sermons on the theme of Judaism, Peter devoted almost exclusive
attention to distinguishing the differences between Abraham’s sons,
42 Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermo II: De spiritualibus nuptiis in evangelica historia designatis, PL 183:2, 160D-161A, and 161A-C.
43 Michael A. Signer, “Consolation and Confrontation: Jewish and Christian Interpretation of the Prophetic Books,” in Heffernan and Berman, Scripture and Pluralism, 77-93,
at 82-84; Jan M. Ziolkowski, “Put in No-Man’s-Land: Guibert of Nogent’s Accusations
against a Judaizing and Jew-Supporting Christian,” in Singer and Van Engen, Jews and
Christians, 110-122.
44 Peter of Celle, Sermo LXVI: De Transfiguratione Domini II, PL 202: 842D.
45 Peter of Celle, Sermo XIX: Dominica in medio Quadragesimae, PL 202: 695C.
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Ishmael and Isaac. Peter associated the way of Ishmael with the
course of Jewish history, and Isaac with that of Christianity. Quoting
from Paul’s letter to the Romans (Romans 3:1-31), he made the case
that—in spite of all the workings of the law and the observations of
rituals and sacraments— “no man was justified in the sight of God,”
and therefore both Jews and Gentiles alike were sinful by nature.
The correction of that sinful nature, Peter continued, occurred
when John the Baptist baptized Jesus in the Jordan River and thereby accomplished what neither Moses nor Aaron could—the creation
of a new covenant; specifically, in keeping with the subject matter
of the sermon, a covenant that would grant the remission of sin to
the line of Isaac. Isaac was introduced as the exemplar of the “just
man” (homo iustus), whose justice Peter’s audience could discern if
it looked to how Isaac spent the hours of his old age. Peter related
those hours to those in the monastic day, and then extrapolated his
discussion of the proper use of time to the Creation account in Genesis and how those hours and days had analogues in the sacraments
of the Church. The final part of the sermon returned to the primary
topics of Isaac and Ishmael, and how the former peacefully lived out
his remaining days and the latter retreated to Babylon.
The conclusion of Peter of Celle’s sermon listed the errors of
Ishmael and the Jews, foremost among which were the following:
“blindness of the mind” (caecitas mentis), “deception” (spiritus
mendax), and “contempt for God” (contemptu dei).46 In this sermon,
particularly, one sees writ large the paradoxical synthesis that Christian theologians of the twelfth century were making with respect to
the Jews; on the one hand, in using Ishmael and Isaac, Peter of Celle
felt quite comfortable appropriating two figures from the Hebraic
past to exemplify his polemical points, but on the other hand those
points were directed against the Jewish past for the sake of praising
the Christian present.
Christian exegetes from the time of the Gregorian Reform had
46 Peter of Celle, Sermo XX: Scriptum est, quoniam Abraham duos filios habuit, PL 202:
699B-702C.
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sought to present a unified Christendom by casting back both to the
early days of the Church and to the Old Testament and by depicting
a prefiguration of Christianity wherever they could.47 Chroniclers of
the twelfth century ranged widely in how they described the Jews,
revealing a gamut of emotions and perspectives in their writings.
Guibert of Nogent wrote angrily at the disbelief of the Jews toward
the Virgin Mary and Immaculate Conception, a condition that he believed made the Jews fundamentally unable to understand Christianity and therefore removed from them the hope of salvation at the end
of time.48 Otto of Freising, chronicler of the Second Crusade, wrote
optimistically about the Jews in both his histories. In his Chronicle
of the Two Cities a massive, hidden enclave of Jews lived by the
Caspian Sea awaiting the voyage southward to serve as witnesses to
Christian Revelation after the armies of Christ had defeated those of
the Antichrist in Jerusalem.49 Similarly, in his History of the Deeds
of the Emperor Frederick, Otto described the Rhineland pogroms of
1146-1147 were incited by Radulf, and the way in which Bernard
of Clairvaux stopped the slaughter by writing letters to the German
bishops reminding them of the Jews prophesied role as witness to
the parousia.50
By the time of the Third Crusade, however—despite the fact that
some chroniclers like Gerald of Wales vilified the Jews and spoke of
their envy of Christianity51—Jews were also being used as rhetorical devices to illustrate Christian understandings of Hebraic tenets.
Moreover, the Jews were used as scholastic “proofs” for demonstrating the superiority of Christianity over Judaism (such as found
47 Coleman, Ancient and Medieval Memories, 151-191.
48 Guibert of Nogent, Tractatus de Incarnatione, PL 156: 505-507. [On this topic, see
Miri Rubin, “Bodies in the Jewish-Christian Debate,” in Kay and Rubin, Framing Medieval Bodies, 123-137.]
49 Otto of Freising, Historia de duabus civitatibus, Adolf Hofmesiter, ed. MGH SS, 8
vols. (Hanover: Hahn, 1867), VII: 93.
50 Otto of Freising, Gesta Friderici primi imperatoris, MGH SS 4 vols. (Hanover: 1867),
I: 58-59.
51 Gerald of Wales, Opera, J.S. Brewer, J.F. Dimoch, and G.E. Warner, eds., Rolls Series,
8 vols. (London: 1861-1891), 5:150.
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in Peter Abelard’s “Dialogue between a Philosopher, Jew, and a
Christian”). This resulted in chroniclers such as Richard of Devizes
depicting Jews in their histories as foils for critiquing problems in
England during the absence of Richard I while on the Third Crusade. In his chronicle, Richard of Devizes used a Jew to comment
on the poor condition and evil inhabitants of many English cities
and the way in which a properly Christian kingdom might restore
order.52 The ambivalence about how to depict Jews was an essential
paradox in monastic writings that make it almost impossible to generalize about consistent portrayals of the Jews in sermons; indeed,
the safest assertion would be the fact that all authors sought biblical
authority or reference when making an attack on the Jews or defending them as necessary witnesses.
Twelfth-century sermons also presented the Jews as irrational
in the face of Christian reason, a “blindness of the mind” before
Christian Revelation, and as susceptible to what Iogna-Prat (citing
Peter the Venerable’s views) called a “topsy-turvy” world view that
was antithetical to Christianity and which had been part of Contra Iudaeos polemics since antiquity.53 Peter Abelard faulted the
Jews for not possessing a mystical or spiritual understanding of the
Scriptures, claiming that as a people they took words too literally.54 Hildebert of Lavardin speculated in one sermon that if the Jews
simply knelt and professed belief in Christ, this alone would offset
their ancient refusal to believe that the prophets’ predictions had
been manifested in Christ, and His miracles (like the Virgin birth)
would illuminate Jewish understanding of their own Torah.55 Arnold of Bonavalle likened the fourth verse in Psalm 132 (“Because
God offered benediction there, and all the way to life everlasting”)
to a new, four-wheeled chariot of David that conveyed the chests
containing the Old and New Testaments into Jerusalem, with great
52 Richard of Devizes, The Chronicle of Richard of Devizes, ed. and trans. J. T. Appleby
(London: Nelson’s Medieval Texts, 1963), 62-64.
53 Iogna-Prat, Order and Exclusion, 301-321.
54 Peter Abelard, Sermo in Purificatione Sanctae Mariae, PL 178, col. 390.
55 Hildebert of Lavardin, Sermo CI, PL 171: 812B-813C.
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noise and jubilation and accompaniment by all kinds of musical instruments.56 While he acknowledged that interpreting David as a
figurative Christ was not original, Arnold stated that the cart and the
chests could be seen in a new light: the chests bearing the Old and
New Testaments should be perceived as the Church. By means of
the “sound” of confession and the rejoicing of the devout, (clangore
confessionis et jubilo devotionis) one could reach all the way to the
celestial Jerusalem by means of a cart whose wheels were (1) joy in
God, (2) goodness by proximity to God (imitatio Christi), (3) life in
a body incorruptible (everlasting), and (4) blessedness that comes
from having a complete and fulfilled soul.57
Arnold then wrote that he would be silent about the old-established customs of the Jews that also included circular objects like the
wheels of his allegorical cart—for example, “...gold crowns, necklaces, small baubles, rings, and many other things formed in this
fashion...” —but that the Jews were unable to conduct their rituals
without recourse to physical objects. Without “apparatus,” Arnold
asserted, the Jews “...could not complete the Temple, not erect the
tabernacle (nor altar or table), not bear the ark, nor throw the bolts
(to the Temple), burn candelabra, or even fasten [their] ephods (i.e.,
upper garments of Jewish rabbis).”58 Instead of the Judaic tradition,
Arnold concluded, the Christian Church should inspire all people to
believe in the Sacraments and its own spiritual perfection. Indeed,
he emphasized, Christianity’s New Testament provided the deepest
mysteries—the greatest and most fear-inducing of which was the
“Body of Christ.”59 Yet, in another example of how Christian writers
of the time tended not to discard completely their religion’s Judaic
inheritance, Arnold ended the sermon with an allegorical admixture
of both religions that left room for the Jews to fulfill their functions
56 Arnold of Bonavalle, Sermo IV, PL 189: 1578B.
57 Arnold of Bonavalle, Sermo IV, PL 189, 1578D-1579B.
58 Arnold of Bonavalle, Sermo IV, Pl. 189, 1580B. [Taceo illius Judaicae institutionis
coronas aureas, circulos, sphaerulas, annutos, et caetera multa in hunc modum formata,
sine quibus nec templum perfici, nec rationale superhumerali potest connecti. . . .]
59 Arnold of Bonavalle, Sermo IV, PL 189: 1580C.
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as witnesses in the Last Days.
In this respect, the emphasis that Arnold of Bonavalle’s sermon
placed on Jewish attention to the physical world was in keeping with
tendencies of the time to present the Jews as incapable of understanding the “true,” spiritual, and ultimately intangible meaning of
scriptures. Again, such “blindness of the mind” rendered the Jews
deserving of only scorn from twelfth-century sermon writers. Guibert of Nogent, for example, wrote a polemical treatise defending
Christ’s incarnation against Jewish detractors, with passages that
stated the Jews were unable to understand the spirituality that underlay the physicality of the Incarnation, and, further, that Jews were
unable to go beyond a literal interpretation of the Old Testament
because they were so preoccupied with the filth of making money, a
preoccupation that Guibert saw contrasting directly with the purity
of the Virgin Mary.60 Likewise, Peter the Venerable accused the Jews
of being too literal-minded when trying to understand the Bible,
concerned as they were with the occupation of moneylending.61
Many twelfth-century sermons portrayed Jews as enemies of the
Church, along with pagans, Saracens, and heretics. One of Bruno
of Segni’s sermons, for instance, asserted that despite the fact that
Mosaic law had been passed through the Jewish priesthood, the
Jews had brought death to humanity because of Adam’s sin (as opposed to Christ, who Bruno understood as the “second Adam” and
the harbinger of eternal life); Jews were thus, along with heretics,
“…examples to us of those who, following their own pleasures, will
die outside of the Church.”62 Honorius Augustodunensis (d. 1155)
castigated the Jews in two of his sermons, blaming them for handing
Jesus over to Pilate in one instance, but with an explanation for that
betrayal which deserves some attention because of what the sermon
reveals about Honorius’s conception of history.
60 Guibert of Nogent, Tractatus de Incarnatione contra Iudaeos, PL 156: 489-528; section
on money and Mary, 492B-C.
61 Peter the Venerable, Letters of Peter the Venerable, ed. Giles Constable, 2 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967), I: 328-329.
62 Bruno of Segni, PL 165: 862C-863A.

.
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In the sermon, Honorius depicted the Jews as citizens initially
of Jerusalem, but lately of Babylon. He did this by explaining that
in the distant past, Christ and the Devil were the respective rulers of
Jerusalem and Babylon with Lucifer ruling his city because of the
revolt that he led against the celestial Jerusalem in the “first civil
war” (primum civile bellum).63 After a lengthy discourse on Jewish
history, from the slaying of Abel by Cain to a catalog of the problems
that Babylon’s presence near Jerusalem caused in the biblical past,
Honorius stated that even in the present day “certain members of the
Synagogue were armed against members of the Church” (... singula
membra Synagogae armantur contra membra Ecclesiae) and were
therefore part of a new Babylon rising in the east whose numbers included many enemies. He then enumerated pagans, Jews, heretics,
and “bad Catholics” (mali Catholici) as the collective combatants
who secretly assailed the spiritual Jerusalem (Church and its believers) from within.64
When writing about the dangers of the Cathar heresy, Eckbert of
Schönau wrote a sermon in which the Jews were likened to the heretics because their beliefs (and refusal to acknowledge Christ) placed
them outside Christendom. 65 The association of Jews with prevalent
heresies of the time was uncommon, and the only resonance of Eckbert’s thinking would be that found in Joachim of Fiore’s (d. 1202)
tract “Against the Jews” later in the century wherein Joachim declared that Jewish “carnality” made the people akin to the Patarenes
in blinding their ability to grasp Scriptures spiritually.66
Some sermons by popular authors of the twelfth century provide
evidence for similar martial language and polemical terminology
63 Honorius Augustodunensis, PL 172, cols. 1093D-1094C.
64 Honorius Augustodunensis, PL 172: 1097A-1098A. [Haec Hierusalem ab hostibus exterius oppugnatur, a civibus interius occulte impugnatur. Pagani quippe, Judaei et haeretici, ejus hostes, numeroso exercitu eam exterius machinis persecutionum et arietibus perversorum dogmatum oppugnant; mali autem catholici, nominetenus ejus cives, sed occulte
hostes, pravis moribus interius eam impugnant.]
65 Eckbert of Schönau, Sermones contra Catharos, PL 195: 12-98.
66 Anna Sapir Abulafia, “The Conquest of Jerusalem: Joachim of Fiore and the Jews,” in
Bull and Housely, Experience of Crusading, I: 127-146, at 141.
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concerning the Jews that could be interpreted as rallying Christendom against enemies of their religion. For all the fair-mindedness
that Bernard of Clairvaux demonstrated in some sermons about the
Jews—that is, his emphasis in many sermons on the appropriation
of rites and beliefs found in the Torah or ancient Jewish traditions
was acceptable for use by Christians —he, too, was just as capable
of vilifying them and casting the Hebraic past in a negative light.67 In
one sermon, Bernard departed from what might be described as his
generally “utilitarian” attitude toward the Jews and engaged in perhaps one of the most sustained diatribes in the period. Throughout a
sermon that repeatedly highlighted the mocking of Jesus by the high
Jewish priests in the Gospels (Mark 25:32, Matthew 27:42), Bernard
characterized the Jews with terminology that included words and
phrases such as “blasphemer,” “profaner,” “liar,” “serpent of old”
and described Jews as possessed of “poisoned tongue, evil words,
and worthless speech,” “deniers of the King,” and, finally, “casters
of false accusations.”68
The vilification of the Jews in this sermon seems at odds with
Bernard’s efforts to save Jews from pogroms in the months after
the declaration of the Second Crusade in 1146, but actually the sen67 Robert Chazan, “Twelfth-Century Perceptions of the Jews: A Case Study of Bernard of
Clairvaux and Peter the Venerable,” in J. Cohen, From Witness to Witchcraft, 187-201.
68 Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermo 3: De septem singaculis quae solvit Agnus, PL 183:2,
273D-277C. [Vicit [the Lion] plane malitiam sapientia, attingens a fine usque ad finem
fortiter, et suaviter universa disponens: sed pro me fortiter, suaviter mihi. Vicit Judaeorum
blasphemias [my emphasis, passim] in patibulo, fortem armatum alligavit in atrio, et de
ipso mortis imperio triumphavit…Quid tu, Judaee, qui pridie ante crucem agitabas caput
sacrilegum?...Non est hoc, Caipha, quod paulo ante dicebas: Expedit ut unus moriatur
homo pro populo, et non tota gens pereat . At illud, quia mendacium non erat, non loquebaris de proprio, non a temetipso dicebas: Si rex Israel est, descendat de cruce, hoc plane
tuum est; magis autem ejus qui mendax est ab initio. Quid enim consequentiae videtur
habere ut descendat, si rex est; et non magis ascendat? Sic non meministi serpens antique,
quam confusus, abscesseris olim, cum dicere praesumpsisses: Mitte te deorsum; et: Haec
omnia tibi dabo, si procidens adoraveris me? Sic tibi, Judaee Christus, inquit, rex Israel
descendat de cruce…O venenata lingua, verbum malitiae, sermo nequam… Sic, tibi, Judaee, excidit quod audisti quia Dominus regnavit a ligno, ut regem abneges, quia manet
in ligno? Sed forsitan nec audisti…quia non Judaeis, sed nationibus haec annuntiatio debebatur. Dicite, inquit, in nationibus, quia Dominus regnavit a lingo… Jam si confutandis
Judaeorum calumniis sufficere videtur hoc ipsum, quod clauso egressus est monumento,
cui insultantes dicebant: Si rex Israel est, descendat de cruce….]
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timents were in keeping with his general attitude about the Jews:
namely, that since it was a foregone conclusion that the Jews were
“ancient enemies” of Christians (an appropriation of Psalms 59:
2-4), Christian thinkers should neither pay much attention to them
nor do them harm because of their spiritual blindness to the tenets of
Christian revelation. 69
The “blindness of the Jews” and the need for faithful Christians
to wrest themselves bloodily from a “prison of sin” built for humanity as a consequence of that blindness was the theme of one of Peter
of Celle’s sermons. In Sermon #42, Peter of Celle began with a
quotation from Psalms 145:10, “A new king, a new law…” (Novus
rex, nova lex) and continued with a comparison that posited Christ’s
Resurrection as ushering in a new age for Christians just as Adam
and Eve begat the same for the Jews in the Genesis. But, maintaining this common typological distinction that marked “new” Christians in distinction from “old” Hebrews, Peter introduced Lucifer
who, accompanied by a band of soldiers that had repudiated God,
departed from Heaven and set up camp in the lowest part of Hell.70
Left with a damaged heavenly kingdom, and intent upon “patching it up” (resarcire), God replaced the fallen angels with the genus
humanum (again, understood as the Hebrews) so as to increase the
number of His angelic army that had been depleted by Lucifer’s
departure.71
Then, Peter likened the inhabitants of Paradise (Adam and Eve)
to soldiers who have “sworn a common oath, undergone first trials on the practice ground, and become accustomed to all kinds of
weapons.” He stated that these warriors of God had eventually succumbed to temptation and evil, and, while the Jews might have been
penitent, they were too late in that remorse because the inevitabil69 Anna Abulafia, “Christians and Jews in the High Middle Ages: Christian Views of
Jews,” in Cluse, Jews of Europe in the Middle Ages, 25; Chazan, “From the First Crusade
to the Second: Evolving Perceptions of the Christian-Jewish Conflict,” in Singer and Van
Engen, Jews and Christians, 48-49.
70 Peter of Celle, PL 202: 771A.
71 Peter of Celle, PL 202: 771A. [Resarcire autem damnum regni et numerum exercitus
sui intendens rex ille sapiens et potens genus humanum pro grege angelorum substituit…]
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ity of their actions had condemned humanity until the coming of
Christ, “...as withered before flowering, aborted before birthing, and
perished before its time,” with the cost borne by all the generations
from the tree of Adam and Eve.72 With the Resurrection, Peter of
Celle continued, Christ removed the veil with which the eyes of the
Jews had been blindfolded (…panno illo quo Judaei oculos eius
velaverunt).73 With that unveiling, Peter of Celle told his audience
that Christians could now perceive the prison of sin and penetrate it
to undermine its fortifications.74
The Resurrection of Christ, consequently, was the empowering
act “... that united the kingdom of heaven with the worldly realm,
and joined together those realms in a place where both intersect—
the Cross,” and where, Peter concluded, angels were able to take the
guise of heavenly warriors and assist the milites Christi in their battles against sin on earth (...ubi tanquam coelestes milites assistant);
ultimately, if those battles were won for the sake of Christ, human beings would “...as dogs, lick the blood of the Lord as it ran downward
to the earth, in order that by such a drink they could be redeemed
and inebriated” (...et homines tanquam canes lambunt sanguinem
decurrentem in terra, ut potu illo redimantur, et inebrientur).75 Such
language and imagery parallels the contemporary belief that dying
on a crusade shared a spiritual kinship with Christian martyrdom,
a maxim extant in monastic culture since Pope Gregory VII’s 1074
proposal for an “expedition to the East,” and it has been shown that
72 Peter of Celle, PL 202: 771B-C. [Tam cita vero subsecuta est direptio et subversio novi
illius coloni paradisi, qui quasi tironus tirocinii tempora in gymnasio illo interim compleret, quousque omnimoda armorum habitudine angelicam militiam, et tunc in eamdem
tam puritate quam charitate regis sui similiter conjuraret militiam. Tam, inquam, repente
tironus iste succubit, ut ante florem aresceret, ante partum abortiret, ante tempus periret...
Coagulo namque vitiate radicis, tota ramorum condensitas male fermentata, pleniore respergebat acetositate quidquid virgulti generatione filiorum germinaret tota illa silva generis
humani ex arbore Adam et Evae... ]
73 Peter of Celle, PL 202: 771D.
74 Peter of Celle, PL 202: 772B-C.
75 Peter of Celle, PL 202: 773A. [Consociavit regno coelesti regnum mundi et compaginavit umbilico terrae in bivio coeli et terrae, id est cruce, ubi angeli tanquam coelestes
milites assistunt, certamen regis sui aspicientes; et homines tanquam canes lambunt sanguinem decurrentem in terra, ut potu illo redimantur, et inebrientur.]
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Bernard of Clairvaux consciously applied that maxim in his preaching of the Second Crusade.76 Here, with Peter of Celle’s imagery of
blood intoxicating the soldiers of Christ, one is left with an explicit
example in the sermon literature itself of how an ancient Christian
tradition of venerating martyrs was conjoined with what Jonathan
Riley-Smith termed “killing as an act of Christian love.”77
When we step back to contextualize this kind of language, the
ecstatic vision that Peter of Celle described in this sermon was one
that might be applied to the killing of Jews, heretics, pagans, or any
others who might have to fall at the “angels’ feet” for the sake of fulfilling what the sermon author perceived as an “inebriating” mandate
from God. As such, sermons such as this one foreshadowed the kind
of exhortation that glorified the necessary sacrifices of “soldiers of
Christ” and enjoined Christians to go on crusade as an act of penance that Sylvia Schein has found in western poetry after Saladin’s
conquest of Jerusalem.78 Moreover, Peter’s sermon can be contextualized within a monastic culture that tended to attribute great powers
of agency, intercession, and spiritual intervention to holy sites and
saints (particularly if those saints also were martyrs). This assessment of sermon depictions shows monastic authors of the twelfth
century were increasingly applying that excitement to the work of
excluding others such as the Jews, who were characterized as living
in opposition to these ecstatic expressions of Christian belief.79 A
series of Richard of St. Victor’s homilies gives us an explicit example of how that exclusion worked in the sermon tradition.
76 H.E.J. Cowdrey, “Pope Gregory VII and Martyrdom,’ in Balard, et al, Dei gesta per
Francos, 3-12.
77 Jonathan Riley-Smith, “Crusading as an Act of Love,” History 65 (1980), 177-192.
78 On the anonymous poems, “Jerusalem, civitas inclita” and “Quod spiritu David precinuit,” and Berter of Orléans’ “Juxta threnos Jeremiae,” see Schein, Gateway to Heavenly
City, 179-180.
79 Hans Henrik Lohfert Jørgenson, “Cultic Vision—Seeing as Ritual: Visual and Liturgical Experience in the Early Christian and Medieval Church,” in Petersen, et al, Appearance
of Medieval Rituals, 173-97, at 185; Patrick Geary, “Reflections on Historiography and the
Holy: Center and Periphery,” in Mortensen, Making of Christian Myths, 323-29, at 327.
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Jews as Discredited Witnesses:
Richard of St. Victor’s Balak / Balaam Sermon Cycle

A certain number of Richard of St. Victor’s sermons combined as-

pects of the depictions of Jews as “blind” in their understanding of
God, as necessary witnesses to Christian Revelation, and as contemporary enemies of Christendom. These sermons bear closer examination as an example of the exegetical transformations occurring
in western Christendom’s perceptions of Jews by the middle of the
twelfth century. The three-sermon cycle by Richard of St. Victor that
focused on the Balak and Balaam story of Numbers 22-24 reveals
the exegetical means by which some twelfth-century theologians attempted to extirpate any significance the Jews might have in both
a Christian context, and even in the context of the Jews perceiving
their own biblical past.80
In these sermons, Richard emphasized a “misdirection” of the
Jews both in history and in their understanding of God that was
not corrected until the advent of Christ, an allegorically expressed
belief that the “ships” of monotheistic belief that had initially been
manned by the Jews were now populated by Christians, and a notion
that Christians should “imitate” Jewish symbols of justice, but live
devotedly to Christ.
In the initial sermon, Richard related the essential elements of
the story of Balak, the king of Moab who sought to have a prophet
(Balaam) condemn the Israelites who had encamped on the plains
outside his city. God intervenes before Balaam can make the condemnation. An angel of God appears to Balaam’s donkey and the
animal halts, forcing Balaam to recognize the injustice he is about
to commit. The prophet obeyed the sign from Yahweh and blessed
the Israelites. Balaam’s decision naturally brought him into conflict
with the king, and at the end of Numbers 24 Balaam went so far as to
prophesy the doom of Balak’s kingdom by a “star” from the house of
Jacob that shall smite the lands of Moab with a mighty “scepter.”
80 Richard of St. Victor, Sermo LXXVI: Ex verbis ejusdem Balaam in festo quorumlibet
sanctorum, PL 177: 1139 B-1142 B; Sermo LXXVII: In festo quorumlibet sanctorum de
ejusdem Balaam verbis, PL 177: 1142B-1145 D; Sermo LXXVIII: In festo quorumlibet
sanctorum de tertia benedictione Balaam, PL 177: 1146A-1149 B.
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For daring to assert that the Israelites should pose such a threat,
Balaam the Prophet lost all the wealth and lands that had been promised him if he were to have followed through on his promise to curse
the Israelites. In this context, Richard wrote that Balaam’s decision
to bless the Israelites should be a lesson in divine intervention because the donkey recognized God’s presence in the angel before Balaam himself did. Richard elaborated on this, writing in his sermon
that Balaam’s avaricious nature made false any of his prophecies,
including any “blessing” that was given to the Israelites. Here Richard quoted 2 Peter 2:17, where Peter stated such prophets as Balaam
(or those who seek material gain as a reward for sharing their visions of God) are “wells without water, clouds that are carried with
a tempest, to which the mist of darkness is reserved forever.”81
Richard of St. Victor’s interpretation of Peter’s epistle held that
Peter was not necessarily advocating a blessing for the Israelites.
Instead, Richard noted, if one paid heed to the conclusion of the
epistle, Peter emphasized the apostasy of those who would disavow
God for material things, stating that even those who learn of Jesus Christ cannot return to the lives they enjoyed previous to that
knowledge, and that people such as Balaam resonate with the Old
Testament proverb of acting “like a dog, return to their own vomit,
or a sow that was washed to wallowing in the mire.” (Proverbs 26:11
and 2 Peter 2:22). By characterizing Balaam in such a manner, by
emphasizing the essentially “unworthy” nature of the prophet, Richard said that Balaam’s blessing of the Jews was rendered impotent,
even if it was in keeping with the angel’s injunction, and that Jesus’s
condemnation of the Pharisees and Sadducees in the Temple was
justified because any blessings that the Israelites had received in
their own books were unworthy of God’s favor. In this revision of
the traditional interpretation of the Balak and Balaam story, Richard
concluded that only by Christ’s advent were the Jews truly blessed
and saved from their own impiety.82
81 Richard of St. Victor, Sermo LXXVI: Ex verbis ejusdem Balaam in festo quorumlibet
sanctorum, PL 177: 1142A. […hii sunt fonts sine aqua et nebulae turbinibus exagitatae
quibus caligo tenebrarum reservatur… .]
82 Richard of St. Victor, Sermo LXXVI: Ex verbis ejusdem Balaam in festo quorumlibet
sanctorum, PL 177: 1141 B.
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In his second sermon on the topic (Sermon 77), Richard discussed how before the advent of Jesus Christ the Jews had been
misdirected not only in their own historical trajectory, but also in
their understanding of God Himself. Richard held that the Jews were
guilty of “not placing their faith correctly” and, essentially, that the
efforts of Balaam to bless the Jews at the end of the story were done
not for the sake of any intrinsic “goodness” in the Jews themselves
but due to the intervention of an explicitly Christian God preserving His Chosen People so that they will be present for the coming
of Christ.
Lastly, in the concluding sermon of this Balaam and Balak cycle
(Sermon 78), Richard emphasized the “tents and tabernacles” of the
Israelites outside Balak’s city, seeing in them “symbols of justice”
that are to be emulated by good Christians.83 At the very moment
he referred to the Jews, importantly, Richard immediately excluded
the Jews because he concluded the sermon with the following rationale: Christians ought only to “pay debt” to the Jews for providing
representational symbols, but in reflecting on how to live their own
lives true Christians must give thanks solely to Christ. Richard’s
exclusion of the Jews from their own story here reflects a theological
shift that was occurring in the twelfth century between Christians
and Jews.
In this context, it can be concluded that Richard of St. Victor—
while giving some cognizance of the “debts” that his brethren owe
to Jews in a “Judeo-Christian” religion—raised a question of whether or not the Judaic inheritance in Christianity was still needed at the
end of the twelfth century. In a few other of Richard’s sermons one
can observe what might be called a “transference” that occurred in
medieval times that made the “populi sui” of Psalms 1:48 refer no
longer to Hebrews, but to Christians.
83 Richard of St. Victor, Sermo LXXVIII: In festo quorumlibet sanctorum de tertia benedictione Balaam, PL 177: 1148 C.[Aemulemur, fratres, habitare in tabernaculis ac tentoriis
justorum. Aemulemur imitari opera, et virtutes eorum…]
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The extrication of Christians from the Judaic past was also apparent in some of Richard’s other sermons; for example, in Sermon
22 he praised Moses for bringing the Jews out of Egypt to the Promised Land, but then posited great hope in the “new” people of the
region, the Christians who we know were occupying a Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem at the time.84 In Sermon 31, he mentioned the
tents and tabernacles of the Jews and their religious rites, but, again,
supplanted both Jews and rituals with Christians and masses in a
twelfth century context that would make it relevant to his monastic
audience.85 The clearest example, however, occurred in Sermon 4
where Richard used metaphors of trees and a ship (ark) that placed
Mary firmly within the framework of a Judaic past that became outmoded and superseded with the birth of her son (the Tree of Jesse
and the lineage of David).86 In this sermon, Richard gave credit to
the Jews for first believing in the “way.” He qualified, however, that
with the “coming of Christ” and his suffering and death as a human,
Christians boarded and spread throughout the Jewish ship thanks
to the apostles’ spreading of the Christian faith around the world.87
In this reference to the Apostolic Age, Richard depicted Christians
as following Jews in “manning the oars” (sequuntur remi) because
the Christians possessed the requisite gear to get the ship underway:
“hawsers” or “ropes” (chordae) of virtutes, humilitas, patientia,
compassio, modestia, castitas, continentia, constantia, mansuetudo,
bonitas, prudentia, fortitudo, justitia, and temperantia.88
In these sermons, then, by attributing such virtues to the Christians and dispossessing the Jews of the same―indeed, by literally
casting the Jews overboard from their own ark and replacing the
“sailors” with Christians—Richard contributed to an anti-Semitic
84 Richard of St. Victor, Sermo XII: De populo et terra, PL 177: 938 D-941B; especially
939 B-C.
85 Richard of St. Victor, Sermo XXXI: De tabernaculis filiorum Israel, PL 177: 968A-971
B.
86 Richard of St. Victor, Sermo IV: In nativitate beatae Mariae,” PL 177: 907D-911A.
87 Richard of St. Victor, Sermo IV: In nativitate beatae Mariae,” PL 177: 908B
88 Richard of St. Victor, Sermo IV: In nativitate beatae Mariae,” PL 177: 909C.
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polemic that coincided with the rise of a “blood libel” against the
Jews which spread throughout northern Europe and accused the
Jews of killing Christian children during the Lenten season, especially around Passover.89 Such polemics revealed the power that
perceptions and depictions had on popular and royal perceptions of
Jews in that Jews were being forced to live in ghettos and to wear
yellow badges by the beginning of the thirteenth century, and were
eventually expelled from Edward I’s England and Philip the Fair’s
France by 1300.
Conclusion: An Ark Dispossessed—
Twelfth-Century Changes in Perceiving Jews

Reflection upon the traditions for depicting Jews that preceded the

First Crusade makes one realize that sermon portrayals from the patristic period to the twelfth century had contained none of the kind
of imagery that sermon authors were employing by century’s end.
Beverly Kienzle made a salient point about preaching “anti-types”
in her recent book when she observed that in the twelfth-century
anti-types were the most common kind of “prefigurements” sought
by biblical exegetes (particularly those that contrasted typologies
in the Old Testament with those of the New), and that apocalyptic
expectations were included within much of the sermon writing for
the period.90 In reviewing these sermons, one need think only of
Peter of Celle’s startling images of angels as a heavenly army racing to assist men while humanity gets “inebriated” with Grace by
licking blood from the Cross at Mount Calvary in anticipation of the
Second Coming to see that traditional portrayals of the Jews were
being transformed into recognizable apocalyptic notions abounding
in the period.91
Richard of St. Victor’s sermons offered the most sophisticated
89 Yuval, Two Nations in Your Womb, 163-174.
90 Kienzle, Cistercians, Heresy and Crusade, 203-204.
91 Sabina Flanagan, “Twelfth-Century Apocalyptic Imaginations and the Coming of Antichrist,” in Journal of Religious History 24 (February, 2000), 57-69.
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insight into how depictions of the Jews were transformed in the
twelfth century. Richard must also be numbered with Hugh and
Andrew of St. Victor as a theologian who was concerned with both
Christian and Jewish biblical exegesis, but in a manner that did not
favor the Hebrew interpretations as those other Victorines did. This
assertion contrasts with the current historical opinion of Richard,
because the general consensus of intellectual historians for this period is that the Victorines were not major contributors to the rise
of anti-Semitism that appeared throughout the Parisian schools and
England by century’s end.92 Indeed, Hugh and Andrew of St. Victor
shared an intense scholarly interest in the Jews, particularly with respect to the Hebrew Scriptures and their incorporation into Christian
theology. Grover Zinn and Rebecca Moore have shown that Hugh
was explicitly attempting to include Jews in a Christian doctrine of
grace that, along with pagans who lived before the Incarnation, demanded Christianity allow for acceptance and benevolent treatment
of Jews in Christian societies.93 With respect to Andrew of St. Victor
(d. 1175), Gilbert Dahan and Aryeh Grabois have demonstrated that
Andrew found much “Hebraica veritas” in his study of the Torah
that he thought relevant to Christians who were seeking to understand the Christian debt to, and heritage of, Judaism.
Richard of St. Victor’s views regarding Jews in these sermons,
then, were in contrast to Hugh’s belief that Christians and Jews
could be allied together to fight a common enemy in the “devil,”94
or even Andrew’s favorable incorporation of Jewish literal and figurative interpretations of the Torah.95 Indeed, Richard of St. Victor,
92 A. Abulafia, Christians and Jews, 11-22.
93 Grover A. Zinn, “History and Interpretation: ‘Hebrew Truth,’ Judaism, and the Victorine Exegetical Tradition,” in Charlesworth, Jews and Christians, 130-135; Moore, Jews
and Christians, 140-141.
94 Rebecca Moore, “The Jews in World History According to Hugh of St. Victor,” Medieval Encounters 3:1 (1997), 1-19, at 2.
95 Rainer Berndt, “Les interprétations juives dans le Commentaire de l’Heptateque
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by his Balak and Balaam series of sermons alone, could be placed
in a group of theologians that began to shift the traditional Augustinian categorization of the Jews from necessary (and thereby protected) “witnesses” of the Christian revelation to something akin to
“heretics.”96
This is an important discovery in a series of hitherto unexamined
sermons by Richard of St. Victor because heresy was becoming a
major concern for the Church in the late twelfth century. In the case
of the Jews, the threat perceived from them was not so much a fear
of Christian apostasy that accompanied the teachings of the Cathari
or Peter Waldo, but what has been shown by scholars such as Dominique Iogna-Prat as a belief that the Jews “no longer belonged
to humanity” because of preference for the Talmud over traditional
(Christian) understandings of the Bible.97
The threat that the Jews presented in this respect—that is, a tradition of oral interpretation (Talmud) that accompanied the written
Torah and, in some Christians’ eyes, corrupted traditional understandings and interpretations of Judaic prophecies (particularly in
regard to the expectation of a messiah)—was one expressed with
increasing regularity in European Christian intellectual circles from
the late eleventh century onwards. For example, “schoolmen” such
as Gilbert Crispin and Odo of Cambrai (as well as theologians like
Peter the Venerable) had been writing tracts Contra Judaeos that often characterized the Jews as possessed of a truth that was necessary
as a precondition for Christianity, but that was “vetus,” or “old,”
just as the Torah was perceived as an “old testament” in contrast to
the “novum” Word (Verbum) of the Christian Gospels.98
By urging Christians to take refuge in a “spiritual” Jerusalem
when the real city was under siege (as it increasingly became in the
1160s and 1170s under Nur ad-Din and Saladin), Richard represents
d’André de Saint-Victor,” in Recherches augustiniennes 24 (1989), 199-240; Herman
Hailperin, “Jewish ‘Influence’ on Christian Biblical Scholars of the Middle Ages,” in Historia Judaica 4 (1942), 163-174.
96 Williams, Adversus Judaeos.
97 Iogna-Prat, Order and Exclusion, 361-362.
98 Anna Sapir Abulafia, “Twelfth-Century Humanism and the Jews,” in Contra Iudaeos:
Ancient and Medieval Polemics between Christians and Jews, ed. Ora Limor and Guy
Stroumsa (Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1996), 163-169.
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a shift in theological thinking that obfuscated geographical thinking
about the Middle East, but which also started to attribute the cause of
Christian defeats in the Levant to “others” who might be responsible
for the misfortunes of the age—those scapegoats in the late twelfth
century increasingly took the forms of Christian heretics and Jews.99
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Domestic Cruelty: Saevitia and Separation
in Medieval France
Kristi DiClemente
Mississipi University for Women
This article examines the role cruelty played in marriage separation cases in
fourteenth-century Paris. Cruelty was an effective and relatively successful means
for women to initiate separation litigation. The archdeacon’s court regularly cited
saevitia as a reason for its decision to legally separate marriages. Marital cruelty,
however was a complicated issue and what constituted cruelty was not defined
within the text. Through an examination of the use of saevitia in the legal cases,in
conjunction with contemporary exempla of abusive marriages, such as the vita
of Godelieve of Gistel, the author finds that it was a complicated term representing a variety of marital abuses: physical, mental and emotional. Ultimately, this
discussion of marital cruelty indicates a general expectation of good behavior
within marriages.

On September 23, 1385 the Archidiaconal court of Paris sepa-

rated the marriage of Jeanne and Girard Vane because of Girard’s cruelty—“sevetiam viri”—similarly, the court separated
Alipida and Pierre Martin on March 13, 1387, due to bitterness—
“austeritatem,”—Pierre’s cruelty—“sevitium viri,”—and profligacy—“dilapidationem bonorum”.1 These two cases, and many others
within the archidiaconal court register, indicate the prevalence of
cruelty as a reason for female litigants to bring separation cases to
court in late medieval Paris, and for the court to rule in favor of such
separation. Although it was a common reason for both the initiation
of, and justification for separation cases, what is not explained in the
court records is what actions constituted marital cruelty—saevitia—
in the minds of those who pleaded in front of the court, and those
who heard their cases. Through an examination of separation cases
from the fourteenth-century Archidiaconal Court of Paris, along
1 In my discussions of litigants, I list the plaintiff of the case first and the defendant second
where known.
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with contemporary literature, this paper seeks to understand what
the legal system, and fourteenth-century society, considered “cruel”
within a marriage. I argue that the legal term saevitia incorporated
many types of abuse, both physical and mental, and was a critical
legal mechanism for women to remove themselves from unwanted
and sometimes abusive marriages.
Although legal separations were rare in the Middle Ages, they
were not unheard of, and when they occurred they were granted
by the ecclesiastical court. The separation cases in this study come
from a register from the archidiaconal court of Paris, 1384-1387.2
For this study, I examined a total of 376 marriage cases contained in
the register including 91 separation cases and 285 contract disputes.
Within the separation cases, saevitia was the most common reason
litigants brought cases to court, as well as the most common reason
for the court to grant separations. The court cited saevitia as one of
several reasons for legally separating 29 marriages, and as the sole
reason for the separation decision in six; it was the most commonly
used reason for separation litigation in this register.
A legal separation in fourteenth-century Paris was, in some
ways, similar to a modern separation as the marriage was not fully
ended and neither party could remarry. Yet in medieval Paris there
were two kinds of legal separations that differed in one key respect:
how they dealt with the concept of conjugal debt. A separation of
goods—“quoad bona”—legally separated the household, including
goods and income, but retained a requirement for payment of the
conjugal debt upon request. In other words, both husband and wife
had a duty to perform sexually at the request of their spouse. This
less strict separation was the most common in Paris and included
all of the separations the court granted due to saevitia. For example,
Jeanne and Girard Vane, mentioned above, were granted a separation of goods due to Girard’s cruelty.3 Alternatively, a separation
2 These cases are found in a bound register in the Archives Nationales de France, Series
Z1O 26. Transcriptions verified in Joseph Petit, Registre des Causes Civiles. Translations
are my own unless otherwise noted.
3 “Hodie separavimus quoad bona Girardum Vane et Johannam, eius uxorem... propter
sevitiam viri,”AN Z1O26, fol. 111r.
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of bed—“quoad thorum”—divided the couple’s household goods
and also removed the sexual requirement. In the fourteenth century
Parisian court, this type of separation usually was granted to husbands and wives who brought their respective partners to court for
adultery.4
Although there were an equal number of husbands and wives
who brought adultery cases to the court, in the ten cases for which
the outcome exists, the success rate of the litigants was not equally
divided. The court granted all four men for whom the result of the
case exists a separation quoad thorum. For the women, however, the
court attempted a reconciliation in two cases, granted two separations quoad bona, and two quoad thorum. In addition, whereas the
men won their cases due to complaints of adultery alone, the female
plaintiffs all presented secondary reasons in order to bolster their
cases, including two complaints of cruelty. The court granted Jeanne
la Barrotte a separation quoad bona from her husband, Jean Clerici, on September 11, 1385 because of his adultery, harshness, and
cruelty.5 In a similar case, the court approved Marianne Vicentius’s
separation quoad thorum from her husband, Guillaume, on May 29,
1386 due to his adultery, mismanagement of goods, and cruelty.6
Alternately, these cases, in addition to the Vanes’ separation quoad
bona, followed the Parisian court’s pattern for granting separations
of goods for the majority of marital issues and reserving separations
of bed for adultery. Indeed, in the Vanes’ case, the court specifically
stated that the separation was “salvo jure thori”—“saving the right
of bed”—thus both were explicitly required to render the conjugal
debt if requested.7
4 A total of fifteen adultery cases appear in the register: seven brought my men, seven by
women, and one brought by a third party.
5 “Hodie Johannes Clerici et Johanna la Barrote fuerunt separati quoad bona propter
austeritatem et sevitiam viri, et quia pecaverunt (sic) hincinde in legem matrimonii fuit
adulterium compensatum, etc., et fuit inhibitum dicto viro sub pena excommunicationis
ex XL l. ne ipse maletractet aut verberet dictam uxorem suam ultra modum conjugalem;
mulier IIII d.” AN Z1O 26, fol. 109r.
6 “Hodie Guillelmus Vicentii et Mariona, eius uxor, fuerunt separati quoad bona et quoad
thorum propter sevitiam et malum regimen viri et quia confessus fuit se peccasse in legem
matrimonii, etc.” AN Z 1O 26, fol. 185r.
7 AN Z1O 26 fol. 111r. The official included this phrase in his ruling in sixteen total cases,
seven of which had saevitia as one of the reasons for the decision.
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It is possible that the women used an accusation of cruelty to
bolster their adultery cases, especially as Marianne Vicentius’s separation quoad thorum was one of only two granted to a wife in the
register; the other case was also an adultery case where the court
granted Jeanne Byart a separation quoad bona et thorum from her
husband, André because of his adultery, neglect and profligacy.8 A
complication to this particular case that is absent from the Vicentius case was that André was supporting a child with his mistress,
Laurentia la Dyllerée, which may have had an effect on the court’s
decision for Jeanne; perhaps the court feared significant neglect due
to the extra obligations, and chose to more fully protect Jeanne from
André’s poor decisions.
A discussion of marital cruelty is, in fact, a discussion of domestic abuse, an unfortunately common occurrence medieval world,
and it is evident that the court accepted saevitia as a reasonable accusation against husbands. According to Emma Hawkes in her discussion of domestic violence in medieval England, “From around
1300, saevitia, or cruelty, had been accepted ground for separation
under canon law, and, despite the difficulties some petitioners had
in convincing the judges that they should be separated, this was a
fairly common means of gaining divorces a mensa et thoro.”9 The
Parisian cases differed from those in England, however, and the
court granted no separations of bed for saevitia alone. However, as
indicated above, the court commonly granted a separation of goods
to plaintiffs due to cruelty. In fact, these separations were even more
common in Paris than in England, perhaps because of the relatively
mildness of a separation quoad bona versus quoad thorum.
It is possible that the plaintiffs’ success in cruelty cases was due
to the different types of separation available to the Parisian court. As
Charles Donahue points out in his comparison of marriage cases in
8 “Hodie Andreas Byart et Johanna, eius uxor, fuerunt separati quoad bona et thorum
propter adulterum commissum per virum cum Laurentia la Dyllerée, prole suscepta, ac pro
malo regimine dicti viri et dissipatione bonorum,”AN Z1O 26, fol. 276r.
9 Hawkes, “The ‘Reasonable’ Laws of Domestic Violence,” 63. “a mensa et thoro”—of
board and bed—is equivalent to the separations quoad thorum within the current study.
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England and Continental Europe, the separation of goods was singular to Paris, and when he compared the cruelty cases in Paris to those
in England, he found that a separation was less likely to be granted
in England than in Paris.10 P. J. P. Goldberg, in his examination of
the York consistory records, also found that the court in England
was not favorable to cases of cruelty or domestic violence, which
he lumps together, “the courts appear to have applied the canon law
as rigorously and impartially as could reasonably be expected, but
that the law in respect of proof created hurdles that could be prejudicial to women in suits for divorce a mensa et a thoro (from bed
and board) on grounds of cruelty, that is judicial separation.”11 Reasons for separation and the success rate of those reasons were not
the purpose of his study, and so he does not discuss the successful
conclusions of separations of good only. Despite this lack of discussion, the type of separation available to the courts seemed to have
had an effect on the success rate of this type of cruelty case: when a
separation quoad bona option was available to the court, the burden
of proof was not as stringent as when the only available method of
separation was quoad thorum.
The record for marriage separation cases within this fourteenthcentury court register is, unfortunately, incomplete. Donahue found
that the notary of the archidiaconal court, Jean de Villmaden, did not
record all of the cases that he heard, and sometimes he completely
skipped the appearances of couples. Donahue claims that there may
have been a fee for recording the results of a session in the register,
and if the fee was not paid, the case was not recorded. Donahue
notes, “This impression is confirmed by the fact that cases appear
that have clearly had some unrecorded past. Sometimes cases disappear and then reappear some months later, having reached a different stage.”12 Thus there appear numerous cases, such as the separation Alipida and Pierre Martin, where only the court’s reason for the
10

Donahue, Law, Marriage, and Society, 558.

11 Goldberg, “Gender and Matrimonial Litigation,“ 54.
12

Donahue, Law, Marriage, and Society, 303.
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separation exists. In the Martins’ case above, the notary recorded
the separation quoad bona due to harshness and cruelty, but did not
record the initial complaint.
In other cases both the initial reason for the case and the court’s
decision appear in the register, but the reasons did not match: the
court provided a different justification for the separation than appeared in the plaintiff’s initial complaint. An example of this is when
Jeanne Trubert brought her husband, Jean, to court throughout the
Autumn of 1385 and Spring of 1386 requesting a legal separation
from her husband due to “sevitium” and his tendency to squander
their goods. Jean did not disagree with her claim, but he did justify
his cruelty by pointing out that Jeanne was bitter—“austeritatem”—
and disobedient—“inobedientiam.”13 The court eventually granted
her a separation of goods on July 31, 1386. On December 3 of the
same year Marguerite Messagier requested a separation of goods
from her husband Philippe due to his cruelty and bitterness—“sevitia
et austeritatem.”14 The court granted this request nine days later.15
Although both women complained about their husbands’ cruelty, the
court’s stated reason for the separation was not cruelty. The Truberts
were separated because of enmity, rancor, and hatred—inimicitia,
rancor, and odium—whereas the Messagiers were separated due to
Philippe’s harshness—austeritatem viri. These two cases indicate
that saevitia was a useful accusation for women to use in order to
initiate a court case, but it was not always sufficient to win a separation case.
A final case that illustrates the importance of cruelty as a reason
for marital separation was the conflict between Jeanette and Simon
Chevrier, who first appeared in court on May 21, 1386.16 The most
13 AN Z1O 26, fol. 180r.
14 AN Z1O 26, fol. 237v.
15 AN Z1O 26, fol. 241r.
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
“De Johanneta, uxore Symonis Chevrier, morbo lepre infecti, actrice in causa separationis quoad bona, ad veneris audiendum ordinationem nostram utrum separentur quoad bona
propter morbum lepre, etc.,” AN Z1O 26, fol. 183r.
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unusual aspect of this separation case was that Simon was a leper.
Unfortunately, the initial reason for the case does not exist, but in
their first appearance within the record the court official could not
decide whether Simon’s disease was sufficient cause for a separation. On that day the court sent the couple away without a decision. Four days later the court recalled the couple and decided to
separate the couple “propter sevitiam viri”—“because the cruelty of
the husband”—and Jeanette was to receive her portion of the communal goods.17 Despite Simon’s leprosy, the couple was granted a
separation of goods only, not of bed, and the court made a point of
ordering Simon to find a safe location where the couple could render the conjugal debt when requested.18 The official’s uncertainty in
the first entry indicates that Jeanette included leprosy in her complaint, but the decision suggests Simon’s cruelty was also a factor
in her unhappiness. Significantly, they were not separated because
of the disease, which one would assume would have been sufficient
cause; rather, the official specifically listed “sevitiam” as the reason
for the separation. According to the ruling, the disease was not even
sufficient cause for Jeanette to refuse the conjugal debt, and specific rules concerning where and when the couple should render the
conjugal debt were included in the ruling; an unusual occurrence
in these documents. Perhaps the court realized that Jeanette would
have refused to have sexual intercourse with her husband otherwise,
and so made it explicit.
Through this brief examination of a sample of separation cases, it
is evident that cruelty was a significant factor in the successful separation of marriages in medieval Paris. Accusations of cruelty were
important legal mechanisms through which women could remove
themselves from unhappy, and sometimes dangerous, marital situations, or at least these accusations allowed them to initiate separation
proceedings. Despite the prevalence of the term “cruelty” within the
17 “Hodie Symon Chevrier, morbo lepre infectus, et Johanna, eius uxor, fuerunt separati
quoad bona propter sevitiam viri, attenta informatione etc.,” AN Z1O 26, fol. 184r.
��������������
“ad martis ad jurandum ex parte viri et eligendum locum ubi potuerunt tute cohabitare insimul pro jure thori reddendo etc., cum muliere et Jo. Ardoin pro viro etc., munitis
hincinde consiliis etc.; reus VIII,” AN Z1O 26, fol. 184r.
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records, however, there is minimal indication of what constituted
marital cruelty in the minds of the court officials and society as a
whole. Cruelty was a common theme in contemporary religious and
literary sources, and the Bible in particular presents an important
clue in the search for a working definition of saevitia. Although it
does not appear in the context of marriage, the use of the term saevitia in the Bible provides some evidence of a cultural understanding
of the term. Forms of saevus and saevire found in biblical texts often
indicated wild animals or demonic possession. For example in Matthew 8:28, Christ was attacked by two men who were possessed by
devils and were exceedingly savage (“saevi nimis”).19 In the Book
of Judges, Samson fought a lion who was described as “young and
fierce,” (“leonis saevus”).20 These inhuman and demonic creatures
were animalistic, and filled with anger, violence, and irrationality.
When compared to the court cases, the use of saevus in these
biblical stories illustrates the importance of rational feelings in the
medieval household. Daniel Lord Smail argues that, “The moral climate of the fourteenth century was decidedly hostile to excessive
emotions. It did not take fourteenth-century litigants and defendants
long to figure out and exploit this moral condemnation of excessive
emotions, and they used it to undercut the legal standing of their adversaries and their arguments.”21 Through the introduction of saevitia in the court cases, the plaintiff was pointing out the irrationality
of her opponent. Irrational anger was animalistic and demonic and
thus had no part in a well-run household. Indeed, Emma Hawkes
argues that it was the presence or absence of rationality that decided
whether violence was excessively cruel or merely reasonable chastisement.22 Hawkes presents the idea of the “constant man” as the
19 “Et cum venisset trans fretum in regionem Gerasenorum, occurrerunt ei duo habentes
daemonia, de monumentis exeuntes, saevi nimis, ita ut nemo posset transire per viam illam,” Matthew 8:28.
��������������������������������������������������
“apparuit catulus leonis saevus,” Judges 14:5.
21 Smail, The Consumption of Justice, 92.
22 Hawkes, “The ‘Reasonable’ Laws of Domestic Violence,” 58.
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standard by which actions were judged (the precursor to the reasonable person standard used in modern courts), which disadvantaged
women in the court system and reinforced their irrationality.23 The
most common form that irrationality could take in a marriage was
physical violence, usually against the wife.
Despite the lack of a clear explanation within the sources, these
cases do indicate the presence of physical abuse within the marriage.
In many cases involving saevitia the court prohibited the husband
from beating and mistreating his wife—verberare et maletractare—
under penalty of a large fine, usually somewhere between twenty and
one hundred livres, and excommunication. In the case of Margaret
and Philip Messagier, Philip was prohibited from beating and mistreating his wife or squandering their communal goods.24 Similarly,
in the Vanes’ case the court prohibited Girard from beating Jeanne
under penalty of excommunication and forty livres until they could
make a decision in the case.25 Physical abuse, however, was not, in
and of itself an actionable offense in canon law. Husbands were expected to physically chastise their wives to maintain social order. As
Hawkes points out, if it was irrational violence, meaning that it was
done due to an excess of emotion and not for proper reasons, only
then could the violence become a problem.
As domestic violence was not enough of a problem to bring a
separation case to court, there were no cases within this register
in which the litigants presented verberare—beatings—as the initial
reason for the suit. In fact, only one case appeared in which the
court specifically named verberare as the reason for the separation:
the court separated Marianne and Thomas Boudart on July 6, 1385
“propter odia, rancores, et verberationes,”—“because [of] hatred,
23 Hawkes, “The ‘Reasonable’ Laws of Domestic Violence,” 62.
24 “Inhibitum est Philippoto le Messaiger ne ipse, sub pena excommunicationis et XX l.
verberet aut maletractet uxorem suam aut bona inter ipsos communia dissipet.” AN Z1O 26,
fol. 231v. In addition, Margaret is ordered to obey her husband, “obediat predicto marito
suo,” in the same ruling.
25 “fuit inhibitum viro ne ipse sub pena excommunicationis et XL l. dictam uxorem suam
verberet aut bona communia inter ipsos dissipet.” AN Z1O 26 fol. 106v.
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rancor, and beatings.”26 Its use in this case may indicate well-known,
outrageous domestic abuse perpetrated by the husband, which the
notary or official chose to highlight. Unfortunately there is no more
information about this couple’s relationship, and verification of this
assumption is not possible. In the end, the line between abuse and
chastisement was ill-defined, but the court attempted to refine the discussion in some cases with the phrase, “ultra modum conjugalem,”
–“above the marital norm/way”— indicating a line between rational
chastisement and irrational abuse. In the case of Egidia and Pierre de
Belvaco, the court attempted a reconciliation and prohibited Pierre
from beating Egidia “above the marital norm” under penalty of 100
livres, at the same time forcing Egidia to obey her husband under
threat of the same penalty.27 The inclusion of wifely obedience in
the court’s decision indicates that disobedience was an appropriate
reason for cruelty, as evinced in the Truberts’ case discussed above.
When the husband had a clear reason for his physical abuse, the
court accepted it as rational.
Although not common in the court cases, the idea of a normal
level of chastisement was present throughout the register. In addition to the Boudarts’ case, nine other husbands were warned against
exceeding the appropriate level of marital violence, including in the
separation of Jeanne la Barrote and Jean Clerici discussed above.
Based on the evidence from the biblical uses of saevitia, meaning irrational and animalistic, there was a concept of inappropriate abuse
within a marriage. In addition, there is evidence within the court
records that excessive, and irrational beatings were an important aspect of cruelty. As mentioned above, domestic violence, no matter
how irrational, was not a legally actionable offense, which indicates
that cruelty meant more than beatings. This expanded view of cruelty is further indicated in the court’s prohibition against verberare
and maletractare—beating and mistreating—thus shifting the question to the meaning of maletractare in particular rather than saevitia
in general.
26 AN 1O 26, fol. 85r. Although the entry does not explicitly state which party brought the
case to court, there if evidence to suggest Thomas was the abuser, as he was specifically
prohibited from beating or mistreating his wife.
27 AN Z1O 26, fol. 202v.
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Despite a form of maletratare—mistreating—appearing in nineteen separation cases, the scribe was silent on what events and actions constituted this particular marital problem; the definition of
maletractare, too, is complicated by a lack of court evidence. In order to discover a possible meaning behind this legal term, a comparison with contemporary narrative sources is necessary. The vita of
St. Godeliève, the patron saint of both difficult marriages and spousal abuse, provides an obvious case of mistreatment. Godeliève was
born in northern France, in the eleventh century to well-born parents,
and the future saint was beautiful and courted by many worthy men.
Her parents eventually betrothed her to a castellan named Bertolf
despite her desire to remain a virgin. Unfortunately for Godeliève,
on the day he took her home, Bertolf’s mind was assaulted by the
devil and he began to hate her and regret the betrothal.28 Drogo of
Sint-Winoksbergen, the author of this vita, illustrated that this was
an act of the devil by describing Bertolf’s occasional regret of his
hatred. Unfortunately for Godelieve, the regret was short-lived and
the hatred was further increased by Bertolf’s mother, who was angry
he had chosen a wife from outside their area. With these demonic
and maternal forces at work, Godeliève was destined to lack the
loving relationship she had hoped for. She eventually fled her husband’s cruelty, but the count of Flanders and the local bishop forced
her to return to Bertolf’s home, and in the end her husband had her
murdered.
Bertolf’s cruelty manifested itself in several ways. First, he
abandoned Godelieve in his mother’s house, even having his mother
stand in as his proxy for the wedding. His refusal to be a part of
his own marriage ceremony, while not invalidating the marriage,
certainly indicated that it was cursed. Drogo stated, “There is a popular saying in that part of the world, that all mothers-in-law hate
their daughters-in-law.”29 This saying feeds into a common trope of
the evil mother, but it also describes a neglectful relationship. The
28 Drogo, “Life of St. Godeliève,” 364.
29 Drogo, “Life of St. Godelieve,” 364.
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medieval audience would have recognized this type of neglect as a
significant failing on Bertolf’s part; he was not fulfilling his duty of
supporting the physical needs of his wife. Second, Bertolf severely
restricted Godelieve’s access to food. In order to torment her, he allotted Godelieve one loaf of bread per day as a food ration, half of
which she gave to the poor. When her husband found out about the
charity, he cut the amount of bread in half. She, of course, still gave
part of her remaining bread to the poor. Finally, Bertolf was determined to “destroy her mind,” which is quite indicative of verbal,
or emotional abuse. At one point in the text Drogo broke the fourth
wall of the text and lamented Godelieve’s suffering, “Your spouse
curses you; you bless him. He grows envious of you; you reconcile
him to God with prayers and determination... He even hopes for
your death and threatens it; you, as long as you live, always pray
to god.” This particular paragraph describes classic signs of abuse:
cursing, control, threats, and isolation. Although in the Latin version
of the life from the Acta Sanctorum, the author did not use maletractare in the description of Bertolf’s actions, he did use various
forms of maledicere, indicating verbal abuse, and slander within the
relationship.
Although Godelieve’s life contained more extreme suffering
than the average woman, the stories must have resonated with the
public to have any value. This is particularly the case with how the
vita dealt with the issue of Godelieve and food. Female saints often
restricted their food as a way to be more holy, often relying solely on
the Eucharist to sustain them, as Caroline Walker Bynum discussed
in her book, Holy Feast, Holy Fast.30 This description of lack of
food could be Drogo’s way of connecting Godelieve to this tradition. However, unlike the saints whom Bynum described, Godelieve
did not actually go hungry. Drogo briefly mentioned that her supporters brought her food, specifically bread, meat, and fish, which
she ate. Therefore in reality, she did not restrict her eating, although
it was Drogo’s focus in this section of the text. Instead, what this
30 See, Bynum, Holy Feast, Holy Fast.
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indicates is that failure to provide for a wife’s physical needs, especially food, which was often tied to marriage in the medieval mind,
constituted an aspect of maletractare, and perhaps reflected real life
marital issues.
The cultural connection between food and marriage was established in several ways in the Middle Ages. First, the exchange of
food was an important part of the medieval marriage ritual. Daniel
Lord Smail argues that the “sharing of food and wine was commonly used to mark certain liminal moments or punctuate the categorization of relationships,” and that the sharing of food “could
later be used to prove the existence of a strong affectionate bond.”31
Within the Parisian court register there appears one case involving
an exchange of food to indicate a marriage contract. On August 27,
1386, Étienne Derot took Laurencia Chippon to court to enforce a
marriage contract that he claimed to have made with her. Laurencia
replied that they had walked to her godmother’s house and she had
given him a gastellus (a small cake, or loaf of bread) from which
he took a piece, and then gave it back to her. She then gave the
piece back to the plaintiff, ending the food ritual.32 Étienne insisted
that this exchange of food indicated a marriage contract, whereas
Laurencia claimed that it did not, and further she had no intention
of marrying him.33 The second entry for this couple reads like the
more formulaic cases in the register, and the court absolved her of
Étienne’s petition.34
Second, apart from rituals, food has long been viewed as a partner to sexual desires.35 April Harper especially sees this connection
31 Smail, The Consumption of Justice, 108.
32 “rea confessa fuit quod ipsa ivit ad domum… matrine sue, in qua domo dicta… tradidit ipsi actori unum gastellum, de quo gastello idem actor tradidit eidem ree unam peciam
quam recepit et regraciata fuit dicto actori,” AN Z1O 26 fol. 211r.
33 “et postea idem actor dixit quod nomine matrimonii tradiderat dictam peciam panis
dicte ree,” AN Z1O 26 fol. 211r.
34 AN Z1O 26 fol. 213r.
35

Harper, “The Food of Love,” 83.
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in many medieval fabliaux, in particular with illicit sex.36 She states,
“Not only are food and sex often paired activities, they are occasionally viewed as being comparable and interchangeable.”37 The
exchange of food was a sign of a marital relationship in particular,
as Tiffany Vann Sprecher found in her research on priests and their
sexual partners. “Theoretical links among sex, eating, and drinking
associated all three with marital life... eating with a man was one
aspect of a spousal relationship.”38 And according to D.L. D’Avray,
the marriage feast was a symbol of the Eucarist and signified the
sacramental nature of marriage.39 In essence, Bertolf was symbolically turning his back on his marriage by restricting Godelieve’s
food. Although not spelled out in the court register, it is possible that
lack of physical necessities, especially food, was a part of maletractare and, therefore, saevitia.
The second aspect of Godelieve’s abuse was cursing, that is the
verbal and emotional abuse found in Drogo’s lament. In other contemporary texts, it is clear that medieval authors viewed this type
of abuse as common within marriages. In Christine de Pizan’s 1405
book, The Treasure of the City of Ladies, Christine responded to an
expected objection from the reader, who was presumably female:
It is well known that there are some husbands who behave
very distantly towards their wives and give no sign of love
or very little... Suppose that a husband, of whatever class he
may be, has extremely perverse and rude behavior. Suppose
he is unloving toward his wife or strays into a love affair
with another woman. If the wife cannot remedy the situation, she must put up with all this.40
It seems that it was common knowledge that men could behave very
badly indeed, behavior that can be connected to Bertolf’s maledicere
36 Harper, “The Food of Love,” 86-87.
37 Harper, “The Food of Love,” 86.
38 Vann Sprecher, “Power in the Parish,” 148-149.
39

D’Avray, Medieval Marriage, 60.

40

Christine de Pizan, Treasure, 63.
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above, and the maletractare within the court cases. The anonymous
1393 book, Le Ménagier de Paris, also discussed abusive husbands
in the story of Griselda, a well-known medieval story about a woman who might have superseded Godelieve as patron saint of spousal
abuse had she been a real person. 41
Griselda’s story revolves around years of emotional and psychological abuse perpetrated by her noble husband; Griselda came from
peasant stock. On two occasions he took their children, convincing
Griselda that he had killed them, in order to test her obedience to
him. Then, after twelve years of marriage, he sent her back to her father’s house, and convinced her that he was going to remarry a young
noblewoman, who it turns out was actually his daughter. Griselda
passed the tests and all was revealed for an apparently happy ending. 42 Obviously pretending to murder one’s children is excessive
emotional abuse, and even the author of le Menagier pointed out
that he would not abuse his wife, who was the intended recipient of
the text, in this way. The author did point out, however, that the story
of Griselda was an example of the importance of wifely obedience,
one of the central themes of the text. 43 Griselda’s story indicates a
cultural perception that wives were expected to put up with abusive
husbands, as Christine de Pizan pointed out, and that the women
who brought their husbands to court for cruelty must have been living in untenable situations.
A literary source that discusses both abuse and neglect, although
from a more comedic perspective, is John Lydgate’s Disguising at
Hertford Castle, an early fifteenth-century play. Although this text
is from England, it is a useful because illustrates the fears of abusive women and turns the view of domestic cruelty on its head. In
this play a group of husbands petition the king to save them from
41 This exempla can be found in Chaucer’s The Clark’s Tale and Boccaccio’s Decameron.
Petrarch created a Latin version of Boccacio’s tale which was widely copied. According
to Greco and Rose, at least eight versions of the story were circulating in the fourteenth
century, Greco and Rose, “Introduction,” 29, n. 43.
42 Good Wife’s Guide, 113.
43 Good Wife’s Guide, 119
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their abusive wives. This text turns the tables on the medieval reality, and places women in a position of abusive control. In this play
the men complained about various types of mistreatment similar to
what appeared in the court cases and in the other literary sources.
The two main themes within this play are physical abuse, often with
an implement of the wives’ household work, and the wives’ neglect
of their husbands’ food, which was a critical symbol of marriage as
discussed above. The Reeve’s wife, for example, regularly beat him
with her staff and fed him only gruel and pottage. In addition to her
physical abuse and neglect, the Reeve’s wife also was a drunk who
spent her days sitting in ale-houses. Similarly, the Cobbler’s wife
beat him with her distaff and spent all of his money in taverns, even
getting drunk on Sundays. Finally, the Butcher’s wife beat him with
her ladle, and, rather than feed him only gruel as the Reeve’s wife
did, she purposely overcooked all his food to make it inedible.44
The wives took pride in the abuse of their husbands and did
not deny the charges levelled against them. They responded to the
allegations by pointing to the Wife of Bath, who buried multiple
husbands, and Griselda, mentioned above, who was emotionally
tortured by her husband. The wives then claimed that they were just
in their reactions to their husbands thanks to precedent and all of
the work they do. While Lydgate’s Disguising at Hertford certainly
shows the beatings, it also brings up the food and includes reference to excessive drinking. Although uncommon, the fear of female
drunkenness appeared in one case in the Parisian court register. On
May 10, 1385, having been told of his cruelty, the court prohibited Laurence Sampson from beating and mistreating his wife, ultra modum conjugalem. In addition, the court accused Guillemeta
Sampson of being a drunk—“ebriosa”—and attempted to reconcile
the couple.45 Presumably a drunk wife, in addition to the disobedient
wives above, was cause a for husbandly anger, and could justify
dometic cruelty.
44

Lydgate, Lydgate’s Disguising at Hertford Castle.

45 AN Z1O 26, fol. 63r.
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Similar to the cases of Godeliève, but unlike Lydgate, the
perpetrators of the cruelties in the court register were male. In every
case of cruelty within the register, the husband performed the cruel
actions, and by extension the wife was the plaintiff. There was one
case that included a prohibition of violence against a husband, but
it was secondary to the prohibition against the husband. Thomasseta Durandi brought her husband, Alan, to court on April 26, 1387,
to separate her marriage due to cruelty.46 The court then prohibited
Alan under penalty of excommunication and a fifty livres fine from
beating or mistreating his wife, but then added in a similar prohibition against Thomesseta, warning her against beating her husband
and disobedience.47 There are several cases where the only entry
we have is the court’s decision, and so neither party is named as the
plaintiff. In these cases, however, the prohibition is on the husband
to stop mistreating his wife so we can assume that it was the wife
who brought the case to court. This evidence does not suggest that
women were never cruel to their husbands in medieval Paris. What it
does show, however, is that society viewed reasonable violence by a
superior to his/her inferior “as both an instrument and a sign of good
social order.”48 It was much more likely that a husband’s physical
correction would shift into cruelty, than a woman of lower legal and
social standing would begin abusing her husband, as in Lydgate’s
story of the henpecked husbands. Subordinates taking violent action against their superiors was less likely to be justified and more
likely to be severely punished.49 “The direct rebellion of subordinate
members–that reversal of order in which wife beat husband, or servant attacked master or mistress—was an open and unacceptable
challenge to good domestic rule.”50 A more extreme example of this
phenomenon was the punishment when a husband killed his wife
versus when a wife killed her husband: the murder of a wife was a
felony whereas the murder of a husband was treason. Thus the final
recourse for women to remove themselves from abusive and cruel
marriages was the court system.
46 “De Thomasseta, uxore Alani Durandi, actrice, contra dictm maritum suum, actrix
proposuit sevitiam etc.,” AN Z1O 26, fol. 280v.
47 “et fuit inhibitum dicto viro sub pena excommunicationis et L l. ne dictam uxorem
suam verberet aut maletractet etc., et eidem uxori similiter ne verbert dictum maritum et
quod obediat sibi prout decet, etc.,” AN Z1O 26, fol. 280v.
48 Maddern, “Interpreting Silence,” 38.
49

Maddern, “Interpreting Silence,” 39.

50

Maddern, “Interpreting Silence,” 49.
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Saevitia was a complicated legal concept not clearly defined in
the court documents of fourteenth-century Paris. Although hints of
bad behavior found their way into the court register in the description of husbands beating and mistreating their wives –verberare and
maletractare—in order to create a more nuanced picture of cruelty
it is important to look to contemporary narrative sources in conjunction with the legal ones. Together, the court cases and narrative
sources indicate a cultural view of cruelty that included irrational
physical violence, emotional abuse, and neglect. Godelieve of Gistel and Griselda both exemplified ideal wives who accepted their
husbands’ neglect and abuse with equanimity. The wives in Hertford
Castle turned the tables on ineffective husbands, illustrating marital
disputes through comedy. In the end the picture that emerges is one
of women using the court to legally separate from husbands who
beat them, neglected their physical needs, squandered their communal property, cursed them, and generally made them miserable.
The court official’s willingness to grant the plaintiffs’ legal separations from their husbands due to saevitia indicates an expectation of
relatively good treatment within marriages, and also provided legal
support when husbands did not meet it.
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The Role of Rumor and the Prodigal Son:
Shakespeare’s Sources and
Fathers and Sons in the Second Henriad
Steven Hrdlicka
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This article challenges traditional, critical interpretations of Shakespeare’s char-

acter Prince Hal by examining changes Shakespeare makes to sources he used,
in particular the anonymous play Famous Victories of Henry V. Shakespeare
does not portray a “prodigal” Prince Hal character as has often been argued by
critics, but instead carefully follows Holinshed’s observations that the prince was
virtuous in youth and that rumors about the prince’s supposed prodigal behavior
were spread by those who were in the service of Henry IV. These rumors were
aimed to cause conflict between father and son. Shakespeare’s inclusion of these
two important details found in Holinshed, allows him to stage a historically realistic and complex Prince Hal through a powerful dramatization of the tension
between rumor and virtue in the plays, and its role in the strained relationship
between the prince and his father.

In the Second Henriad (Henry IV Part 1, Henry IV Part 2, and Hen-

ry V), Shakespeare alters material from his sources in order to add
layers of texture to his theme of fathers and sons. One major alteration is that Shakespeare significantly reduces Hotspur’s age so that
he appears to be Prince Hal’s peer. Thus Hotspur becomes a natural
foil for Hal, and the two characters vie for the King’s favor in 1 Henry IV. Another change Shakespeare makes is to introduce Falstaff.
Falstaff’s prominent role in the plays likewise disposes Shakespeare
to develop this theme of fathers and sons. These changes, though
each in their way effecting Shakespeare’s unique portrayal of the
Henry V story, are quite small when compared with the changes the
dramatist makes to his hero Prince Hal. The prince’s youth was the
stuff of legend in Elizabethan England, and audiences would have
been familiar with the stories and the rumors associated with this
early period of his life before even hearing Shakespeare’s play, in
particular 1 Henry IV. However, Shakespeare does not deliver the
play that might have been expected by audiences, and rather significantly develops his main protagonist.
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The fact that Shakespeare crafted three plays that feature a single hero is astounding, and it supports the idea that Shakespeare
sought to fully develop the character of Henry V. In this paper, I
would like to demonstrate some the complexities of this hero by
comparing Shakespeare’s portrayal to the way in which the character
is portrayed in the main sources that Shakespeare used-- the anonymous play Famous Victories of Henry V, the third volume of Holinshed’s Chronicles, and also implicitly the Bible, in particular the
Parable of the Prodigal Son. Shakespeare deviates from his sources
and thereby creates a thematic interplay of relationships based of
off a father/son type through which he fashions out a unique and
realistic vision of one of the most popular nationalistic figures in
Elizabethan England.
A common view of Shakespeare’s Prince Hal has been heavily
influenced by Dover Wilson. He argued that, “. . . [Shakespeare’s]
play was made primarily—already made by some dramatist before
Shakespeare took it over—in order to exhibit his conversion and
reveal his character unfolding towards that end.”1 The idea that the
audience perceives a ‘growth’ of the protagonist through these plays
is intriguing, and possibly apt to some degree, but not in the way that
Wilson believed, nor how the numerous critics he has influenced
have argued. Shakespeare’s Prince Hal is a thoroughly more consistent character throughout the plays rather than a Prodigal Son who
upon finding out he has lost his inheritance goes back to his father to
be reconciled. Yet this is the development critics have overwhelmingly understood to occur in the protagonist of the plays, and this
view seems to be heavily based on the source material.
The Parable of the Prodigal Son exerted incredible influence in
English drama contemporary with and preceding Shakespeare, and
by the time Shakespeare began writing plays, it was everywhere.2
The parable served not only as the core plot of numerous plays in the
Renaissance written in the morality tradition such as the anonymous
1 Wilson, The Fortunes of Falstaff, 22.
2 For discussions of the ubiquity of the Prodigal Son Parable in the Renaissance, see
Young, The English Prodigal Son Plays, and Tippens, “Shakespeare and the Prodigal Son
Tradition.”
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plays Misogonus, Nice Wanton, and Famous Victories of Henry V,
as well as of course Ben Jonson’s plays such as Bartholomew Fair
and The Staple of News and a great many others, but the story could
also be found commonly pictorially represented in paintings, stained
glass, and wall hangings.3 Aside from all of this, the parable’s theological implications regarding the powerful mercy of God as a father
and the repentance and return of sinners to God represents in miniature an essential theology of salvation, and this topic was naturally a
pressing one in the Renaissance.
Shakespeare’s main dramatic source for his Henry V plays,
the anonymous The Famous Victories of Henry V, is a play in this
Prodigal Son tradition. That Shakespeare used this play as a source
is clear due to his use of particular details such as the Gadshill robbery (the actual plot of which Shakespeare changes in his play), the
names of minor characters, and also details in the tavern scenes.4
For nearly half of the play, Famous Victories follows Henry V in
his youth and depicts his vicious ramblings through the seedy side
of London, and particularly spotlights his legendary exploits of an
unrestrained participation in criminal activity, violence, and debauchery. The character of Henry V in this play is a villain simply
put, and it is notable that this follows the typical pattern of Prodigal
Son plays. These popular plays often staged immoral behavior and
similar scenes to those found in Famous Victories, scenes occurring
in taverns coupled together with excessive drinking, gambling, and
associations with prostitutes. Later on in the course of the play, as in
the Parable of the Prodigal Son, such behavior leads the protagonist
to a reconciliation scene with his father. To be sure, a reconciliation
between the father and son is precisely what occurs in Famous Victories.5 Prior to the reconciliation, the anonymous dramatist shows
3 In fact Falstaff himself suggests that such a decorous tapestry be hung on the walls
of the tavern in 2 Henry IV: “And for thy walls, a pretty slight drollery, or the story of
the Prodigal, or the German hunting in water work.” Bevington, The Complete Works of
Shakespeare, 2.1.142-143. All subsequent quotationsll are from this edition.
4 See Bevington, Shakespeare, 1 Henry IV, 2.2.477ff. The hue and cry is a curious detail
that Shakespeare retains from the source play.
5 See Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources, 315, ll. 540ff.
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Henry V to be at his lowest point in the play; he has clothed himself
in a strange coat “full of needles” that he tells Tom is a sign for his
“stand[ing] upon thorns, til the Crowne be on my head.”6 The prince
has come to court with his friends in order to kill his father, and he
conceals a dagger under his cloak for the purpose. However it is
in this very scene, and his lowest point in the play, that the prince
turns to exhibit a brilliant conversion of sorts and therefore becomes
reconciled with his father.
It is notable too, that Shakespeare’s other major source, Holinshed’s Chronicle, similarly recounts a major conversion period
in the prince’s life. Holinshed draws attention to a ‘reconciliation’
between the prince and his father as well as a reconciliation with
God: A new man, “…how much more ought I to suffer death, to ease
your grace of that greefe which you have of me, being your naturall
sonne and liege man: and to that end I have this daie made my selfe
readie by confession and receiving of the sacrament.”7 Shakespeare
does portray this idea in his plays, but only to an extent. In the
last scene of 2 Henry IV Hal, now King Henry V, banishes Falstaff,
his companions, and his former tavern life (the banishment itself is
also a detail present in both Holinshed and Famous Victories). In
addition, in the opening scene of Henry V, two bishops marvel at
the apparent reformation of the new king into one who can reason
perfectly in divinity, commonwealth affairs, war, policy, all with
“sweet and honeyed sentences;/ So that the art and practice part of
life/ Must be the mistress to this theoric.”8 The bishops wonder how
the prince could have, seemingly overnight, become knowledgeable
about these learned subjects since the consensus is that he had lived
a youth of prodigality. One explanation might be that he does not
so much reform when he becomes king but that his true character finally becomes apprehended for what it is—and has been all along.
6 Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources, 313, ll. 487-8.
7 Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources, 194.
8 Bevington, Shakespeare, 1.1.51-3.
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Prince Hal appears to maintain a consistent nature throughout
all the plays, one that is well rounded and shaped into the pious and
heroic King Henry V—a king that the Chorus of Henry V calls “the
mirror of all Christian kings.”9 While Hal’s ‘conversion’ or ‘reconciliation’ , as critics have called it, seems to support this observation
of the Chorus, it fails to identify the prince as a complex character
whose youthful life in the tavern and amongst the common people
there shaped his unique characteristic ‘everyman’ (though royal) nature, which is his most Christian character trait. In fact, I believe
Hal’s time spent at the tavern best demonstrates his true nature.
Prince Hal is not a prodigal character. In a recent book, Fathers
and Sons in Shakespeare: The Debt Never Promised, Fred Tromly
observes that Shakespeare’s presentation of Prince Hal is at odds
with the Prodigal Son of the parable. Rather than demanding his
inheritance, the prince in fact, “does just the opposite” and leaves
the court for the taverns in London. Tromly argues that the prince’s
“denial of [his] inheritance must be related to the fact that his father
seized the crown from Richard and subsequently had him murdered.
Unlike the Prodigal Son’s dissolute waste of his portion from his
good father, Hal’s refusal of his father’s ill-gotten estate becomes a
principled act.”10 I think that Tromly makes a good argument here
based on the text of the plays because it is clear that the extreme measures Henry IV had used to usurp the crown do not stop to plague
the prince’s mind even after his father has died. In fact, in act four
scene one of Henry V, Shakespeare again revisits the father and son
theme by including a revealing prayer that Henry V makes alone to
God on the eve of the battle of Agincourt.11 Shakespeare’s decision
to include this prayer significantly develops Henry V’s character because it allows the audience to observe the extent to which he still
struggles with his father’s sinful actions. The son appears contrite
in this scene and has gone so far as to do penance for his father, “I
9 Bevington, Shakespeare, 2.0.6.
10 Tromly, Fathers and Sons in Shakespeare, 100.
11 See Bevington, Shakespeare, ll. 287 ff..
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Richard’s body have interred new/ And on it have bestowed more
contrite tears/ Than from it issued forc’ed drops of blood.”12 The
great dramatist’s interest in the theme of fathers and sons allows
for his adaptation of the Prodigal Son parable as a schema that he
ultimately burlesques.13
The perception of the prince as a prodigal character results
from rumor14—for Hal never engages in the reprobate behavior that
is associated with the hero of Famous Victories or that one might
imagine based on the wild legends of his life. Shakespeare does
not make it explicit in the text that Hal ever drinks at the tavern.
Also too, the prince pays back the money taken from the Gadshill
robbery.15 It is important to note that his father never actually sees
what the audience sees to occur in the tavern and robbery scenes.
The wild rumors of the prince’s prodigality are already in full swing
by the time the audience is first introduced to him, in act five scene
three of Richard II. Here, the audience meets the prince by rumor
and his father is fed more fuel for the fire by his closest nobleman.
The newly crowned king asks, “Can no man tell me of my unthrifty
son?. . . Inquire at London, ‘mongst the taverns there,/ For there,
they say, he daily doth frequent/ With unrestrainéd loose companions,/ Even such, they say, as stand in narrow lanes.”16 The repetition of “they say”, as well as the rhyme with “unrestrained” and
“lanes” and the assonance present in “daily” highlights the hearsay
element of the king’s knowledge of his son. It is Hotspur who answers the king, and it is Hotspur (and his father Northumberland)
who have sided with the king to aid him to achieve the crown (and it
12 Bevington, Shakespeare, 4.1.293-5.
13 See Young, The English Prodigal Son Plays, 194-211 for a discussion of Shakeslpeare’s
ironic use of lthe parable. Hotspur is like the Elder Brother, whose character is manifested
at the end of the parable/play, but Hal is unlike the prodigal, for his character becomes seen
for what it really is at Shrewsbury—honorable and virtuous.
14 From within and without the play—rumor plays both a major role in the play itself as
well as an important role in the audience’s expectation of the play.
15 Bevington, Shakespeare, 3.3.176-81. Also see Tromly Fathers and Sons in Shakespeare, 97
16 Bevington, Shakespeare, 5.3.1-8.
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is this father and son who will rebel against the newly crowned king
shortly hereafter). Hotspur’s response to the king’s inquiries intensify the rumors of the prince; he tells the king that the prince said,
concerning an upcoming tournament to be held at Oxford, that “…
he would unto the stews,/ And from the common’st creature pluck a
glove,/ And wear it as a favor, and with that/ He would unhorse the
lustiest challenger.”17 Hotspur’s response here is full of powerful
imagery, but surely it should be qualified based on what is revealed
of Hotspur’s character in the following play.
Rumor runs conspicuously rampant throughout all of the Henry
V plays. Hal seeks to vindicate himself of the rumors that have found
their way into his father’s ears in an important scene of 1 Henry IV.
The prince says to his father, “Yet such extenuation let me beg/ As,
in reproof of many tales devised,/ Which oft the ear of greatness
needs must hear/ By smiling pickthanks and base newsmongers.”18
While the prince does go on to acknowledge that he is by no means
perfect, he makes it clear that his father’s opinions are overwhelmingly based on hearsay. Another significant instance of rumor in
the plays is the allegorical figure of Rumor who Shakespeare casts
as the opening Chorus of 2 Henry IV. Directly addressing the audience, this character of Rumor19 says that, “Upon my tongues continual slanders ride.. . . . Stuffing the ears of men with false reports,”
and then Rumor goes on to ask, “But what need I thus/ My wellknown body to anatomize/ Among my household? Why is Rumor
here?”20 Indeed, why? Although the allegorical character of Rumor
does not explicitly address the dimension of rumor I am suggesting
is particularly responsible for the construction of Prince Hal’s prodigal identity (both in his father’s and in the audience’s minds), when
Rumor says that it is at home with the audience on stage, it implies
further associations of thematic resonance in the plays.
17 Bevington, Shakespeare, 5.3.16-19.
18 Bevington, Shakespeare, 3.2.22-5.
19 See Virgil’s Rumor in Aeneid 4.179-90-- full of eyes, ears and tongues.
20 Bevington, Shakespeare, 1.0.6-22.
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It should be no surprise to find that rumor is also significantly
addressed in Holinshed’s Chronicle, the source that Shakespeare
most closely follows. Holinshed makes the point that the rumors
surrounding prince Hal’s tavern life have been started by “certeine
of his fathers servants,” who sought to set Henry IV against his son
and therefore destroy the Lancastrian line of succession during this
time of civil war:
. . . his fathers servants were busie to give informations against him,
whereby discord might arise betwixt him and his father: for they put
into the kings head, not onelie what evill rule (according to the course of
youth) the prince kept to the offense of manie: but also what great resort
of people came to his house, so that the court was nothing furnished with
such a traine as dailie followed the prince. These tales brought no small
suspicion into the kings head, least his sonne would presume to usurpe
the crown. . . . .21

In addition to keenly reproducing this dimension of rumor in
his plays, as shown above with Hotspur, Shakespeare’s unique presentation of a virtuous Prince Hal also follows Holinshed’s observations. Holinshed narrates: “But yet (it should seeme by the report of
some writers) that his behavior was not offensive or at least tending
to the damage of anie bodie; sith he had a care to avoid of dooing
wrong,
and to tedder his affections within the tract of vertue.”
.
Shakespeare’s faithful inclusion of both of these seemingly
slight details (found exclusively in Holinshed) in the dramatic action of his plays creates a tension between rumor and virtue, and
between the audience’s preconception of the prince’s character and
the actual character that the dramatist presents on the stage. That
this complex dimension of realism has not been commented upon
extensively attests to Shakespeare’s deftness as a dramatist as well
as the actual power of rumor and legend in the imagination of viewers and readers.
Outside of the incredible power of rumor, Prince Hal does not
appear in any of the action of the plays to be a prodigal character but
rather a virtuous one. Shakespeare exchanged the common notion
21 Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources, 195.
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of Hal as a prodigal and cast Falstaff for the prodigal role. In the
very first scene in which the audience meets Prince Hal in the flesh
as it were, he is in conversation with Falstaff. To Falstaff’s question,
“Now, Hal, what time of day is it, lad,” the prince answers admonishingly though in a humorous and familiar manner aimed to convict
Falstaff of his prodigality:
Thou art so fat-witted with drinking of old sack, and unbuttoning thee
after supper, and sleeping upon benches after noon, that thou hast forgotten to demand that truly which thou wouldst truly know. What a devil
hast thou to do with the time of the day? Unless hours were cups of sack,
and minutes capons, and clocks the tongues of bawds, and dials the signs
of leaping houses, and the blessed sun himself a fair hot wench in flamecolored taffeta, I see no reason why thou shouldst be so superfluous to
demand the time of the day.22

Hal’s observations, as the audience of the play will soon find
out, speak truly to Falstaff’s prodigal nature and character. Where
critics have seen Falstaff as a ‘surrogate father’ of Hal, who Hal
chooses in favor of his own father, it seems to be more the case that
Hal plays the role, or tries to play the role, of Falstaff’s surrogate
father (or at the very least, a genuine friend). St. Thomas Aquinas’
definition of friendship can be of use here, for Hal wishes Falstaff’s
good in many ways.23 Through all of the humorous dialogue that
the two characters share in the plays, as well as the games that Hal
often plays on Falstaff, such as the Gadshill trick, the picking of his
pockets, and so forth, the prince’s actions could be understood as attempts to lead Falstaff to apprehend the reality of his condition and
to be ultimately aimed to lead Falstaff to repent of his prodigality.24
In this sense, King Henry V’s life shares parallel with the life
of Christ. Henry V is, after all, the “mirror of all Christian kings”,
22 Bevington, Shakespeare, 1 Henry IV, 1.2.1-12.
23 See Aquinas, Summa Theologica, II-II, Q. 23, A. 1, co., “…love which is together with
benevolence, when, to wit, we love someone so as to wish good to him.” Friendship in
this sense is a virtue.
24 See Bevington, Shakespeare, 2 Henry IV, 5.5.68-70: “And, as we hear you do reform
yourselves,/ We will, according to your strengths and qualities/, Give you advancement.”
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one could argue, because his life in many ways follows closely the
life of Jesus as it is recorded in the Gospels in the New Testament.
King Henry V is a ‘royal everyman’, one who can consort with the
working men on the eve of Agincourt (albeit in disguise). He knows
the language of the common man because of his early life. Christ’s
life, like Prince Hal’s, encouraged many rumors, for both of these
characters spent a considerable time associating with ‘sinners’ and
otherwise undesirable elements in society. Both of their reputations
became tarnished in the eyes of the higher authorities, the Pharisees
and King Henry IV’s court. Finally, both redeem their reputations
by manifesting their true natures.
Prince Hal redeems his reputation at the Battle of Shrewsbury,
just as he had forecasted he would to his father in act three scene two
of 1 Henry IV:
And God forgive them that so much have swayed
Your Majesty’s good thoughts away from me!
I will redeem all this on Percy’s head
And in the closing of some glorious day
Be bold to tell you that I am your son,
When I will wear a garment all of blood
And stain my favors in a bloody mask,
Which, washed away, shall scour my shame with it.25

Far from the prodigal prince that contemporary audiences might
have expected to see played on stage, the actions of the character
that Shakespeare portrays appears to be consistently honorable and
virtuous. The element of the Prodigal Son is, to be sure, still a very
large part of Shakespeare’s imagination, but he deviates from his
dramatic source and follows Holinshed’s observation that the prince
“had a care to avoid doing of wrong, and to tedder his affections
within the tract of vertue.” Shakespeare retains the association of
prodigality with the hero, but he highlights the role of rumor and
rebellious intent in the spreading of it as responsible for originating
the construction of this popular identity. In a sense, Shakespeare lets
the audience (and critics) have the plays both ways, if they want.
25 Bevington, Shakespeare, ll. 131-137.
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Symbiotic Werewolves and Cybernetic Anchoresses: Premodern Posthumans in Medieval Literature
Jennifer K. Cox
Idaho State University
This paper examines how individual agency in medieval society might be expanded through posthuman configurations; in so doing, it pushes the boundaries
of traditional practices in medieval research to include more contemporary ideas.
Although as scholars, we must avoid anachronistic readings of these texts, ignoring modern thinkers like N. Katherine Hayles (How We Became Posthuman) and
Donna Haraway (“A Cyborg Manifesto”) too easily disregards their valuable –
and timeless – insights. While the term “posthuman” can evoke images of cyborgs
or superhuman mutants using wormholes to traverse space and time, this pop culture perspective often overlooks less technoscientific examples of the posthuman.
Many people who were marginalized by medieval society simply accepted their
roles as “predetermined,” rather than resisting social injustices However, if we
read medieval texts by Marie de France, Julian of Norwich, and Margery Kempe
as expressions of resistance, their posthuman figures (as hybrids and cyborgs)
can subvert the deeply embedded misogyny of social, religious, and gender roles.
These authors did not break societal rules: they wrote around them. When “getting medieval” using brute strength was not an option, going posthuman put these
authors light years ahead of their patriarchal confines. By deploying posthuman
characters, and becoming posthumans themselves, they created new spaces to
embrace roles of power. By imagining characters whose roles surpassed those of
mere women, they became even more than just “human.”

Describing images as “posthuman” often evokes scenes from
the latest sci-fi adventure film, with cyborgs, androids, and aliens
who save the world or travel by “wormhole” to another galaxy or
dimension. To be fair, these dramatic depictions of the posthuman
in popular culture can be entertaining, yet they often overlook the
less technoscientific – one might even say medieval – examples of
this tradition, some of which are no less entertaining. Many scholars of posthumanism use science fiction (sf) and fantasy literature
to illustrate its possible characteristics, and to explore their future
implications. This seems a logical pairing, as most sf and fantasy
texts demand a willing suspense of disbelief from readers in order to
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speculate on purely theoretical plotlines. However, like most critical theory, posthumanism is not restricted to literature from specific
genres or historical production. This article applies the unlikely lens
of posthuman theory to medieval literary characters whose bodies
defy social norms. Figures such as Marie de France’s eponymous
werewolf, Bisclavret, anchoresses like Julian of Norwich, and mystics like Margery Kempe all express nuanced, complex conceptions
of “selfhood” using posthuman configurations of hybrid and augmented bodies. Such character configurations also resist patriarchal
social norms and help negotiate liminal social roles during cycles of
change. Despite the rare trifecta of female authors represented by
these medieval texts, gender alone does not align them; instead, the
significant factor common to each work is the portrayal of prominently posthuman characters.
I argue that instead of gender, the characters and the texts under examination here focus specifically on the larger question of
identity, or selfhood. The profound misogyny in dominant medieval
discourses often denied females and “others” a sense of agency or
self, but repositioning them as posthuman subjects can replace this
lack with hybrid, augmented, or distributed selves rooted in the
material body. Re-framing non-normative medieval characters as
posthumans opens up new possibilities for analysis, and reminds
contemporary scholars to consider carefully when constructing new
knowledge about medieval persons, both as historical figures and as
literary characters, lest we impose reductive forms of personhood
that reinscribe dualistic value systems.
A clarification of posthuman theoretical terms, as well as some
typical cyborg characteristics, foregrounds my exploration of medieval embodiment. Posthumanism originates from the basic tenets of
humanism, understood here as the western philosophical tradition
that defined the “essence” of humanity. This human essence, often
called the liberal humanist “subject,” the “individual,” or the “self,”
implies an understanding of subjects as (white male) humans. The
term “posthuman” uses the post- prefix to indicate a chronological
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progression on two levels: it refers not only to a philosophical mode
that developed after traditional liberal humanism, but it also refers
to the kind of individual, or “subject,” that such thinking produced.
Whereas humanism maps out traits that determine which subjects
are human (white males with the power and ability to speak publicly), posthuman philosophy contemplates the “other” subjects who
fall outside humanism’s narrow criteria. While humanism would
consider these “others” to be less than human, and deny their subjectivity, posthumanism recognizes their status as more than human:
these “others” are thus called posthuman subjects.
In science fiction (sf) texts, the “posthuman subject” quite often refers to technologically augmented humans called “cyborgs,”
a portmanteau joining “cybernetic” (technology) and “organism”
(biology). Former MIT professor Norbert Wiener coined the term
“cybernetics” in 1948 to describe his focus on “study[ing] messages as a means of controlling machinery and society.” The term
reflects an ancient heritage, “derived from the Greek kubernētēs, or
‘steersman,’ the same Greek word from which we eventually derive
our word ‘governor.’”1 The technology that controls messages by
adjusting to contingencies reported on a feedback loop also shares
many commonalities with human languages and interpersonal communication. Wiener emphasizes, “to live efficiently is to live with
adequate information. Thus, communication and control belong to
the essence of man’s inner life, even as they belong to his life in
society.”2 While this paper examines messages, such as laws, social
constructs, or even Divine visions, the configurations that comprise
the messengers’ bodies is what makes them posthuman. First, I need
to deconstruct the cinematic image of the cyborg to reclaim its parts
for medieval metaphor; the key lies in understanding the “figure”
as a sum of distributed parts. Andy Clark, Director of the Cognitive
Science Program at Indiana University, posits humans as cyborgs a
priori in his book, Natural-Born Cyborgs. He introduces, or rather,
reminds the reader slowly and methodically of our present reality:
1 Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings, 15.
2 Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings, 18.
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that we operate within a network of culture, technology, and “cognitive scaffolding” that supports and extends our original biology.3
The concept of technology under discussion here need not be complicated, nor even as advanced as a wireless internet connection. One
example of technology that extends human cognition is as simple as
pen and paper; far from wi-fi technology, writing provides a method
by which to record abstracted thoughts. An oral storytelling community preserves histories and other expressions of a culture through an
interpersonal network. The use of smart phones, ball-point pens, or
medical technologies like bifocal lenses, or LASIK surgery, all these
extensions configure humans-plus-technology as cyborgs.
In How We Became Posthuman, N. Katherine Hayles argues
that “the construction of the posthuman does not require the subject to be a literal cyborg…The defining characteristics involve the
construction of subjectivity.” 4. Posthumanism shares with humanism an emphasis on the mind, and not the body, as the self. This
does not imply that posthuman characters have no need for embodiment: it simply means that the cultural inscriptions imposed upon
a posthuman subject’s body do not limit or determine his or her
identity. Even Rene Descartes, the author of dualism himself, delineates between the human Body as a sensory receptor, and the Self,
or Mind, which resides in the Brain. Despite his (in)famous binary
systems, he acknowledges the essential symbiotic relationships that
configure humans as natural-born cyborgs: we are all single “units”
made from different parts. “I (a thinking thing) am not merely in
my body as a sailor is in a ship. Rather, I am closely joined to itintermingled with it, so to speak-so that it and I form a unit.”5 He
counts the intermingling of mind and body as a source of confusion at times, but admits the blending of boundaries is integral to a
hybrid, cyborg nature. Despite the emphasis on cognition, or mind,
Hayles reinforces how “embodiment makes clear that thought is a
3 Clark, Natural-Born Cyborgs, 45.
4 Hayles, How We Became Posthuman, 4 (emphasis mine).
5 Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophy, 30.
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much broader cognitive function depending for its specificities on
the embodied form enacting it.”6 When applying posthuman ideas
to medieval texts, however, we must acknowledge the importance
of the corporeal body within this particular socio-historical context,7
and remember that most people did not possess the technology of an
abstract vocabulary to express metaphysical or existential meditations, but constructed identities based on information provided by
bodily senses, while social norms determined subjectivity.
Where humanism assumes the human subject’s exceptional,
universal nature based upon an observable, biological determination
as human, posthumanism recognizes instead that “the human subject” has always been socially constructed. Myra Seaman points out
that the title “human” was “granted by and to those with the material
and cultural luxury to bestow upon themselves the faculties of ‘reason,’ autonomous agency, and the privileges of ‘being human’…as
a result…not [all] homo sapiens have ‘counted’ as human.”8 Using
this line of reason, few, if any, medieval women in England would
have been considered “human,” particularly after 1066, when the
Norman Conquest brought feudalism to Britain. Elizabeth Robertson notes that women in Norman England experienced a decline in
earlier freedoms, since “the legal system imported by the Normans
denied women status under the law…the rule of primogeniture as
well as the related system of feudalism carried with it a new attitude
towards women, as they were placed perpetually under the control of
men.”9 The law’s view of women as objects owned by men reflects
a deeply rooted philosophy of biologically determined identity. For
example, Daniel Kline notes that medieval medicine “viewed the
creation of a female child as the unsuccessful attempt to generate a
male.”10 This historical perspective illustrates a binary system that
6 Hayles, How We Became Posthuman, xiv.
7 From the twelfth through the fifteenth centuries.
8 Seaman, “Becoming More (than) Human:,” 247.
9 Robertson, Early English Devotional Prose and the Female Audience, 17.
10 Kline, “Female Childhoods,”14.
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posited males as the social norm, marking them as naturally more
human than women, thus equating women with “otherness.”
History reveals deeply rooted anxieties surrounding embodiment in both philosophical traditions, even though both privilege the
mind as subject over the body. Women’s bodies, hybrid bodies, or
bodies with unique configurations were often labeled as “monsters,”
simply because that was the only word with the capacity to communicate such an ambiguous identity. Bettina Bildhauer and Robert Mills cite the Aristotelian trend in medieval thought, defining
monsters as “‘those individuals outside the bounds of the common
course of nature…they embody cultural tensions that go beyond
the unintelligible OTHER.’”11 In other words, if white males embodied the social standard for normalcy, any other body exhibiting
traits outside the known factors of “white” and “male” was labeled a
“monster,” including pregnant women, widows, or unsupervised virgins. This label also applied to marginalized populations, like Jews,
non-whites, Arabic “infidels,” or those born with physical or mental
challenges.12 While most modern humanities scholars eschew essentialism, and acknowledge that an individual’s corporeal being
does not determine his or her identity,13 medieval society was less
flexible; many believed internal qualities like spirituality manifested
themselves in a person’s outward appearance. Similarly, those individuals with “monstrous” bodies often posed problems regarding
the nature of their spiritual “essence.” Stephen Pender relates how
a priest’s decision to baptize a set of conjoined twins as one person
was later questioned, based on postmortem speculation about the
individuality of their souls in relation to the body they shared. The
minister declared the question of the number of souls the province
of divines, as “before its dissection, the monster was baptized with
‘two names.’”14
11 Bildhauer and Mills, The Monstrous Middle Ages, 13, 22.
12 White males defined the social norm for texts produced in France and England; we
could also add Christian (Catholic, since all three texts were produced prior to the Protestant Reformation), and “able-bodied,” although scholars like Rosmarie Garland Thomson
argue that “ability” and “disability” are merely social constructions of identity.
13 Some strands of feminist and disability thought complicate this idea.
14 Pender, “No Monsters at the Resurrection,” 144.
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Although one of the word’s Latin roots, monstare, means “to
show,” implying a potential for divine revelation, the noun form,
monstrum, means “portent, prodigy, or atrocity.”15 Differing denotations notwithstanding, the word “monster” also carries connotations
of avoidance and fear, which the Church used to enforce various
boundaries. Various monstrous configurations often embodied not
only more than one human essence, as with conjoined twins, but
sometimes they also exhibited both human and animal characteristics, blurring the boundary of the Divine Order and questioning the
nature, and sometimes the number, of the soul. While the characters
under analysis might show us something new, we have nothing to
fear. Dominant social forces have named them “monsters”; re-claiming them as “posthumans” restores some sense of agency to forge
identities outside social norms without being “monstra-cized.”
Instead of defining a universal human “being,” posthumanism
embraces multiplicity, mutation, and “becoming.” A person can express identity through the body, but embodiment does not necessarily define “the self.” While I acknowledge the emphasis medieval society placed on the corporeal body, a posthumanist analysis includes
medieval figures regardless of social mores. The inherent flexibility
of identity allows for a wider spectrum of “beings,” including cyborg configurations such as hybrids, extensions, or augmentations
of humanity; any physical body that resists classification under the
traditional “human” category, and occupies those interstitial – or
liminal spaces – on the fringes, borders, and in between “human”
and “other”— can be classified as posthuman. They emphasize the
highly permeable boundaries of identities defined by material bodies. Carolyn Dinshaw notes that medieval society recognized the
transformative power of spaces between delineations of identity
as spaces for “becoming,” that “medieval audiences were alert to
the suggestive power of liminal spaces long before anthropologists
coined the term.”16 Hybrids illustrate identity as a process of “becoming,” exhibiting physical traits of two different identities. Caroline Walker Bynum calls this process “metamorphosis,” a process
15

“monster,” OED Online, 3rd Ed.

16 Dinshaw, Introduction, The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Women’s Writing, 6.
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ontologically different than hybridity, although both seem to express
a shift in the ways people began to think about change. “The hybrid
expresses a world of natures, essences, or substances (often contradictory), encountered through paradox…metamorphosis expresses a labile world of flux and transformation, encountered through
story.”17 Each of the postmodern characters exists in some stage
of hybridity or metamorphosis, sharing human traits with those of
non-human animals, as with Marie de France’s werewolf; fortifying a frail human form with a physical anchorhold, as with Julian
of Norwich; or augmenting a frail human mind with more than one
spiritual tenant, as with Margery Kempe.
The permeable natures of both human and animal exist simultaneously, as if in a state of symbiosis, in hybrid figures such as werewolves. Well before Marie de France published her Breton lais in
the twelfth century, wolfish grins peeked from the margins of illuminated manuscripts, and poets like Ovid established werewolves as
standard characters from antiquity. Jeffrey Jerome Cohen describes
the figure as “the staging of a conversation in which the human
always triumphs. Hybridity is therefore a simultaneity of unequal
distances.”18 Similar lupine figures appear in works by Gervase of
Tilbury and Gerald of Wales, writing at the same time as Marie de
France. Cohen explains the body politics of hybrid creatures whose
bodies ask: “how intermixed with the bestial the human might already be.”19 This perspective seems at odds with Bynum’s view of
hybridity, which seems to balance opposing identities in resistance
to change.
David Salter points out that St. Francis of Assisi’s encounter
with the wolf of Gubbio, recorded in two early medieval texts,20
17 Bynum, Metamorphosis and Identity, 29-30.
18 Cohen, “The Werewolf’s Indifference,” 352.
19 Cohen, “The Werewolf’s Indifference,” 351.
20 Ugolino di Monte Santa Maria’s Actus Beati Francisci et Sociorum Eius (The Acts of
Blessed Francis and His Companions), and The Little Flowers of St. Francis (I Fioretti di
San Francesco).
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likely influenced medieval attitudes on the nature of wolves. The
tale recalls how Francis made the sign of the cross, and tamed a ravenous wolf that had attacked both humans and animals while searching for food near the city of Gubbio. Francis forgave the beast, and
made a pact with him; the wolf signaled agreement by bowing his
head, wagging his tail, “and as a pledge of good faith he placed his
paw in Francis’ hand.”21 Medieval persons, like St. Francis, would
have likely seen the wolf as a symbol of divine admonition warning
sinners to repent.
Marie’s werewolf is distinctly Breton (bisclavret is Breton for
“werewolf”), and Marie clarifies that he is not to be confused with
the Norman “Garwaf”22 Although writing after the Norman Conquest, she insists on a specific regional meaning of the word, emphasizing its liminal quality. Thomas Pyles notes the Breton language “is more closely related to Welsh”23 than French. Unique to
Brittany, in northern France, Pyles writes that the native Celtic language of the Britons lives on “in Welsh (Cymric) and in Breton,
the language of [their] descendants…who, around the time of the
Anglo-Saxon invasion…crossed the Channel and settled in Gaul.”24
Although Marie writes primarily in Old French, Glyn Burgess and
Keith Busby, translators of the Penguin classic version, note that
“the insular dialect of French known as Anglo-Norman became the
language of culture in England,” and that Marie was “certainly a
woman of French descent and upbringing, living and working in
England.”25 She brought the werewolf figure of Breton folklore into
courtly literature, draped in Anglo-Norman vernacular. The transitional quality of this bicultural courtly vernacular mirrors that of the
original Breton language, which continues to shift through different
21 Salter, Holy and Noble Beasts, 27-8 passim
22 The Lais of Marie de France, 68.
23 Pyles, The Origins and Development of the English Language, 101.
24 Pyles, The Origins and Development of the English Language, 101.
25 The Lais of Marie de France, 20.
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stages of hybridity. The transitional linguistics seem appropriate for
the form of the lai itself, which Burgess and Busby describe as a
“transitional genre between the earlier Provençal love-lyrics, which
provided later poets with a storehouse of themes and motifs, and the
romance, which develops and transforms these themes and motifs
at length.”26
Geography, language, and genre carry the motif of transformation into the lai’s plot, in which a baron leaves home secretly to
become a werewolf in the forest, safely away from his wife. No one,
including his wife, knows the cause of his weekly absences, and she
begs to know: “I have such a fear of losing you that I shall surely
die shortly from this.”27 He warns the revelation could cost him his
life, but his wife changes tactics – from hyperbolic empty threat,
to coercion, then guilt, and finally “harrying.” This red flag signals
the onset of Bisclavret’s crisis, which Burgess and Busby describe
as the “crux and core of the narrative.”28 Outmatched, Bisclavret
shares every detail with her, even confessing where he hides his
clothes while he runs naked through the forest. Instead of relief,
her reaction shows fear and disgust: “she was greatly alarmed by
the story, and began to consider various means of parting from him,
as she no longer wished to lie with him.”29 The fact that his wife
considers more than one way to leave him, and decides adultery is
best, suggests the ambiguity of her “human nature.” Five lines later,
she is “receiving” another man’s “oath” in exchange for his help
stealing the clothes that make Bisclavret back into a man, and their
betrayal leaves him transformed as a beast for one year. Cornered
by the king’s hunting party, the wolf-man begs the king’s mercy: “he
took hold of his stirrup and kissed his foot and leg.”30 Amazed at a
beast with “the intelligence of a human,” the king calls off the hunt
26 The Lais of Marie de France, 26.
27 The Lais of Marie de France, 68.
28 The Lais of Marie de France, 27.
29 The Lais of Marie de France, 69.
30 The Lais of Marie de France, 70.
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and adopts Bisclavret: “Drive back all the dogs and see that no one
strikes it! The beast possesses understanding and intelligence…I
shall place the creature under my protection, for I shall hunt no more
today.”31 Clearly, Bisclavret can recognize the presence of another
“alpha wolf,” and shows appropriate deference to his liege lord.
An unexpected reunion interrupts Bisclavret’s happiest “dog
days,” and his docile nature drops away upon recognizing his wife’s
accomplice, whereupon he attacks. He repeats his revenge-wreaking
the next day: when his wife appears, her nose disappears (later, her
children are born with a rare congenital sinus condition). Convinced
of Bisclavret’s exceptional intelligence and human-like qualities,
the royal court blames the victims of the attacks. The king learns
the truth and returns the magical clothing, but Bisclavret is shy: the
king leaves him alone with his clothing, and returns to find the handsome baron sleeping in his bed. “The king ran forward to embrace
him and kissed him many times. It was not long before he restored
his land to him; he gave him more than I can tell.”32 The story ends
with the mention of many noseless children, but readers know nothing more of the werewolf.
The poet balances the scales when Bisclavret (human nature
in animal form) exacts revenge on his unfaithful wife and her accomplice (animal natures disguised as humans). Although we must
all learn to balance the valences of both internal drives described
as “human” or “animal,” only Bisclavret bears evidence of physical hybridity. His bodily transformation, and the sinus affliction that
marks his wife’s offspring offer the only evidence of supernatural
elements; there are no explanations, fairies, or Elven-Rings (sadly).
Although she speaks of “true love,” his wife cannot comprehend
the phrase as a compound (hybrid) structure; instead, she is only
“true” to her own fears, and offers “love” – separated from truth – in
payment for a bribe. Bisclavret illustrates that loyalty supplies the
“truth” of “true love.”
31 The Lais of Marie de France, 70.
32 The Lais of Marie de France, 72.
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Bynum cautions against defining medieval characters with
twentieth-century values: “Despite recent writing about gay people
in the Middle Ages, it is questionable whether anyone had such a
concept…there were different kinds of sexual acts—between people
of different sexes, between people of the same sex, between people
and animals—and all had some kind of taint attached.”33 Even so, the
lai’s ambiguous conclusion allows readers to construct a portrait of
true love that is not confined to heteronormative gender performances: the werewolf may or may not be gay, but he certainly qualifies as
“queer.” Roberta Krueger notes that the poet uses such ambiguous
imagery to encourage her readers to interpret for themselves, and
that she “helps to inaugurate a debate about gender issues that will
continue within many courtly French narratives.”34 Marie de France
emphasizes that whatever “love” looks like, fidelity is required to be
called “true love.”
Medieval descriptions of wolves focus on hunger as the force
that drives them, echoing the warnings about hunger and gluttony in
the Ancrene Wisse, that connect gustatory appetite to sexual desire:
“Lechery comes from gluttony, and from physical comfort; food
and drink in excess produce reckless words, reckless acts, and the
desires of lechery.”35 Based on this interpretation, werewolves may
represent a person who wrestles with his or her “ravenous” libido, or
warn about the consequences for losing that struggle. Bisclavret faces no such struggle; read in isolation, this particular lai might seem
to voice support for the landed male nobility, but given the balance
of Marie’s overtly female narrator (who often interrupts lists of her
male predecessors in the poetic tradition), and her overwhelmingly
strong, active female characters, a queer reading seems more likely
than a complicitly patriarchal composition.
The hybridity of the werewolf seems blatantly obvious, as a
marvelous figure in the literature of entertainment, but the other
33 Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption, 85-86.
34 Krueger, “Marie de France,” 175.
35 Ancrene Wisse, 4, 94.
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posthuman hybrid characters both originate in personal religious
writings. Rather than a purely physical cyborg configuration, Robert Mills suggests an ecclesiastic, spiritual “hybridity” as the divine
assumption of human nature, illustrated by Julian of Norwich in the
fourteenth century, and later by Margery Kempe. Seaman notes that
medieval persons “examined and extended their selfhood through
a blend of the embodied self with something seemingly external to
it—Christ, as well as the promised embodiment after his death”36
Whereas common sf stories feature cyborg characters with robotic
eyes to extend their capacity for sight, medieval figures looked to
Christ to extend their spirituality; in a sense, this sort of augmentation also provided a way to extend their sight beyond death.
In semantic terms, the prefix “post-” refers to something that
follows chronologically, thus posthumans could also include ghosts,
zombies, and anchoresses – holy women pledged to God (like nuns)
– who were pronounced legally dead to the world to seal their vows
of enclosure. After a “burial,” the women were walled in, or enclosed, as part of the church’s physical structure, and one mode of
physical meditation involved digging their own graves daily. Anchoresses can be defined as extended humans, because, as Sauer
explains, “the physical anchorhold was conceived as an extension
of the anchoress’s body.”37 Instead of the metal exoskeleton usually
associated with “cyborgs,” anchoresses lived in the stony embrace
of the church walls. In addition, anchoresses like Julian of Norwich
often occupied a central geographic location, forming a kind of
communication network, like a human feedback loop between other
parishioners and the divine. Rather than an “addition,” like a prosthetic limb, this divine infusion flowed into the larger community
through the anchoress, just as Julian provided spiritual guidance to
Margery Kempe, as recorded in her Book.
In this manner, although legally dead, anchoresses in medieval
England contributed to a living- and lived – sense of “community,”
as Sauer explains: “they were locked into this community because
36 Seaman, “Becoming (More) than Human,” 275.
37 Sauer, “‘Prei for me mi leue suster,’” 546.
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they were locked into a routine. Not only did these women perform
the same actions, they performed them at the same time each day.”38
Like synchronized swimmers, each unit (or anchoress) performed a
similar function in a different location – which illustrates a different
kind of extended cognition, though unified in spirit. Anchoresses
most closely align with the posthuman figure of the cyborg, with
a human figure encased in a protective casement, like a “waldo”39
with a human operator. Julian specifically fits the role of cyborg by
extending and augmenting her understanding of her original vision
through her own meditation and writing. Nicholas Watson notes that
her “Revelation of Divine Love is the earliest work in English we are
sure is by a woman.”40 The manuscript is a two-volume recording;
the first recounts her memories of what she calls “Shewings”: a narrative of her near-deathbed vision of the divine. The second, longer
text is the result of twenty years of meditation on both her memories
and the abstracted words she first recorded as an extension of her
cognition. In this manner, Julian expands her understanding with the
very words she authors; she operates, in a purely technological manner analogous to the auto-didactic functions of artificial intelligence.
The long text allows Julian to “understand the human experience of
disunity [gaps in her visionary experience] which figure as part of
the process towards unity in which humankind and God are mutually enmeshed.”41 Her meditations on her short text provide her with
an internal kind of “auto-correct” in the long text, that when read
consecutively, fill in each other’s gaps. She contributes the metaphor
of God as Mother, “our moder in mercy,” which seems an unlikely
connection, but as Liz Herbert McAvoy notes, “such an inscription
of the feminine upon the masculine results in a modified, more androgynous Christ, whose bifurcated desirability serves to disrupt
successfully the traditional gender politics which formed a central
38 Sauer, “‘Prei for me mi leue suster,’” 158.
39 Term from Robert A. Heinlein’s Waldo: Genius in Orbit (1942), that features a hero
with severe muscle atrophy who invents remote-controlled devices to perform everyday
tasks.
40 Watson, “Julian of Norwich,” 210.
41 Watson, “Julian of Norwich,” 216.
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part of theological debate.”42 In Julian’s experience, Christ is nurturing, gentle, and loving, all traits associated with passive femininity,
even though he also portrayed ideal masculine traits at times.
Bynum notes that during the timeframe in which these texts
were produced, “especially the period from the late twelfth to the
early fourteenth century, witnessed a significant proliferation of opportunities for women to participate in specialized religious roles
and of the types of roles available.”43 For many women, religious
vocations offered more freedom and less physical suffering than a
marriage contract; some of these options included vowesses and beguines, who had fewer restrictions than nuns or anchoresses. Beyond
strictly practical reasons like self-preservation, Seaman suggests,
“for medieval Christians, the promise of participation in Christ’s
human-divine hybridity, in which the body could be exceeded yet
not entirely left behind, would have offered a seemingly liberating
image of the posthuman.”44 Margery Kempe’s posthumanism is not
as easily classified as the other posthuman characters; she seems to
express a symbiotic relationship with the divine, but she also uses
technology to augment her cognition, also figuring her as a cyborg.
Clark (as well as Hayles) defines “cyborgs” as “thinking and reasoning systems whose minds and selves are spread across biological
brain and nonbiological circuitry.”45 By using technology as simple
as quill and parchment as extensions of our cognition, we operate
in tandem with our “external resources,” whatever those might be.46
As an author, Margery worked with a series of scribes and spiritual
advisors who helped articulate her thoughts and write them out for
her. This group, including Margery, worked as one unit through an
extended and distributed network of cognition to produce Kempe’s
Book.
42 McAvoy, “Monstrous Masculinities,” 59.

43 Bynum, Holy Feast, Holy Fast, 13.
44 Seaman, “Becoming (More) than Human,” 258.
45 Clark, Natural-Born Cyborgs, 3.
46 Clark, Natural-Born Cyborgs, 6.
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Given the number of extensions and hybridizations, Margery
is configured as more of a chimerical, collective entity, much like
the result of a quantum entanglement. This unlikely configuration is
also characteristic of posthumanism, as Hayles notes, “the posthuman’s collective heterogeneous quality implies a distributed cognition located in disparate parts.”47 As a collective entity with a “hive
mind,” Margery’s character represents emergent configurations of
subjectivity. Dean Radin, senior scientist at the Institute of Noetic
Sciences, explains how such chimerical beings could develop more
“naturally,” based on the idea of quantum entanglement, a derivation of quantum mathematics: “in principle, any physical or energetic object (which is everything as far as we know), at any size, can
become entangled. Once entanglement has occurred, the particles
might appear to go their separate ways, but they are actually not
quite so separate. They maintain spooky connections that transcend
time and space.”48 While her physical body is singular (except in
case of pregnancy), because the Self resides in the Mind, Margery’s
Book provides strong evidence of her own internal “spooky connections” that comprise her internal entanglements.
Although initiated by a kind of mental illness (most likely postpartum depression), Margery’s physical, human corporeality, enriched by her internal, spiritual “units,” all function simultaneously
to configure her as a human-spiritual hybrid. Externally, she uses
scribes as extended cognition to record her Book, identifying her
spiritual identity. Margery endeavors to separate herself, physically
and spiritually, from the husband who determines her identity as his
wife through physical and legal relationship. Reluctant to grant Margery’s multiple requests for the “chaste marriage” that would allow
her to be fully devoted to Christ, she tells her husband that Christ
himself has suggested she obey her husband’s wishes and cease her
spiritual pursuit of fasting. In return, however, he must agree to Margery’s marital terms – an agreement she sees as the greater spiritual
47 Hayles, How We Became Posthuman, 3.
48 Radin, “Consciousness and Our Entangled Reality,” 606.
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achievement. Eager to put an end to her embarrassing public behavior, he agrees, which Bynum points out as “the amusing suggestion
that Christ and Margery together have tricked the male, who has
the power to grant to—and withhold from—the woman her own
conversion.”49 While pursuing her (renewed) virginity, she learns
she is pregnant, but Christ reassures her that everything is going according to plan. Although mother to more than a dozen children, she
relentlessly pursues the implied restoration of her virginity through
her hard-won chaste marriage. Even then, she continues to care for
her aging (mortal) husband while she continues to receive intimate
visions of the divine.
Christ tells her “I am in you, and you in me.”50 But he is not the
only one in there, and he praises Margery for the different ways she
communes with him, his mother, and even Mary Magdalene – in her
heart, “and also how thu clepist Mary Mawdelyn into thi sowle to
wolcomyn me,”51 and in her bed: “And also, dowtyr, I thank the for
alle the tymys that thu hast herberwyd me and my blissyd modyr in
thi bed.”52 Robert Mills notes how “the text folds social and spiritual
roles in on each other so that she becomes…an essentially, inherently multiple figure.”53 Margery’s internal multiplicity illustrates her
distributed subjectivity as another posthuman characteristic, but she
expresses her spiritual polyvocality in a loud, singular, bodily fashion. Her loud weeping is well-known, and historically documented,
though not usually well-liked by other members in her community. Seaman notes that “Kempe’s state is supposedly beyond human, yet it remains utterly human as well: embodied, and intensely
physical.”54 Her pregnancy and her tears emphasize her embodiment, but so does her unusual status later, as a woman traveling the
49 Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption, 40
50 Kempe, The Book of Margery Kempe, 18.
51 Kempe, The Book of Margery Kempe, 372.
52 Kempe, The Book of Margery Kempe, 377.
53 Mills, “Christ as Monster,” 30.
54 Seaman, “Becoming (More) than Human,” 258.
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world on pilgrimages: her entire body is so obviously out of place as
a female English pilgrim, nobody minds if she wears a white dress
or cries inconsolably. Her affective performance and her physical
circulation across and within different national borders construct her
identity physically, geographically, and spiritually.
Her disruptive wailing is a sign of her affective piety; the medieval practice involved intense, focused meditation on Christ’s specific bodily sensations in pursuit of mystical union with the divine.
Sauer describes the transformative moment of mystical “realization,”
when “sense and reference are fused into identity…. Mystical union
is a complete transformation of self and identity.”55 This transformation was the ultimate goal: to move beyond human constraints,
to go “post human.” Embodiment underpins practices of affective
piety, as Seaman notes, “physicality was not an obstacle but a path
to union with the divine.”56 Embodied devotional practices were
meant to pave the way to transcendence – a merger of human and
divine. This transcendence is analogous to the more contemporary
idea of the “singularity,” which foresees the merger of humans and
machines. The final barrier to achieving this postmodern singularity,
the material body, was the medieval path to spiritual transcendence.
While medieval mystics concentrated on Christ’s body to expand
their spirits, modern advances in artificial intelligence strive to expand the mind beyond the body in technoscientific sine waves of
ecstasy.
As authorial figures, in addition to literary characters, the texts
produced by both Julian of Norwich and Margery Kempe perform
another postmodern function, in the mode of what Jacques Derrida
would call “the supplement,”57 as something (writing) extra that is
not only added on, but also as something meant to be a replacement
of the original. These texts provide an abstracted extension of each
woman’s cognition, but by “replacing” the women with the technology of the written word, they also preserve their memories and
55 Sauer,“‘Prei for me mi leue suster,’” 156
56 Seaman, “Becoming (More) than Human,” 256.
57

Derrida, Of Grammatology, 144.
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observations. In each text, the author positions her self-portrayals
strategically. Bildhauer remarks on the similarity of the messages
Margery’s and Julian’s texts send in resistance to patriarchal hegemonic roles, as “conscious appropriation and redeployment of
the monstrous: the English mystics Julian of Norwich and Margery
Kempe deftly undermine the conventional inscription of monstrosity
on female bodies by constructing the principal site of the monstrous
as an expression of the masculine.”58 Instead of entangled corporeality, Margery seems to exhibit more than one instance of spiritual
and intellectucal hybridity (or distribution), and uses the insight of
the relation between her interior and exterior selves to her own advantage. In similar fashion, Watson notes that Julian turns the partial
understanding from her short text to illuminate the long text through
a synergistic effect. He points out how, in “seeing, beholding, and
loving God, using a trinity of faculties that mirror the divine Trinity,
Julian reads God by reading herself.”59 The brief lai from Marie de
France does not allow me to extend a similar analysis of her authorship. Rather than characterizing her authorial persona through limited or incomplete biographical information, the multiple expressions
of liminality within the content, language, as well as the production
of her texts all help reinforce the poet’s posthuman status. However,
a case for autobiographical supplement might be made for Marie
through an analysis of her cumulative introductory materials, or additional paratextual materials. That analysis, I’m afraid, is beyond
the scope of this article, which is an endeavor to highlight medieval
posthuman characters.
While these texts present characters from different literary traditions, including the fictional Breton lai, performed for Henry II,
and two autobiographically based religious accounts, fictional and
historical characters alike reflect an awareness of a self, in Body as
well as in Mind, that does not conform to a hegemonic binary. Mark
Bould and Sherryl Vint examine different forms of embodiment
and subjectivity, noting that for all types of characters, including
58 Bildhauer, The Monstrous Middle Ages, 12.
59 Watson, “Julian of Norwich,” 215.
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cyborgs and chimerical beings, “the self must be construed relationally rather than in isolation.”60 These medieval posthuman configurations of embodiment and lived identity create discursive spaces
that allow for new interpretations and analyses; these characters
reclaim the agency to define themselves throughout the process of
discovering or inventing their own, holistic, identities – which can
best be observed in their relations to many different kinds of Others.
Characters with hybrid, cyborg, and transitional states of embodiedness reflect a larger cultural shift in medieval thought, and illustrate
different modes of change, as “the ontological scandal of change [is]
at least as old as Heraclitus; the notion of an ethical mean between
two extremes at least as old as Aristotle.”61
In similar fashion, we are still fascinated by bodies: shiny, modern-day cyborgs, hybrids, and chimerical beings reflect human anxiety about imminent changes like eugenics, bioengineering, and “the
singularity” –the forecast of a day when advancing technologies
outpace humanity’s capacity to control them. Yet we are all, already,
posthuman, bioengineering can help improve and save lives, and the
singularity still hasn’t happened. Thus instead of creating characters to speculate about worst-case-scenarios, perhaps we will be better served by literary figures that represent human interrelation and
supplement. Focusing on ways to help each other succeed, and on
recording stories for future anthropologists and historians to analyze
seems more productive – and more interesting – than placing bets on
who will beat out everyone else.
Jennifer K. Cox is a PhD candidate at Idaho State University who works as Edi-

torial Assistant for the Journal of the Fantastic in the Arts. In addition to posthumanism, her research folllcusses in the functions of ventriloquism and Gothic
humor, and encompasses worksl from sf SF and fantasy, Native American and
medieval women authors.
60 Bould and Vint, “Of Neural Nets and Brains in Vats,” 100.
61 Bynum, Metamorphosis and Identity, 116.
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The Sin Eater: Confession and Ingestion
in The Romance of Renard1
Elizabeth Dolly Weber
University of Illinois, Chicago
The “Confession of Renard,” Branch XIV of the twelfth-century animal epic
Roman de Renart (Romance of Reynard the Fox) explores the potential risks of
the rite of confession, including the danger of whetting the appetite of the sinner
by having him recount and re-live his delicious past sins. The fact that Renard,
the “repentant” sinner, actually eats his confessor, suggests not only that merely
talking about sin, particularly sexual sin, is a perilous business, but also that
confession, like digestion, is a transformational process for both the penitent and
the confessor.

Renard the fox, a trickster character and the “hero” of the animal epic

Le Roman de Renart, is a great sinner. Over the course of the epic,
he commits almost every imaginable sin, with a strong preference
for gluttony and lust, and remains defiant and unrepentant.2 Boastful
and brash, he doesn’t mind confessing to his alarmingly varied
transgressions, though the sincerity of his contrition is always in
question. Confessing in fact becomes a repeated rhetorical device
that allows Renard to recapitulate his adventures for the benefit of his
own vainglory as well as a way to bring the audience up to speed.3
1 This project had its origins in research supported by the NEH Summer Seminar “Dante’s
Divine Comedy and the Medieval World: Literature, History, Art,” sponsored by the Medieval Academy of America and held in Prato, Italy, in 2009. Christopher Kleinhenz’ directorship made of the seminar a locus amoenus for scholarly interchanges.
2 The fox was closely associated with trickery in the Middle Ages. Augustine compared
heretics to foxes, remarking that “foxes symbolize insidious men and above all heretics:
tricksters and knaves who hide themselves and deceive” [“Vulpes insidiosos, maximeque
haereticos significant: dolosos, fraudulentos…”], cited in Sullivan, Truth and the Heretic,
65. Bernard of Clairvaux, in his influential and popular sermons on the Song of Songs
(after 1143), condemns foxes for being flatterers and seducers who tempt wives, both characteristics of Renard, see Evans, Bernard of Clairvaux, 113. Lucy Sackville’s section on
the medieval association of foxes with heretics is particularly relevant (Sackville, Heresy
and Heretics, 156-161).
3 Renard confesses in three branches of the Roman de Renart: “Le Jugement de Renard,
« Le Pèlerinage de Renard, » and « La Confession de Renard. » In each case, he makes
a “deathbed” confession to a stand-in for a priest, and in each case the sincerity of his repentance is put in question by the fact that, once saved from death, he immediately returns
to sin.
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Branch XIV of the Romance of Renard, “The Confession of
Renard,” explores the dark side of the rite of confession, including
the risks of whetting the appetite of the sinner by having him
recount and re-live his delicious past sins. The fact that Renard, as
“repentant” sinner, actually eats his confessor suggests not only that
even talking about sin, particularly sexual sin, is a perilous business,
but also that confession, like digestion, is a transformational process
for both the penitent and the confessor. The desired transformation
is that from hunger to satiety, as the penitent purges himself of sin
and then satisfies his hunger with the Eucharistic host. In the case of
Renard, however, the figurative becomes literal, the body of Christ
becomes the body of the confessor priest.
The Roman de Renart is not a cohesive roman (novel) conceived
by one person, but rather a collection of texts composed by different
authors and all featuring the trickster fox Renard. These stories, or
“branches,” were composed over a 50-year period, approximately
between 1175 and 1225,4 so in the period leading up to and
immediately following the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215. One
particularly influential decree of this Council, and one that had been in
the works for a long time, was the requirement for annual confession.
Not coincidentally, an interest in the sacrament of confession runs
through several of the branches of Renart, including Le Jugement de
Renard (The Trial of Renard), Le Pèlerinage de Renard (Renard’s
Pilgrimage), and La Confession de Renard (Renard’s Confession).
Renard is frequently at the point of death, and because he is a
trickster character, he always has a plethora of sins to confess. While
his faults are too many to enumerate, his two greatest weaknesses
are food and sex, both of which he pursues with no concern for how
his rapacious greed affects others. Thus, in most of the stories, it is
Renard’s appetites that get him into perilous situations.
4 Roques, Le Roman de Renart, Vol. 1, iv. Branch XIV is found in ms. B (Bib. Nat., fr.
371), lines 14,167-14,842. This manuscript dates from the end of the thirteenth century.
See Roques, Vol. 5, p. iv, viii. Roques’ numbering of the branches differs from that of Ernst
Martin, who numbers “Renard’s Confession” as VII, see Martin, Le Roman de Renart, Vol.
3, p. v. Quotes from La Confession de Renard are from Roques’ edition, except as noted.
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Branch XIV, “Renard’s Confession,”5 demonstrates the power of
the word, demonstrating that the mere recounting of Renard’s past
appetites can be harmful to the mental and physical health of the
very person who is supposed to heal him from sin, the confessor. In
the prologue to this branch, the narrator calls Renard, « si maufé / et
qui ovre contre nature…/ mes ja mes ne s’en gardera / jusqu’à tant
qu’il l’en mescharra, / que ses daiaubles ses daiaubles le demaine,
/ et il est tout en son demaine / ne de lui ne se puet partir, / tant que
il le face honir, / pandre as forches ou encroer. / Itel saignor fait mal
servir: / a noient le fait revenir. » The narrator adds, « certes qui sert
a tel baron, / bien doit avoir le guerredon” (l. 14,206-14,222). [“That
maniac/demon who acts against nature….But he will certainly
never give up until he comes a cropper; for he is driven on by the
devil inside him which holds him completely in its power and will
not let him go till it has finally humiliated him. Certainly, he who
serves such a master [the devil] / must have the proper recompense”
(Owen, The Romance of Reynard, 1316)].
With this introduction, Renard is established as being possessed
by and serving the Devil himself. The narrator stresses that Renard
is not simply a selfish and cruel being in his own right: he is
controlled by the Evil One. This is one way of saying that Renard
has impulse-control Issues that lead him not only to perform rather
shocking acts, but also to be long-windedly self-congratulating about
them, as we shall see when he “confesses.” While this connection
between Renard and the devil is made in some other branches of
the Roman de Renart, in this branch Renard’s taste for mayhem for
the sake of mayhem, and his preference for “unnatural” acts are
particularly emphasized. Whereas in many other sections of the tale,
Renard is motivated by understandable, if sometimes exaggerated,
“natural” appetites—extreme hunger, for example—in Branch XIV
his appetites for food and sex are conflated and enhanced by the
“obligation” to talk about them during confession.
5 The original title is “C’est la branche come Renart menja son provoire” [“This is the
branch in which Renard eats his confessor”], Roques (1960), Vol. 5, p. 37.
6 My translation, based on Owen, The Romance of Reynard the Fox, 130. Emphases
mine.
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In “Renard’s Confession,” real hunger is not the driving force
for his voraciousness, though it often is in other branches. For
example, Branch XII, “Le vol des poissons,” is set in late fall, when
food is scare and Renard is desperately hunting because `“… la
fains li fait forment guerre,” (l. 12,952) [“Hunger is waging a great
war against him”7]. However, though in the first part of “Renard’s
Confession,” Renard raids a Benedictine monastery henhouse and
feasts on a capon – or four -- this exploit is couched not a matter
of dire necessity, but of opportunistic snacking: “ Il avint aen
a Compiengne / que Renart fu de guiste issuz / et s’en torna las
sauz menuz / tot droit a la noire abaie. / La savoit une conpaignie
/ de chapons gras et soranez” (l.14,236-14,241) [“It so happened
the other day at Compiègne that Renard left his den and turned his
steps straight to the abbey of the black monks. He knew there was a
colony of fat and lazy capons there”8].
This casual gluttony leaves him with no real excuse when he
finds himself trapped in the chicken coop by the outraged monks,
and he quakes at the beating and possible execution that await him.
Renard’s first reaction is dismay that he can’t confess and take
communion without a priest, the necessary intermediary: “Diex que
ferai? Se prestre eüsse, / ma penitence reçeüsse / et a lui confés me
feïsse / que, se mes pechiez regeïsse / ne m’en poïst venir nus maus;
/ se morusse, si fuse saus » (l. 14,315-14,320) [“Oh what can I do?
If I’d had a priest here, I’d have taken communion and confessed
to him; for if I’d made a clean breast of my sins, no harm could
come to me. If I should die, I’d be saved” (Owen, 132)]. Renard
clearly feels that just confessing his sins is not enough: a priest must
absolve him and administer communion. This need for a priest is so
intense that, as we shall see, Renard manufactures one the next time
he is in peril of death.
In the event, Renard’s life is spared—the monks only beat
him severely and chase him off—and he does not confess his sins.
However, this foreshadowing of Renard’s eventual confession
7 My translation.
8 My translation.
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indicates that Renard himself anticipates not only confession but
also communion, the ingestion of the host, as part of his end-oflife ritual. He understands that the act of confession, a purging,
expelling action, needs to be followed by the ingesting of the host:
the moment of incorporating the body of Christ into his own body,
a kind of post-purification eating motivated not by earthly hunger,
but by other appetites.
For the moment, though, Renard forgets about confession
because he is able to escape the immediate danger. After finding
a resting spot high on a haystack, he demonstrates that his
understanding of the process of communion, of the ingesting of
the body of Christ, includes both ends of the digestive process. As
the start of his evening prayers, Renard performs his own mocking
version of the Lord’s Prayer, also known as the Prayer of Seven
Petitions (requests—Give us this day our daily bread, etc). Renard
interprets this very literally as the seven “pet”itions: “pet” is French
for “fart.” This pet-itionary, or fart-ful, Our Father includes six
petitions (requests) or blessings, and one curse
First putting himself into a prayerful posture—lifting his tail—
.vii. pez a faiz en .i. randon :
« Le premier, fait il, soit mon père
et l’autre por l’ame me mere,
li tierz soit por mes encesors
et por tretoz mes bienfaitors,
et li qarz soit por les gelines
dont j’ai rungiees les eschines
et li quinz soit por le vilain
qui ici aüna cest faing,
et li sites, par drüerie,
dame Hersent, ma douce amie,
li saitiemes soit Isangrin,
qui Diex doint demain mal mastin
et mal encontre a son lever. » (l. 14,372-14,385)
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“[Renard] let out seven farts. ‘Let this first one,’ he said, ‘be for my
father, the next for my mother’s soul, the third for my benefactors and all
gluttonous ruffians, the fourth for the chickens whose bones I’ve gnawed,
the fifth for the peasant who stacked this hay, the sixth as a love-token for
my dear love Lady Hersent, and the seventh for Isengrin [his enemy], to
whom may God grant a bad morning tomorrow and a nasty shock when
he gets up!’”9]

The Pet-itionary Our Father, a series of farts performed after
a good meal stolen from monks, makes a clear and direct connection
between prayer and digestion, between ingesting food—secular or
sacred—and expelling it from the body as a purificatory gesture.
After his first, “fartful” Our Father, Renard says twelve “regular”
Our Fathers, though these are also skewed and full of “unnatural”
requests. He asks God to preserve “toz larrons, / toz traïtres et toz
felons, […] et toz çaus qui de barat vivent” (l. 14,399-14,403) [“all
thieves, traitors, criminals, and…all those who live by trickery,”
(Owen, 133)]. Renard also petitions God to condemn, “as moines
et as abez / et as provoires coronez / et as ermites de bochage / dont
il ne seroit nul domage, / pri ge que Diex lor doint torment / si que
gel vois apertement,” (l. 14,405-14,410) [“…as for monks, abbots,
tonsured priests (confessors), and hermits deep in the woods, who
would never do harm to anyone….I pray to God to inflict on them
great and public torment”10 (Owen, 133)]. Renard’s prayers are all
“unnatural,” devilish, and self-serving, since he himself “lives by
trickery,” and regularly inflicts harm on all around him. The best
that can be said of his prayers may be that they are not hypocritical,
though he asks God to act in ways contrary to His own laws.
It may or may not be a result of this blasphemy that when Renard
wakes the next morning, he realizes that rising flood waters have
trapped him on the haystack, and he is in great danger of drowning.
The high waters begin to terrify Renard; he fears for his life. When
Hubert, a kite, lands on the haystack, Renard immediately assigns
the bird the role of priest, and decides that Hubert has been sent to
give him confession: “or m’a fait Diex si grant vertuz, / qant par
9 Modified from Owen, The Romance of Reynard, 133.
10 Parenthetical translation mine.
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vos m’a ci amené…/ […] /or serai confés, ce croi gié” (l. 144,46014,464) [“God has just done me a mighty service to bring you here:
now I think I shall confess my sins” (Owen, 134)].
While Hubert the kite’s black and white plumage makes him
resemble a priest or a black/white monk, there is no indication that
he is really a confessor: l’habit ne fait pas le moine. Hubert is quick
to play the part of a priest, but that may reveal more about his own
bad or opportunistic character than about his actual profession. As
the medieval public would know, and as Renard himself would
surely be aware, a kite was not associated with the sacred; quite
the opposite, it was considered to be a bird of ill omen. Though
related to noble and valuable hunting birds such as falcons, the kite
or “escoufle” was considered to be an un-trainable carrion-eater
and a chicken thief (much like Renard himself).11 Jean Renart, for
example, in his twelfth-century novel L’Escoufle, or The Kite, has
the titular bird steal a ring in a crucial scene.12 The fact that Hubert
is a raptor immediately frames this proposed confession as a place of
struggle between two predators, fox and kite, rapacious “penitent”
and equally rapacious “confessor.”
Indeed, Hubert the kite’s first words to Renard make it clear that
he is not in solidarity with the clergy, even if he is, or will pretend
to be, a priest: “[C]ler et provoire sont tuit fol,” the kite intones,
“[…] li foi menti, li desloial, / les parjures et les erites / cil sont des
paines d’enfer quites” (l. 14,471-14,478) [“…Clerks and priests are
all stupid…[…] Disloyal rogues, traitors, renegades: those are the
ones exempt from the torments of Hell…” (Owen,134)]. In this
way, Hubert immediately gets into character, responding to Renard’s
request to confess by assuming the role of priest and by giving a
brief “sermon” situating himself as allied with the sinner rather
than with the Church that he seems to represent.13 After thus letting
Renard know that he is no pious push-over, the kite invites Renard’s
11 Louison, Lydie, « Escoufle, hüa, milan, nieble : analyse lexicologique », Le Moyen
Age, 1:2009 (Volume CXV), p. 109-131. URL: www.cairn.info/revue-le-moyen-age-2009
-1-page-109.htm. DOI : 10.3917/rma.151.0109.
12 The kite steals a ring, a love token given to Aelis by Guillaume; interestingly, Guillaume later kills, tears apart, and eats the kite, in an act of vengeance and ingestion similar
to that of Renard’s. See Jeay, “Consuming Passions,” 90.
13 The narrator uses the word “sermon” to introduce and to close Hubert’s first speech.
“Si recomença un sermon…” (l. 14,467); “A tant a son sermon feni” (l. 14,479).
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confession: “Biau frere…or me di! / Tes pechiez pués tu resjehir /
que je sui toz pres del oïr” (l. 14,480-14,482) [“Dear brother, you
may now admit your sins: I’m quite ready to hear them,” (Owen,
134)]. Again, Hubert’s role as confessor situates him as either an
opportunistic fraud (ready to adopt any role Renard gives him
because Renard has the upper hand) or hypocritical (a rogue priest
whose words and attitude are more in tune with Renard’s trickster
code of conduct than with Church doctrine).
In the ambiguous character of Hubert, the text reflects the
historical fact that the role of confessor priest was ambiguous
and potentially negative in this period.14 As mentioned above, the
Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 imposed for the first time the duty
of annual confession. Before this decree, people generally made
only one confession in a lifetime, on their deathbed. A reluctance
to confess more frequently was due in part to the extremely heavy
penances imposed for even relatively minor sins, penances so
dramatic that it was either impossible or extremely unlikely that the
penitent would be able or willing to carry them out. For example,
a possible penance for “simple fornication” (that is, sex between
two unmarried and unrelated adults, neither of whom was a nun or
monk) could be between three and seven years of a diet of bread and
water, in addition to abstinence from sexual congress of any kind.15
Of course, dying without confession and absolution meant that one
was in danger of hellfire, so those in ultimate peril, in henhouses,
on haystacks, or elsewhere, were very eager to make their final
confession, even to a rather dubious confessor.
Not only the frequency of confession but also the process of
confession was in flux at the time “La confession de Renard” was
composed. By the twelfth century, the role of the confessor with
respect to the assignment of penances had become much more
individualized as the early medieval Penitentials, which were lists
of sins with pre-determined penances for each sin, were replaced
with summae confessorum. These summae were designed to train
14 I explore anxiety about the sacrament of confession in French vernacular Marian
miracle stories and fabliaux in Weber, « Connoisseurs of Sin.”
15

Payer, Sex and the New, p. 108-109.
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confessors to think critically and to personally determine the quality
and quantity of penance appropriate to the sins confessed, and thus
contained detailed directions about how to prompt the penitent to
confess all her sins. The confessor’s role was transformed from that
of a pharmacist (dispensing medicine on someone else’s orders) to
that of a doctor (analyzing the illness and then prescribing a cure
tailored for that specific illness). 16
This shift meant that increasing emphasis was placed upon the
importance of a complete, detailed listing of the symptoms (sins)
during confession; not only would the penitent not be truly absolved
if she/he did not confess all sins, the priest was liable for this failure,
as it was a mortal sin not to elicit the most complete confession.
To help both priest and penitent, the summae provided a series of
probing questions that the confessor was required to ask after the
penitent had made his confession, the assumption being that the devil
lay in the (initially omitted) details. In many of the manuals, the
greatest percentage of these follow-up questions concerned sexual
practices: who, what, where, when, how, by what means.17
The special importance given to the interrogation about sexual
practices clearly vexed the writers of the summae. While they
considered the questions essential to eliciting a full confession (and
a full confession was necessary for absolution), they also realized
that asking so many questions about sex could put ideas into the
heads of both the penitent and the confessor, perhaps introducing
either or both to new horizons of sexual sin.18
16 The confessor is figured as a doctor in many medieval religious texts; the decree of
the Fourth Lateran Council in particular framed the confessor’s task as similar to that of a
doctor: “Sacerdos autem sit discretus et cautus, ut more periti medici superinfundat vinum
et oleum vulneribus sauciati, diligenter inquirens et peccatoris circumstantius et peccati,
per quas prudenter intelligat quale illi debeat prebere consilium et cuismodi remedium
adhibere, diuersis experimentis utendo ad sanandum egrotum” (Lateran IV, c. 21, cited in
Larson, Master of Penance, p. 483, note 113). [“Let the priest be discreet and cautious that
he may pour wine and oil into the wounds of the one injured after the manner of a skillful
physician, carefully inquiring into the circumstances of the sinner and the sin, from the
nature of which he may understand what kind of advice to give and what remedy to apply,
making use of different experiments to heal the sick one,” translation from the online Medieval Sourcebook, ed. Paul Hallsell: http://legacy.fordham.edu/halsall/basis/lateran4.as]
.
17 See Payer, Sex and the New, p. 63-65 for examples of religious authorities who promoted this series of questions as part of the interrogation carried out by the priest as part of
confession. According to Payer’s review of confessional manuals, between 29% and 45%
of the content was devoted to discussion of sexual sins. Payer, Sex and the New, p. 4.
18 Bartholomew of Exeter (died 1184), for example, warns against asking too many questions in the confessional because “Both men and women have fallen into sins that they had
not known previously because of the explicit naming of [hitherto] unknown crimes.” Cited
in Payer, Sex and the New, p. 60.
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This emphasis on sexual matters as a regular part of the
sacrament of confession coincided with the new rules for annual
confession, and with the rise of the mendicant orders, which meant
that people might be confessing their most intimate secrets to
itinerant strangers. That the newly-revised sacrament of confession,
with its greater intimacy between priest and penitent, was a matter
of concern not only for medieval theologians and clergy but also
for the laity is made manifest by the ways in which scenes of
confession are represented in contemporary fiction. Whether the
scene is depicted as farcical (the husband in disguise listening to the
confession of his own cheating wife) or sinister (the lecherous monk
seducing the innocent girl), the fictional confessions are underlaid
with a palpable anxiety. What secrets will be revealed, and who will
be more transformed by the revelation, the priest or the penitent?
The possibility that the interrogation in the confessional has the
potential to contaminate priest, penitent, or both is articulated by
the author of the influential Summa confessorum (compiled between
1220 and 1245), Raymond of Peñaforte, though he is far from the
only authority to caution clerics about the potential for the confessor
to become the voluntary or involuntary student/teacher of forbidden
sexual knowledge: “After [the priest] has heard the confession, let
him begin to inquire distinctly and methodically…Nevertheless, I
advise that in his questions he not descend to special circumstances
and special sins; for many fall severely after such an interrogation
who otherwise never would have dreamt of it.”19
As noted, confession is repeatedly staged in Le Roman de
Renart, and in each iteration its efficacy is called into question. In
“Renard’s Confession,” both Renard and Hubert are very conscious
of the fact that sexual transgressions form an important part of what
is confessed. However, the question of forbidden information being
transmitted from one to the other is ultimately less important than
the fact that the act of recounting past transgressions, including
gluttony, reawakens Renard’s appetite for inappropriate food.
The cyclical nature of digestion is present in the format of the
confession. A standard confession included: 1) free confession by
the penitent, 2) a series of follow-up questions from the confessor,
19 Raymundiana, III, 34.30, p. 465. Cited in Tentler, Sin and Confession, p. 88. Bartholomew of Exeter (died 1184) also warns against too many questions in the confessional
because “Both men and women have fallen into sins that they had not known previously
because of the explicit naming of [hitherto] unknown crimes.” Cited in Payer, Sex and the
New, p. 60.
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3) the imposition of a penance, 4) the absolution of the penitent, and
5) the taking of communion, the offering of the body of Christ by
the priest, and the ingestion of the body of Christ by the penitent.
Confession was required before communion could be taken, and of
course particularly in the case of a deathbed confession or confession
in peril of death (before a battle, while trapped on a haystack during a
flood), it was expected that communion would be taken immediately
after confession. Therefore the act of confessing, a kind of cleansing
of body and soul mediated by the confessor, was followed by an act
of ingestion and transformation.
So it is fitting that in this tale Renard’s “confession”
consists of a series of tirades about his insatiable and uncontrollable
appetites for food and for sex. He begins by explaining his hunger
for communion: he has been excommunicate for seven months, and
so has been refused communion. He then tries to imagine himself
really repenting and becoming a black (Benedictine) or white
(Cistercian) monk. He asserts that he couldn’t last long in either
order because he can’t “fast” by abstaining from food or from sex.
In fact, talking about putative forced abstinence leads him to shower
with praise the sexual attractiveness of his mistress, Hersent, and to
imagine the only monastery he would want to live in: a co-ed one,
with his lover as abbess: “Qar mout est l’ordre bone et bele / qu’est
de malle et de fumele” (l. 14,595-14,596) [“For it’s a very good and
beautiful order that includes males and females,” (modified from
Owen, 136)]. Refusing to follow the normal order of a confession,
Renard’s emphasis on unrestrained sexuality reveals the parameters
of his life: his appetites control him.
Hubert the kite also sidesteps the order of a confession, and
rather than asking Renard follow-up questions about his sins or
accepting his confession and offering absolution, he digresses into
an attack on the appropriateness of Renard’s hunger for Hersent. He
condemns this appetite not on religious grounds (Hersent is married,
for starters), but because Hubert feels that Hersent is junk food, not
worth eating. Hubert insults Hersent at great length, detailing not
only her physical shortcomings (used up, old, and wrinkled—and all
of this refers to her genitals) but also her character flaws. She is, he
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maintains, a world-class prostitute who would sleep with any man,
and has already worked her way through just about everyone. Not
only that, she is smarter than Renard: “Auques set ele de barat, / car
elle a pris au cul Renart, / celui qui tot le mont deçoit,” (l. 14,67314,675). [“She knows a lot about trickery for she has Renard by
the short hairs; she’s deceived the one who has deceived everyone
else,” my translation]. Far from condemning Renard’s desire for
sex in and of itself, Hubert declares that the problem is that Renard’s
appetite is misdirected, and that he should try another, fresher, dish:
“Renarz, querez une autre amie / qui plus sache de cortoisie” (l.
14,677-14,678) [“Renard, look for another mistress, one who knows
more about politeness in love,” (my translation)20]. Hubert thus
does not counsel Renard to stop sinning, but rather encourages him
to sin differently. He doesn’t criticize Renard’s excessive appetite,
but sees it as an appetite for an inferior kind of food. This is clearly
a condemnation of the role of the confessor, whose task ought to be
to redirect Renard’s appetites towards appropriate food, particularly
the Eucharistic host that should be the goal of Renard’s confession.
But far from simply swallowing Renard’s sins and meting out
penitence designed to fit the misdeeds, this confessor priest pushes
him toward further transgression. Whereas in some medieval texts
the figure of the confessor is simply morally ambiguous, here Hubert
is clearly depicted as completely unworthy to give moral counsel or
to participate in the purification process that is the rite of confession
and absolution.
Indeed, Hubert’s vicious critique of Renard’s mistress
Hersent causes Renard to radically revise his relationship with his
“confessor.” Initially Renard saw Hubert as salvific, sent by God to
spare him from dying unconfessed and going to Hell. He felt that
20 The context suggests that Hubert means “measure” (lack of excess, someone who
does not sleep with every man she meets), or perhaps “one who knows more about the art
of love.” The version edited by Ernst Martin is even more specific: Hubert recommends
a younger, more attractive, lover, and suggests the wife of the sheep Belin: “et qui un poi
soit plus jounete […], Moce, la femme Belin » (l. 601-604) [« and who would be a little
younger…[such as] Moce, the wife of Belin,” my translation]. Martin, Roman de Renart,
Vol. 1, p. 258.
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he was in imminent danger of drowning, and wished to confess
and receive communion. Deathbed confession and communion
represent, in a sense, the end of appetite. The penitent, purged of sin,
should be hungry for only for one thing, the last meal embodied in
the Eucharistic host. But Hubert, by dwelling on Hersent’s sexuality
and availability—has done the opposite of his duty: he has restored,
renewed, and sharpened Renard’s appetites—for speech, for sex,
and for life.
Thus, immediately after Hubert’s critique of his mistress,
Renard seems to lose all fear of death by drowning and to gain an
appetite for revenge. He says, in an aside unheard by Hubert, “Je vos
ferai en mon Dieu croire: / s’onques nus menja son provoire / je vos
menjerai hui cest jor,” (l. 14,717-14,719) [“I’ll make you believe
in my God. If ever anyone ate his confessor, I’ll eat you today!”
(modified
from Owen, 137)]
.
Renard then begins a more conventional confession, at least in
terms of form. He lists his sins, almost all sexual, in the most lurid
way possible, and at provocative length. A short excerpt: “…j’ai
mout esté parvers, / s’ai mainte foiz fait a envers / que je ne deüse
pas faire, / j’ai tant esté de put afaire, / j’ai foutu la fille et la mere, /
et les enfanz, et puis le pere, / et aprés toute la mainie ; […]…je ai
foutu .xv. foiz ; / je fout bien .xx. foiz pres a pres… […] j’ai ce fait
c’on n’ose penser : j’ai mengié .i. mien filloil, » (l. 14,733-14,749)
[“I have been very perverse; I have done many things backwards
and taken part in many an evil deed…[…] I’ve fucked the daughter
and the mother and the children and then the father, and afterwards
the whole household…[…] I’ve fucked 15 times in a row, maybe
twenty...I’ve done things others don’t even dare think about. I even
ate my own godson!” (modified from Owen,137)]. Renard seems
to delight in the variety and intensity of his appetites, ranging from
transgressive sex to transgressive eating.
In fact, it is Renard’s mention of cannibalism that makes
Hubert ill at ease. Hubert’s stoicism about or even encouragement of
Renard’s sexual appetites disappears once Renard begins to discuss
his uncontrollable desires for food. He tells Renard that he is afraid,
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and “ne sai que ce peut estre” (l. 14,757) [“and I don’t know what’s
the matter” (Owen, 138)].
Renard’s mocking answer reveals his awareness of the
danger of the act of confession; his words are very similar to those
of historical clerics when cautioning about the dialogic nature of
the rite of confession, and the potentially infectious nature of the
information exchanged between the parishioner and the priest.
The false penitent presumes to school the false priest when he
condescendingly replies, “Par foi…biaus dou mestre, / […] il est
coutume a main prodome, / qant il ot parler lecheor, / pecheresse ne
pecheor, / il a paor, […] que cil ne taingne male voie,” (l. 14,75814,764) [“Indeed, my good master, […] it’s customary for a holy
man, when he hears a lecherous sinner of either sex speaking, to
be afraid of being drawn into bad ways that lead to a life of sin,”
(modified from Owen, 138)]. Both Hubert and Renart demonstrate
their consciousness that the words that pass between penitent and
priest have a life of their own, a life that can influence either or both
in a negative manner.
But while Hubert is honest in expressing fear, Renard continues
to play the role of penitent. He feigns contrition, actually biting
his own tail in a kind of “mea culpa,” and pretends to faint from
remorse. Hubert, seeing the flash of those vicious teeth that have
already committed cannibalism at least once, is wary of approaching
the fallen fox. In a moment of weakness, however, he opts for
compassion, and moves close to Renard to help him. Immediately
Renard grabs the kite in his teeth, and it is only with great difficulty
that Hubert is able to escape.
Furious, the kite crosses himself, says a number of prayers,
and turns on Renard, cursing him and refusing him absolution and,
implicitly, the communion that follows absolution: “en qui querra
l’en mes / quant cil qui se faisoit confés / voloit son provoire mangier
» (l. 14,791-14,793) [“who can be trusted from now on, when this
penitent tried to eat his confessor in the middle of his confession!
(Owens, 138)]. The kite emphasizes that it will do Renard no good to
continue his confession: his actions have spoken louder than words,
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and the confessor is finally wise to Renard’s lying tactics. Hubert
asserts, « Di, di avant, mar ies bailliz, / ja mes n’ieres espeneïz » (l.
14,809-14,810) [“Talk, talk all you want, you’re in a mess now and
will never be forgiven!” (modified from Owen,139)].
Forewarned that he will not receive absolution and be offered the
host, Renard now takes his revenge. In the last part of his confession
he includes a surprising revelation about the nature of his appetites,
and of his true contrition, necessary for absolution:
« si trovai qatre huaniax […] qui erent fil Hubert l’escofle. / A un
religious ermofle / qui par cest païs quiert les pes / e si se font a lui
confes / li malade et li peceor / qui de lor peche ont poor. / …les mangai
tos quatre / […] mes certs ores m’en repent » (Martin, l. 801-811).
[“…I came across four young kites…the sons of Hubert the kite, a
religious hypocrite who goes around so that the sick and sinners alarmed
by their own wrongdoing make their confessions to him…I ate all four
kites…but now I truly repent of it” (Owen, 139)]

Although horrified by this news, Hubert listens one last time
to Renard, who urges him to believe in his sincere repentance for
this ghastly crime of gluttony:
“Se je vos ai mangie vos fils, / Je en vien a grant repentence […] Por vos
enfans que mangies ai, / vostre home lije deviendrai : / Si nos entrebesons
en foi » (Martin, l. 835-838)
[“If I’ve eaten your sons, I deeply repent of it…For having eaten your
sons, I shall become your liegeman; so let’s exchange a kiss of good
faith” (modified from Owen, 139, emphases mine)].

The text does not give the stunned Hubert space to respond: as
always, it is the voluble Renard who has the last word, the ironicallyemployed “foi” (faith). Hubert shows either his total shock or his
fatal gullibility by leaning toward Renard to accept this perverted
“kiss of peace,” and Renard takes his vengeance, comsuming the
father along with the sons.
“Li huaz le baic li estent / et Renart le gorpil le prant, / si l’a
ainzcois tout devoré / que il eüst son pié torné: / certes ci a mal
pecheor / qui a mengié son confessor,” (l. 14, 837-14,842) [“The kite
extended his beak, and Renard the fox grabbed him, so that before
he had time to turn on his heels, [Renard] had completely devoured
him. Alas, an inveterate sinner this, to have eaten his confessor!”
(modified from Owen, 139)].
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Thus the story, like the rite of confession, ends with a kind of
transubstantiation, a perverse communion in which the body of the
confessor replaces the body of Christ in a literal sacrificial meal.
Renard demonstrates once again his devilish nature and his total
disregard for the rules of society or the Church. He has taken over
the rite of confession and used it as a space to detail his contempt
for the impotent efforts of the Church, flaunting his acts of greed,
fornication, adultery, sodomy, and incest. The Church, he makes
clear, cannot control his appetites with prayers or threats of Hell.
The fact that Renard chooses to munch on capons—castrated
roosters--in the monks’ henhouse at the beginning of this branch
shows the equation he makes between symbolically castrated monks
and their impotent flock. The birds that Renard eats at the beginning
of the tale are mirrored by the bird he eats at the end, though he has
progressed from eating the property of the clergy (prey poultry) to
eating the clergy itself (raptor birds).21
Renard’s ingestion of his confessor is motivated by a hunger
for revenge rather than by famine or by the righteous hunger for
the transubstantiated body of Christ that should follow a successful
confession. In “The Confession of Renard,” the unnatural appetites
of the sinner are shown as whetted rather than quelled by the
intervention of the clergy, thus staging anxieties about both human
partners in the sacrament of confession.
Elizabeth Dolly Weber (PhD University of Wisconsin) is Associate Clinical
Professor of French at the University of Illinois at Chicago, where she is Director
of the Language and Culture Learning Center (http://lclc.uic.edu/). She is working
on a longer project about the representation of confession in medieval French and
Italian texts, from Marian miracle stories to Dante’s Divine Comedy.

21 Renard’s ingestion of Hubert also calls to mind the “Pet-itionary” Our Father, and the
cycle of digestion.
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Literary Docudrama in the Classroom: Teaching with
John Hatcher’s The Black Death: A Personal History
Ginger Smoak
University of Utah
& Jennifer McNabb
Western Illinois University

John Hatcher’s The Black Death: A Personal History is an uncon-

ventional text. It recounts the experience of plague by a single, extraordinarily well-documented village in Suffolk, England: Walsham
le Willows. While such a focus perhaps seems fairly standard of case
studies or microhistory, Hatcher’s book is more than a narrow treatment of a corner of England. In a preface entitled “The Nature of
This Book,” he opens with a discussion of both his journey toward
the realization that he wanted to write a markedly different sort of
treatment of the Black Death than present in extant scholarship and
a rather startling confession: while he based his text on the abundant
sources for Walsham, he had created a “literary docudrama rather
than conventional history” (ix). Because the everyday lives and
deaths of the people who lived in Walsham are inaccessible in the
historical record, Hatcher takes what some would call liberties by inventing these details in his quest to write an “intimate history of the
Black Death” (xi). Perhaps the most striking element of Hatcher’s
approach involves his “invention” (xiv) of the book’s central figure,
Master John, the village priest. Silence in the records on the identity
of fourteenth-century Walsham’s spiritual leader allows Hatcher to
create the character of Master John as the book’s protagonist, as well
as the reader’s guide to the village. He explains that Master John is a
composite character based on fourteenth-century evidence, although
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he notes that his decision to make the character “a good priest” (xiv)
was an arbitrary one. Hatcher personalizes the Black Death and its
effects by recounting the experience of the disease through Master
John and the book’s other “characters,” who are almost all based on
actual people living in Walsham at the time.
The text reads more as a gripping historical novel than a traditional narrative. After an introduction to the leading figures of Walsham
and their less established tenants and neighbors, readers then witness, with no small degree of dread, the approach of the plague and
its devastation of the village. Hatcher’s chronological account opens
in 1345 with a detailed description of the ritual that accompanied the
“good death” of prosperous resident William Wodebite and closes
in 1350 after the ravages of the Black Death had seen the medieval
ideal of the “good death” replaced by chaos, confusion, and isolation. Each chapter opens with a section in italics that provides historical context for the events that the characters are experiencing in
the pages that follow; this material represents the most traditional
element of the book. The narrative unfolds in a series of “tableaux,”
scenes which provide windows through which the reader may understand the epidemic. These scenes permit the reader to also be a
viewer, watching the action develop in an almost cinematic way that
is particularly appealing to students.
Because of the book’s episodic approach, it is “user friendly”
and can be accessed by students of different skill levels. In recent
semesters we have selected Hatcher’s text for several rather diverse
audiences, including a group of high-achieving Honors students in a
one-credit hour General Honors seminar required for the completion
of Honors graduation requirements, a group of mature adult learners
in a continuing education program, and a group of traditional undergraduate students in a history class. The Honors students choose
a seminar on the Black Death because the topic is unconventional
and something to which they will have little exposure in their own
courses of study; there are typically many science and business majors as a consequence of the current strength of these programs in
higher education. This circumstance provides great opportunities in
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the classroom, as students bring methodologies from their academic
specialties to bear on the course topic, but it also means they have
little background in historical thinking in general and in the medieval period more specifically. The adult learners who enroll in continuing education courses are also seeking an interesting topic, and
many are well traveled, fascinated by the past, and informal students
of history, although often without a great deal of academic training
in the subject. Students in more traditional history courses, including a Freshman Seminar on the Black Death, a lower division course
on the Middle Ages, and an upper division course on Medieval England, have also responded particularly well to this work. Like the
Honors and adult learners, undergraduate history students have been
able to learn the larger issues by engaging with the storyline and
caring about the characters and what happens to them. Minimal endnotes mean that the narrative is rarely interrupted, another benefit
for maintaining students’ interest.
Hatcher’s text offers advantages for all of these student populations and can serve instructors in a variety of ways. In addition to
class discussions and quizzes, students use this book as a source
for papers written about a topic from the course. While this book is
certainly a secondary source and much of it embellished, students
can find primary information that can act as a starting point for their
research. Hatcher’s thoughtful exploration of his methodology also
allows for meaningful general conversations about what history is
and where the line is drawn between history and fiction. This is an
important discussion, both for students who lack formal exposure
to historical thinking and for those who are focusing on the acquisition of historical skills in a more traditional undergraduate history
course. Their reactions to Hatcher’s authorial decisions, particularly concerning Master John and his fate, often drive class sessions.
Their comments in the seminar and in written analyses of the text
suggest that they regularly reevaluate the place and purpose of Master John in the narrative. Some power through the text driven by
annoyance with this fictional “do-gooder” who seems too virtuous
to be true, while others take a different route, understanding Master
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John’s function as the calm in the eye of the storm, whose breaking point, when reached, drives home the scope and scale of the
disaster in a powerful way. Many students remark on experiencing
the reading equivalent of holding their breath, half-convinced that
many Walsham residents will be spared the plague. The disease does
not arrive in force until the midway point of the book, in Chapter
10, and after the first deaths are described, the text assumes an almost eerie silence as the village suffers in the vice-like grasp of the
disease. Some students express frustration that the book says little
about what they want to know most: how did people living through
the period feel? That reaction is also valuable, of course, as it leads
us back to a contemplation of the limitations of the available primary
sources. It allows for a consideration of the fact that the institutions
responsible for creating the historical record were themselves paralyzed by the scale of the disaster, so although we may desire to know
what was happening in those terrible months, the record simply does
not allow us direct access to that suffering.
Hatcher’s book can be particularly useful in teaching the Black
Death from a medical perspective. The coming of the plague to
Walsham, as portended and signaled in messages brought by merchants who had attended markets and trading Fairs in affected areas
and in letters from outside monks and priests, gives a sense of the
palpable anxiety suffered by the people of Walsham and how information about the disease was disseminated. Students can feel what
that fear must have been like, especially without knowledge of the
cause or how the disease was spread. For example, characters express beliefs about miasma, “bad air,” and the idea that beams of
light coming from the eyes passed the disease. After Agnes Chapman’s husband became sick, she became terrified, realizing “that
she had many times look directly at her husband’s face since he had
become ill, completely forgetting that to look into the eyes of a victim was the surest way of catching the pestilence” (153). The characters’ lack of knowledge is offset by information about the causes,
vectors, and forms (bubonic, pneumonic, and septicemic) of the disease, as well as survival rates. Students are thus able to use the clues
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the characters have about the illness to “diagnose” them, increasing
their investment into the story. The reader sees medical practices,
burial procedures, and social interaction in a time of epidemic.
The pestilence took many forms, just as the villagers of Walsham had
been warned it would. Though the majority died, like John Chapman
and Robert Helpe, with fevered minds and bodies, unbearable pains in
their heads, and a large blackened boil or carbuncle in the groin, armpit, or neck, there were others who died without these telltale signs.
These victims died swifter and, some say, even more horrible deaths,
with intolerable chest and head pain, vomiting, coughing and spitting
up large quantities of blood (166-67).

Hatcher’s presentation of Walsham exposes students to many of
the structures, environments, institutions, and beliefs of the late medieval period more generally and so offers an opportunity discuss
the plague’s historical context in a substantial way. The concept of
the “good death,” for example, is connected to the medieval Christian approach to dying, and by extension to living, and its treatment in the text allows modern students to gain access to a way of
thinking about essential questions of the human experience that is
often inaccessible to them. The Black Death provides a great deal of
information about religious beliefs and practices like pilgrimage, funeral processions, confraternities, masses for the dead, confession,
and the Cult of Mary. It compares the information on sacramental
observance prior to the epidemic with post-epidemic practices and
enables students to learn not only about the immediate religious effects of the Black Death but also about medieval liturgical practices
in general. Furthermore, they can see the long-term effects of clerical ignorance and misbehavior that led, in part, to the Reformation.
For example, Master John “hoped fervently that the devotions of his
parishioners would succeed in placating God,” but expressed dismay that in places stricken with plague like Avignon, “they felt compelled to bestow the ability to hear confession, and perhaps even
to absolve sins, on the lowliest of clergy, including those who had
scarcely begun their training in holy orders” (115). Later we read
that when Master John “tested their ability to recite Mass, matins,
and hours, he found that they gabbled their words and skipped over
parts of the text, and that their Latin needed considerable improvement” (118). Students thus learn not only the normal practices of
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clergy, but also how the Black Death caused a desperate search for
clergy to perform last rites, even if unprepared.
In book discussions, or while searching for paper topics, students
particularly respond to the section of the book on the importance of
pilgrimage for the common people in the medieval period. Hatcher
gives us information about pilgrimage in the chapter introduction,
explaining that people undertook religious journeys as penance,
thanks for good fortune, an expression of devotion, or for the adventure of travel. After news of the plague had spread rapidly through
England, “the pious and the petrified feverishly sought the protection bestowed by the worship of saints and relics” (65). The inhabitants of Walsham recognized that “the most efficacious pilgrimage
by far was that to Our Lady of Walsingham,” giving students not
only a sense of how important the Cult of Mary was at this time, but
also what pilgrimage was like: often difficult and inconvenient, but
valuable enough to undertake nonetheless. “Long queues formed at
all the stalls and little shops along the way that sold wax, palms, and
tokens, brooches and badges of lead and tin, and, most precious of
all, the tiny sealed lead flasks containing holy water and a drop of
milk from the breast of the Virgin” (68). The water was known for
its curative qualities, and thus pilgrims believed that it might also
protect them from plague.
Perhaps the most pervasive subject throughout this book, and the
one most informational to students, involves manorialism and feudal
land holdings in the fourteenth century. The village of Walsham was
divided into two separate manors owned by different lords, Lady
Rose de Valognes and Sir Nicholas Walsham. A relatively small
number of families who possessed twenty or more acres of farm
land, the Cranmers, Wodebites, and Syres, became Walsham’s elite
villagers and either owned them outright, or held them from lords in
exchange of low rents. The larger landholders had the choice to farm
their land or lease it out in small plots at high rents. The unfree serfs
in Walsham were subjected to a range of fees, including the heriot,
or death tax, consisting of their second best animal, and fines paid
upon marriage, or the childwyte, paid for giving birth outside of
wedlock. In the section of the book set during the autumn and winter
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of 1348, a manorial court session held on Friday, October 24 illustrates these fees and other legal concerns. For example, small fines
were levied on those who allowed their animals to graze on common fields without right or taking small quantities of the lord’s crops
without permission. Some tenants had sold pieces of land without
license and heirs had neglected to pay an inheritance fee. However,
later in the book, the manorial court session held the following year
illustrates the major problem of the inability to find tenants to take
land vacated by death, either because of a shortage of people, or
because many survivors acquired land for themselves and no longer
wished to work for others. This was especially true for women and
the poor, and this work clearly depicts the decline of serfdom in the
aftermath of the plague.
Lady Rose experienced these problems on her manor: “Many
holdings were lying vacant for want of tenants, her demesne farm
had scarcely been tended for weeks on end and was now in a very
poor state; the local peasant officials appointed to act on her behalf
were apparently either dead or shirking their duties, and her tenants
were failing to perform their customary work” (190). Furthermore,
the book illustrates the effects of the Ordinance of Laborers of 1349,
which specified that tenants were to give their labor to their lords
to fulfill their contracts before undertaking wage labor, which paid
increasingly well after the plague, especially for women. Lady Rose
ordered her estate steward, John Blakey, to enforce the ordinance:
“you must force my own tenants to work for me all the days they
are required to by the ancient customs of the manor. More than this,
I rely on you to instruct my tenants that when they hire themselves
out as day laborers, they must first offer themselves to me” (191).
Furthermore, Blakey relents and hires women for many of the farming jobs previously done by men.
Two women in the book, Olivia and Hilary Cranmer, experienced the benefits of these new post-plague realities. The succession
of deaths in their elite landowning family meant that these widowed
sisters inherited substantial lands for which they paid modest rents.
They merged their lands, and when the difficulties and cost of find-
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ing labor to help them cultivate lands became clear, they switched
to pasturage, a larger trend in post-plague England. While Hilary
remarried, Olivia did not, as she was independent and prosperous
and did not care to risk losing control of her assets. These characters
allow students to understand the larger gender issues caused at least
in part by the Black Death. Because they are interested in the characters like the Cranmer sisters and what becomes of them during the
plague, they can absorb rather complex ideas about the Middle Ages
that otherwise might seem too distant or obscure to spend much
time considering. In more blunt terms, students learn a great deal
about medieval Europe almost in spite of themselves because they
wish to understand the book better. The captivating pacing and tone
of Hatcher’s docudrama prompts students to a much deeper understanding of medieval Europe than one might initially imagine.
Hatcher’s emphasis on the manor courts can also be used to inform a role-playing exercise. Such activities are valuable in promoting student engagement and application of historical thinking skills,
and Hatcher’s book allows students even greater access to “what it
was like” in the past than other secondary sources, giving greater
authenticity to the game’s action. Assigning each student a character from the class’s own fictional village (students gain greater
investment in the project by naming the village themselves), arranging characters in status/occupational groups, and providing various
opportunities for them to interact in character allows students an
opportunity to engage in historical action. The culmination of the
game is a manor court session, not unlike the ones Hatcher’s text
describes, in which the student teams are presented with various
scenarios concerning inheritance, wages, other economic opportunities, and law-breaking and must decide how to act, drawing on
what they have learned from Walsham and from the primary sources
provided to enhance their understanding of contemporary reactions.
Following Hatcher’s lead in emphasizing the sessions of the manor
court as a lens through which to understand the plague’s impact has
dramatically improved the quality of students’ historical thinking in
course RPGs as well as their historicity.
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References to the Hundred Years’ War and the Avignon Papacy,
the famine in England, flagellants, friars, the mendicants, and the
Statute of Laborers round out this “personal history.” An epilogue
explains that the records for Walsham and High Hall manors had
become patchy by the 1350s but that signs of discord continued in
the form of women refusing the wages they were offered, unlicensed
departure of villeins, failure to swear fealty, and other events, leading to an irrevocable end of serfdom and medieval feudalism, as
seen in the English Peasants’ Revolt of 1381.
While not all students have come to embrace Hatcher’s methodology, more than one accusing it of being too “fluffy” and crossing
an academic line, we find that engagement is key to teaching today’s
students. While we might argue as historians that works like this
one, or like Barbara Hanawalt’s Growing Up in Medieval London,
sacrifice purity for engagement, it is impossible to argue that a wellresearch text that clearly explains its methodology and hooks student interest is a bad thing. The dynamic narrative reads like a work
of fiction, or even like a screen play. In fact, this book, like Natalie
Zemon Davis’s The Return of Martin Guerre, would make an effective movie. Like Davis, Hatcher is successful at relating history in
a unique way. John Hatcher’s The Black Death: A Personal History
is simultaneously appealing and instructive, and teachers would be
hard pressed to find a text that does those things so well. It is why we
keep assigning this text year after year in our courses.
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